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It is not necessary at this age that we
should advocate the importance of study to
the Christian minister. Paul settled this
question long ago when he said to Timothy,
** Study to show thyself approved unto God,
a workman that needeth not to be ashamed,

rightly dividing the word of truth.” *‘ Give
attendance to reading—meditate upon these
things—take heed—unto the doctrine,” &c.
No one can doubt the import -of such injunctions; and we imagine that the ministers are very few who do not feel the necessity .of study; but it is a very different
thing to carry out this conviction and apply
the mind to its appiopriate work. “This
fail.

aid

Without the
They

completely fade
to renew and

he

has

in

to the ‘end,

he

they

never formed the habit of study.

have

through

him

have

This

and if it is not formed—if one goes through
and

Whea

Sr

We bave with pen and-ink

over our

recent

weeks’ duration,

to the

- ML. This habit of study is necessary to our
own mental and spiritual energies.
No one will deny that intellectual and
spiritual knowledge is demanded to satisfy
the cravingsof our intellectual and spiritual natures.
This knowledge is not acquired without personal application; and
in this personal application ‘there is something which invigorates, as well as illaminates, the mind.
Some may suppose that
spiritual life is communicated independently of effort, and especially independently of
study. But this is a mistake. The Spirit
does not aecomplish its work independently
of truth—of theological truth. It accompanies the word of God, impresses it on the
heart, thereby renewing and sanctifying it.
We do not say that it cannot act on man
independently ; but we do say that we have
never heard of individuals being regenerated or churches built up without the instrumentality of the Word.
The question is
not what God can or cannot do, but what

does he do? what

instrumentality dees he

employ for the renovation of man?
If this be so, then we are right in classing
spiritual things with mental, as having
their foundation in acquaintance with tetith
—in study. To keep ourselves vigorous in

cursorily “run

vacation

trip

of three

moralizing whenwe could,

gets his diploma

without forming it, as too many do, it all

ig business houses of the city. We
wert struck “With the almost terrific energy
with which, worldly men drive worldly
business.
And what most arrested our attention

was

the fact,

that

in

many

cgses

the proprietors-seemed to toil as hard, early and late, as the clerks. Money, money,
|

inspired it all!

We innocently supposed that away in the
quiet country, especially among well-to-do
farmers, some degree of ease, leisure and
contentment might be found., Not at all.
The eagerness for accumulating, the greed
for gain there, is quite equal to the like in
the town and city.
Hard work and a keen

eye to the prices current of butter, stock,
&ec., met us everywhere—whilst general
intelligence, we fear, is destined to suffer
a too sad neglect, and religion, life's ehief

concern, must fare even still worse.
THE DARK SIDE,
At Johnson,
the Sunday before we were
there, a clergyman from Ohio preached in

the Congregational church, on the evil effects’ of the late war on the morals of our
people. It was said to have been a dark

picture indeed.

The next Sunday, an aged

minister read in the same church,

in the

forenoon, a sermon by the Rev. Dr. Thomp-

son, of New York, setting forth in his vig-

cal corruptions of our times.

In the after-

noon, the aforesaid Ohio clergyman preached at

the

same

place,

on the

deplorable

young men of our country.

If this be a

specimen of the ‘stated means of grace”
to which the good people of Johnson are
invited from Sabbath to Sabbath the religious services there must wear. rather a
gloomy aspect! It isnottrue that all the
‘ former days were better than these,” or
that the world is wholly bad. As for in-

amounts to nothing—Ichabod is written upon his future earcer. He who has formed
the habit of study without the schools and
stance, the latter preacher set forth in unwithot the self-sufficiency which an undemixed
colors
the delinquencies
of our
served diploma begets, is sure to outstrip hend the infinites yet the nearer we can
youth in the matters of respect for, and
him in the end.
come to it, the better.
The more we tan obedience to, parents. "Such a state of things
It should be remembered that the power comprehend of the mysteries of the gospel,
as described may he general, “we admit,
of concentrating the mind at will on one “the more clearly shall we be able to vxplain
but there are many, even very many, hapspecific subject consecutively is acquired. them ; and the clearer our apprehension of
BY exceptions. . There are yet left us well
Close application to hard study becomes a
spiritual truth, other things being equal, thé ‘regulated families, not a few: of which have
habit—a facility. Study, like work, isnot more spiritual we shall be. Clearness of
fallen under our observation during our renatural. No nian naturally loves work.— apprehension is the ministers direct object,
cent travels.
Necessity or the desire for its benefits that he may vindicate divine truth, and ‘‘be
FAMILIES—HOW SCATTERED.
*
prompts him to it. It.may become a habit perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good }
Now-a-days, a family of any consideraand he enjoy it, so that he does not feel works.”
a
ble size, when all are settled in life, will be
right without it. Such a man makes labor
Energy, industry, and enthusiasm should
profitable. But take a man who has always be manifest in our studies. The old Roman found scattered oyer the country, perhaps
lived in idleness like an Indian, and give Gallus was said to be so abstracted in bis from Maire to Oregon ar California. It was
him a good opportunity to earn a livelihood studies that the day would be gone before not £0 a generation ago. We had an uncle,
by labor, and" he ‘will fail. He does not he knew it; andif he took his pen in the long settled in Vermont, who some twentyknow how to work. The first requisite to evening, before he was aware the morning five years since died, leaving then living’
The sens
success is to form the habit of work, which light would surprise him. John Scotus, four sons and six daughters.
were
all
farmers,
and
all,
the
daughters"
is no easy task under the circumstances.
Wickliffe, and Luther were close students,
So_it is with study. He who has not else they would not have accomplished were married to farmers, and what was a
3

learned to study will not do anything, until
he foriug the habit. We know ministers in
precisely this predicament. For the want
of this habit, time passes, and they. content
themselves with spending a few moments
Saturday

ewening or

Sunday

morning

in

preparing for the pulpit! Is this the way the
minister of Christ shows himself ¢ a workman rightly dividing the word of tiuth

Let iv be borne in nilind especiilly by

every young minister that n hablt of study

i8'to be formed whioh shall take his work
pleasant and promote his usefulness through
“all subsequent i, Itcan he done, but
not wighouk devisjon, application, and.perseverance. Every one who has succeeded,
knows how, difficult
an operationit -is.—
Soniye Mttle insect, curious in its habits, a
leaf of flower, attractive in its beauty, some
amusement; fascinating in its power, or
some stray thought, impudently insinuating
itself, does the mischief.
Before he is
aware he is off on a long and pleasant rev-

what they did.

The first, we are informed,

wrote hundreds of volumes.

The last, not-

withstanding his arduous, active labors,
translated the whole Bible; and he tells us
how he did it—** Nulla dies sine versu”—no
day. without a verse. It was his every day
study—his habit—that was the secret of his
success,

little remarkable,

hours’ ride of the

the ten lived within

four

old homestead, and. all

but one within two *hours’ ride. ‘And though
settled so

seat di-

were then some 150 miles from Charlestown) and stay till I can find you a place P”
“ Yes.” The transaction was completed,
so fur as we have.any knowledge of it,
with the conductor who happened along

near home,

instead

in better humor with the worldin general,

we find ourselves back at our accustomed
work again. The three weeks passed in
visiting old friends, in rambling from town
to town, in breathing fresh air, and enjoying the kindest attentions ffom-4ll, have put
us back some ten years in feeling, hope,
and ambition. But how long will it last?
Aside from these three precious weeks our
vacation of a term and a half has not been
particularly enjoyable—and though two

be wanted for their use, appears to be now

est conceivable assemblies may respond to
in thunders of assent; petitions of prayer

set forth to which the common

Amen

will

make answer as by the sound of many

wa-

ters ; anthems, and

public te dewms,

common

chants, and hymns, and

that will command

voice of as many

organs

choirs as wiil be wanted for whole acres

the

and

of

of" seeking

farmers may be regarded as rich.
““ WHO

WAS

NEIGHBOR P

know how to find itgwithout help from us.
Enough to know that there are great days
yet to come! Would that we could see
them !'—and perhaps we shall.
We see then—for this is the sum of all we
have been saying—that the Holy Spirit or-

|.

“The “Wickedest Man”
Ld

LE

Again.

—

After the lapse of a few weeks

oted char

acter, John Allen, who has been extensively fdvertised as “The Wickedest
” in New York,
has again come prominently: ‘before the public. ~
It is now believed

that

he

has resolved

to re-

form, and he seems to have commenced the work
in good earnest, On Saturday night, Aug. 29, he
closed his infernal den, and ‘placed upon. the door
a card to the’ effect that no gentlemen wouldbe admitted unless accompanied by’ their wives who
wish to. employ Magdaléns as domestics.
There
are some things of interest concerning his history
and the means by which he has been induced to

abandon his businéss and to attempt to lead adit,
ferent life, and we give a few extracts from accounts as they appeared in the New York dailies
of last week. We
hope his reformation will
prove thorough and genuine "ough fears are
still entertained.
:

SMR. ALLEN’S

HISTORY.

He went into the
dance-house business 17
years ago he said, *“ merely as a lark—just for a

ganizes, himself, the’ communion of saints, little fun, you know ”” intending to stay in it .onand will as certainly make places or build ly for a month or so, and there he has been ever
houses forit in his times. Building for re- since. .
His father, his brothers and his sisters, who
ligion is no such carnal thing, in this "view,
as many think ; and if we build well, what are all good Christian people, and of whom he
more terms are due us, we, forthe present,
seems to be proud and fond, on finding him out,
choose teaching. Indeed, we should choose else should we do, when we are building sought by every means in their power to win
nothing else, God granting health and | for God ? We so far put ourseélv es in con- him from his nefarious business, and they have
clung to him, and followed him with their ‘tears
nection with a great instinct of religion,
strength.
The Theological School has opened as and with eras to come, when the grandest and their prayers during all those 17 hopeless
well as we expected. The attendance from doxologies, and most hallowed . prayers, Years—a remarkable instance of family affection
and faithfulness.
term to term for a half dozen years or more and widest human brotherhoods, Will be
,
H1s REFORMATION.
mounting into stone by the upward lift of
has been remarkably uniform, not var ying
Mr. Dyer, in his explorations of the shady side
their
affinities.
Far
be
it
from
us
to
reflect,
more than by two or three in number.
of New York, first came upen Allen about two
New students, to the exact number of the in the suggestions here offered, on the, dig- years ago. He at once became interested in him,
recent graduating class, have applied for nity .of our common audience chamber S, OT recognized him as the bell-wether of the whole
preaching’ stands, called churches. . Still dance-house flock, and set at work to study him
admission and been accepted,—all but one
of whom will, we hope, be able to com- farther be it from us to stir up any puffy up, determined if possible, to rescue the interest
plete the full course of study. Two or conceit ; as if, in the building of these, we ing wretch, and get him to help break up the
dance-house business.
When he got ready, and
three others have made application, but were doing something very magnificent, opportunity offered, Mr. Dyer wrote his first
such as belongs to the last great day and
have been advised to pursue preparatory
“Wickedest Man”article for Packard's Monthly .
final glory of our religion. We need, first He aimed the arrow directly at John Allen’s
studies awhile longer elsewhere.—J. F.
of all, to understand that this is the day of heart—at whatever of family pride and parental
New Hampton, Aug. 25.
small things, and not despise the day of affection there might be left in him. It was a
small things because a greater is to come. dead hit. It filled the ‘“Wickedest Man’ with
Probably
never, in the most advanced age terror and shame. He wept over it in rage and
“Building Eras in Religion.”
of religion, will our small structures, called

Under this head in the
ber of Hours

at

Home,

September
Dr.

num-

Bushnell

dis-

cusses in his usually able and interesting
manner, the structures whi¢h have been
.reared at different periods for the worship

After noticing several actual
another change

to be

anticipated, when the promised day

There is also yet

of the

Spirit arrives, that will paturally bring together immense conventuals of a kind more
severely grand, because of the stupendous
intellectual consolidation supposed.. I refer to the final reconciliation of science and
religion. There is no real discord between
them. - The natural and the supernatural,
science and faith, have a unity of relation
as complete as any right and left hand.
And yet it has not hitherto beer easily discovered ; for we have just now a large dissent on

hand

that

disallows

all miracle,

takes away thé possibility of prayer, and
weakens and chills, in a thousand ways,
the faith of religion itself. It is partly the
fault of a narrow-niinded way in the disciples and professed champions of religion,
and partly the fault of an over hasty and
falsely tempered intellectual conceit, in the
forward teachers and expounders of nature.
The schism is an old one,

really

as

old as

the world ; viz., a conflict between thinking
and believing ; only the strife is now being
drawn closer as the system of science and
the habit of thinking in the terms of causes
are more stringently set. Many are greatly concerned lest all faith and all supernatural truth should be subsiding now into
final contempt.

Christianity they fear

has

come to its limit and is ready to die.

Far’

from that as possible. . On the contrary this
fearful closing in of the conflict is but a
convergence towards the settlement of it.
The point of comprehension is now being
reached, where it shall be seen that

nature

and.the supernatural are joint factors, ab
eterno, in God's
one to the

kingdom,

other

and

when the conclusion

not

will

be

contrary.

And

is fully established,

entered into the mind both
religion, they

complementary

of science

forever

and

atoned

and

reconciled to each other, in a solid and
compact unity. They will now be forward
to recognize each other in the great fraternity of God, and will want occasions where

they may say, ‘‘all hail,” to each other, and

set forth their common revelations, No
fortunes abroad as so many do now, they
fact
ever took place In the world at all comare all independent, and most of them for

patuble to this reconciliation of science and
religion, save the reconciliation of the great
world-schism made by. sin itself {| and ‘in-

mortification.

His family

came

down

would gain

nothing to rise at four

if he

following

particulars. “The

said young

woman was a maid-servant, and had stant
éarly enough to @ét all the gleep that nature | ed from somewhere in Vermont, with a
requires before that hour, it is a good man who promised to get her p place in’ a
But at this
arrangement, especially for summer. From factory somewhere below.

were drowsy all day.

And if he can retive

and symbols in which the brotherhood
all fact and

edged.

trath way be ly

of

acknowl-

What occasions there may be for

great

:

on him

afresh.
He learned that his aged father was
churches, be dispensed with. They are, stricken to the heart by the article, and that his
and are always to be, our synagogues, favorite brother had fainted away on reading
standing in the succession of the syna- it. His/pet son came erying home from school,
gogues, and not in the succession of the graying he wouldn’t go any more because all the
temple, as many are forward without right boys said his father was the wickdest man in
New York.
His den was overrun with respectto assume.
»
.| able visitors to such an extent as seriously to
damage his business, and so he cursed the visitors and the “miserable Dyer” who had sent them
Events of the Week.
there, and- raved, and swore, and, to use his own
—
words, “run on rum heavier than ever.”
At last, Mr. Dyer’s second ‘“Wickedest Man”
THE INTERNAL REVENUE

imbroglio still continues, and the emissaries of evil are busy at work in. endeavoring to produce charges against the Com.
missioner, The notorious Binckley.. and
others, pretending to act under the authority of the President, -have visited New
York for this purpose, and claim to have
discovered evidence of corruption on the
part of Mr. Rollins. A warrant has accordingly been made out for his drvest, but according to late accounts it had not been

article came out in the August number of “Packard,”. at the close of which he gives Allens,
promise to quit his business by the first of May
next, expresses-his belief that he will keep his

.promise, and w inds up by saying that the Wickedest Man in New York ‘shall yet win a name
of which his children, whom he so passionately
loves, néed not be ashamed, and shall yet establish~a character which will suffer those children
to plant flowers upon his grave without blushing
for the memory of their dead father lying be-

neath the sod.”

When Allen read these lines he

wept again, not with rage and shame, but with
this man
served” It seems that the affair was under- .remorse and repentante. “Fortunately,
had sagacious
Christian friends’ to encourage
taken in behalf of the whiskey ring and of him in his Li resolutions, Dr. J. M. Ward, of
Gen. Burbridge who is anxious for Mr. Newark,N. J., a gentleman of wealth and" culRollins’s place, without the knowledge of ture, has heen unremitting in his efforts to win
Secretary McCulloch.
It is stated that the Allen from his career of sin; and Mr. Albert Cwhole affair is treated in Washington by Arnold of the Howard Mission has labored to the
honorable men of both parties with the ut- same end with enlightened zeal and invincible
most contempt, and even the President de- hope. . Two weeks ago Mr." Arnold accompanied
Allen home to the * Wickedest Man's
. father’s
nies having anything to™do with it. If house, where a family council had been called
reports can’-be -relied upon, the relations’ for the purpose of making a determine: d_ effort to
between Mr. Rollins and his superiors are induce him to. quit his shameful business, The
likely to be somewhat more pleasant in the result was hopeful. Allen returned to the city
future, a compromise having been effected deeply impressed with a sense oi bis duty to his
by which supérvisors are .to be appointed true-hearted, faithful relatives, if not to. God and
decency,
His friends in the city followed up the ~

from both parties in equa! numbers.

attack.

tHE wHITE sUIBER sPRINGS
affair is still iy mystery. On his return to
Washington Gen.{ Rosecrans published a
card in which he said,—“My mission was
one of myown

conception, and was inspired

by a most earnest desire for the welfare of
the nation for which IT am as willing to lay
down my life as any one who lives beneath
ourflag. No party had anything to do with
it; no individual. I alone am reésponsible.”

But this declaration on his part, does

not remove all curiosity respecting the end
had in view. One report is to the effect
that the Southern Generals were inclined to
sneer at him and his overtures. - Missions
and undertakings of this character usually

amount to but very little. ‘During the past
week,

:
JE

ATTENDS

On Sunday afternoon, Aug. 30th, Mr. Allen uttended religious services at the Howard. Mission.

At the close of the service it was announced that
Allen had shut up his dance-house, and that he
would make a few remarks.
Coming torward
with diffidence and hesitation, he expressed a
purpose to lead a different life. His manner was

modest and straightforward, and he seemed to be
Many gen-

Sineere in his intention to reforns..
tlemen shook him cordially bythe

‘hand,

and

promised to stand by him’ in‘his efforts to atone Ps
for his past life. The dance-house girls were in
attendance,
and so was -Allen’s wife, Allen
lilmself seemed to enjoy the meeting, and joined

heartily in the

singingof ‘every

was considerable excitement
police kept everything quiet,

hymn,

There

outside. but

the

NoON-DAY PraYER MEETING.
On Monday,
Aug.
prayer meeting was

:

i

MEETING.

81st.
held

the first noon: -day
in the dance-house.

VERMONT
«A few minutes before twelve o'clock the doors
hia spoken to the country by means of her were opened and a few persons entered. Allen,
annual election, and, teue to her past his- who is not a bad looking man, gave them a heartory, her utterances are firm “and . decidett! ty welcome, Seats were arranged at the sides of
d, and by
| She elects a Republican Governor and three the room, but they were soon
o’clock the place was densely packed by
twelve
Republican Congressmen and her Legisla1 motley crowd.
ture is nearly unanimously of the same poAt twelve o'clock Dr:-Ward oped the exer

On our way home an incident occurred deed this other reconciliation is never comv
in the cars which most impressively brought pleted -and_ set in the dignity of reason,
to mind the above question. As the train without the other. Faith henceforth will
litical character. But the best of all is cises with a few remarks, alluding to the wonstudies until six, entertained his friends till started from the depot at the White River ‘not be timorous any more, for it is now be- that in one of the most spirited campaigns derful change Mr. Allen had made in his busi
eight, supped, smoked, drank a glass of Junction, a young woman, sedated alone come the congener of all reason. It will which has occurred for years, the Republicans ness. A series of short prayers were then made,
water, nid went to bed. Whether
the min- just opposite us, burst-into cr ying and fitful| ‘even be scientific to believe, and there will have increased their majority on the popu- intérspersed with popular revival hymns. More
than half the persons present joinedin the singister should rise at four o'clock, depends on sobs. A lady In the seat behind her com- be a vaster, broader enthusiasm kindled lar ‘vote by from eight to ten thousand,
ing. One of the speakers related some incidents
for
the
great
brétherhood
of
religion,.
than
menced
inquiry
respecting
the
cause;
and
circumstances.
He must have sleep—what
electing théir candidates on the general in connection with his efforts to secure a change
amid
mich
talk-onthe
one
hand,
and
hys|
lis
over
yet
been
conceived.
It
will
be
~his constitution- requires=so-that he can-be[ ticketby nearly thirty thousand majority. fi MF, Aller’s business, Allen himself stepped
awake when he attempts to stndy.
He tericul sobs Oh the other, we gathered the the Creator-worship and Redeemer-worship Such a result at this juncture is most grat- forward and made a few remarks. There was
joined, and the assemblies will want spaces
Niwtoir rose at four o'clock, studied until

twelve, exercised until one, gave nttention’
to music for a short time, continued his

np
’

At this

the

rectly in front, turned and quietly asked
these two, questions only—‘* Have you any

of Jehovah.

We have heard of a superannuated preacher want of good morals and mannérs on the
who continued to write his two sermons a part of our youth, dnd especially of the

benefit derived from it on account of its
disciplinary effect.
The more the mind
grasps, the more it is capable of grasping
and comprehending: But what themes are
nearer the infinite and incomprehensible
than those which the Bible offers for our
consideration? Though we cannot compre-

for her.

lady in

and prospective changes, he continues:

these respects, we must not only study to orous and fervid style the social and. politi-

must be learned like any other habit. This ‘week for the benefit of his spiritual iiature.
is one of the great objects, nay, we may
The more profound the subject to which
say the great object of a * couse of study,” we apply our minds the greater will be the

a course nominally

enthusiasm st

Gleanings.

must

minds capable of bringing out of the treas- qualify ourselves fo» or profession, but we
ury of the Lord things new and old, or of must study in it, to vivify our minds, habitproducing ‘* beaten oil for the sanctuary,” ually to the end of our professional career.
but they do not do it, because

such

ways have a soul-engrossing object in view,

By theology

\fhe «interest

to his own soul, and
souls of his hearers.

here

Be strengthened as they pray.

is where many

of

and simply describing when nothing else
was left us.. A few fragmentary items are
all that remain to be given.
and Revelation, but he will here find a field|.
WORLDLINESS:
‘which will continually open to his vision
We had ocgasion last spring“ to spend a
with new and varied thought and interest
weekin Boston, and to visita large number

And they who mourn, and they who fear,

Here

things,

she could “do nothing

point a well dressed

saute, and what vaster structures may

assembly, Holy processions too may be
a lady said to Johnson, “If I could »write
timed by hymns and marches in the gallike you, I’ ‘should be always writing mereleries of walls that are alive with worship.
ly for the pleasure of it,” he replied, “Pray, just at that instant. * Who was neighbor’ We know nothing of all this. It is not for
madam, do you think Leander swam
across to her who fell among thieves P”
us to appoint these matters, We only see
the Hellespont merely because he was fond
that there will be great movements of
“¢ HOME AGAIN.”
of swimming ?”
Tt was the object that
brotherhood,
and great feeling wanting exRefreshed in body, inspirited in mind, and
prompted him.
So the minister should alpression, and the men of the times will

calenlate to study faithfully as long as he
preaches, thereby” preserving in his mind
the truth in its«freshness, and perfecting his
knowledge therein.
He cannot at once
learn all thereis to be learned from Nature

»

The peace that dwelleth, without
. Securely by thy side.

cannot be done successfully
habit of study.

The author

have an object, as well as a habit.

them, will give chafacter to his preaching.
Hence if he wishes to" be efficient and pre-

Lord, from thine inmost glory send,
‘Within these courts to bide,

Habits of Study- for

ification more than glory is my rewar:

His theology is to be the soul

serve his usefulness

Have raised to worship thee.

which have

which should inspire his zeal and insure the
we mean the doctrine of God—his relations strictest studiousness and perseverance, and
tous and our--duty, to_him, embracing the renew. from time to time his spiritual vigor.
whole science of N
and Revealed re- | —J. M. B.
:
ligion. The cleaxfess of his perceptions in

O Thou, whose own vast temple stands,
Built over earth
and sea,
Accept the walls
that human hands -

May faith grow firm and love grow
And pure devotion rise,

ful moments of life—moments

most vivid pictures of the imagination will
growydimmgnd

point he had deserted her, taking her tioket

four to eight in the

often enticed me to pass fourteen hours at money #4“ No.” + Will you go with me
my desk in a state of transport. This grat: to my home ‘in Charlestown, Mass., (we

‘| have acquired, and to increase its acquisition.
Men are always forgetting.
The
strongest’ impréssions of the mind and the

away unless efforts are made

from

‘“These are the most luxurious and dglight-

I. This habit J8 necessary to, preserve and
perfect one's
ogy.
We do not mean to preserve the volumes
of theology which he may have purchased,
bat to keep ini a fresh and practical condition

of his preaching through life.

Hymn.

May erring minds that worship
, Be taught the better way,

overcome

obstacles and ‘igsure
i
success.

gradually

than

with him. Upon being asked his name and
morning; and the latter period, as a -gen- where he was from, she replied she did not
eral rule, is worth three times as much as know, and hoped she never should know !
the former for study ; so that it becomes a She then proceeded to lay on his devoted head
very Sconomjgl course: to. adopt. Sot certain
ns.not particularly cred-|

‘was actually grieved If he had a poor les-

retain them.

The Worning Sine

rd 1868.

creasing interest and vigor. Among those
who are laboring for the succcss of the Remind must be made to work in obedience to
sufliciently shown.
If any should ask at publican cause in this stateis Seuator Fes"
his mandate.
To give it up is to fail to
this point, by what precise uses, or modes senden who spoke for the first time, in Portform the habit. His best way is to nerve
of use, these structures will be occupied, land, on Monday night of last week. The
up himself- for a’ desperate effort and sucHe
we. shall _be_much -at fault of course.
1 meeting” was large and enthusiastic.
ceed. If hie is alone, an iron will will greatly
He only will improve the hours allotted. itable to “herself or® flattering to him. have’ already suggested a possible use of Ihe declared himself to be in full sympathy with
facilitate his success: I can but admire the to study with wakeful enthusiasm and de- The lady having worked up ‘the case to
as hostile as ever
telegraphic instrumentation, throwing out thé Republican party,
young man, who, studying alone, was very light who has the confirmed habit, Then this hard-featured point, subsided, saying
;
sentiments in printed forms which the vast- to the Democratic.
for sleep

that know ledge. of theology which he may

toon (¢ others should be particular to give
and Sikie) ofif subsclibert for

SEPTEMBER

ifying, and wil tell upon
other states.

the

elections

IN MAINE
the campaign is being conducted

in

with in-

an evidence of frankness about the man that won

the sympathy of his listeners.

The exercises

‘continued for an hour, and although the room
was small, and the air close, all the spectators
remained until the close.
4
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~~ @ommunications.

Being purified and deprived of its smell
by some secret process,it becomes the very
useful fluid known as benzine, and is ‘em-

id, and’ gaseous, have been derived from |
Coal Tar; but as they ave not generally of
great utility, they need not be here men-

ployed to remove

tioned.

grease

.from

our

gar-

ly for remdving oil from wool that has been
colored in the manufacture of carpets,
~The SpiFit-ot "Observer's articie—is—ad= ike.
3.» “After the production of the *liglit
mirable, and it seems to us that his proposi:

oil,” a heavier substance called ‘* dead oil”
is obtained, equal in bulk to one fifth of the

tions are very reasonable in the main. Yet
on this point we would not be so positive,as

He

the

letter: of -the

Two

for easier fields, for they will find Satan
strongly intrenched at every point in this

of. the ladies

Tn any position, she would

sidereda character

be con-

ignores Bengali and English.

heard him read;-and he had every letter at

his tongue’s end.

coming home from the

It should be said that
pronun-

brick .flues for that each Englishietter has the Bengal

‘As yet she utterly

evening, J. said, ‘No

As we were

Zenanas the other
description, however

ciation opposite it. Two havé been dropped worded, could give to home, friends a true
from this class and two admitted; so that picture of the places and things and peothe number is still ten. They all fully ap- ple, we see in these isolated little worlds.”
preciate the great privilege of learning Eng> Each one is different from every other one
lish and make progress accordingly. We in the details, though all of them have some
have reason to expect much of them in after things alike? as, the covered passages; the

windings and turnings, the steps up, and

years.

Eastern Board is of Eastern men.

pencils. He is a wide-awake young man, wea ing is different from ladies in Lhrissix feet in hight. He reports a flourishing tian countries, but is’ really mqre sensible

I “4. After the production of the ‘* dead oil,”

| phor in appearance, andgesnaling a faint
agreeable odor,—and also a white crystal| izable substance called Paraffine, closely
| resembling spermaceti in appearance, which
| is used in making bandles, and also for
| rendering cloth and leathef waterproof.
beneficence.
:
‘7. Another valuable product from Coal
Another way by which the conference might
condgict the business, is to adopt the Board Tar is a heavy lubricating oil for machin-

: proceeds to spare, they will be disposed of
like thos¢ of the Star, the conference deciding what portion it is best to fund as a veserved capital, and what portion shall be
appropriated to objects . of denominational

Stockholders

of the

Freeman

as*“its

ery, called Paraffine Oil, which

is

oy some

The former plan we deem the bet- of the cotton manufacturers preferred for
:
ter one in itself, and it is more according to | this purpose to sperm oil.
the precedent in purchasing ang conducting | 8. Again for the crude Naphtha there
the Star. We
think we have made the may be eliminated a heavy oily substance,
with very little odor and a pungent taste,
meaning ofthe phrase,
‘ the same
rela| which is called Benzole. - (This name is
tions,” plain to “‘ Observer.”, Sik
We deem but one remark more necessary sometimes applied to the Naphtha itself.)
to a proper understanding of our intention This Benzol¢, in a'separate state, seems to
be oflittle use, but, combined with Nitric
and spirit.
agent.

Our remark in the former communication
that a mere appropriation to the Freeman

acid, it forms the
ed Nitro-benzole,

would not meet the case, we do not wish to
be understood as proceeding from any spirit of dictation or discourtesy, but simplya

monds, but with less poisonous qualities.
This cheap and comparatively harmless

frank expression of a

deep conviction

that

bling

in smell

substitute

very useful article calla fluid precisely resem-

and tastethe oil of bitter al-

is very

extensively

such an act however well intended and
however grateful we should be for it, will

instead of the oil of almonds in

entirely fail in making the relation of the

soaps,

Freeman to the conference sufficiently organic and vital. Neither would it be sufficient to prevent the raising of the question
of a division of funds between the East and

employed
the

facture of perfumery, confectionery,
&e.

This,

to be sure, is very

manG-

toilet
aston-

ishing, but it is not all by any means; for
this filthy, fetid, loathsome Coal Tar is

made ‘to yield not one delicate perfume,
merely, but many.
And not only perfumes

but the most delicious flavors are obtained
. West:
:
Mr. Editor, we are grateful for your from this unpromising substance.
The so called fruit.essences are merely
past courtesy and this may be our last communication on this subject. But you will alcholic solutions of certain others, and
. allow us to say that you attributed too these others are nearly all obtained from
In this manner are produced the
much importance to our former communi- Coal Tar.
cation in regarding it as ‘ official.” It essence of Pine Apple, Melon, Strawberry,
Gooseberry,
Grape,: Apple,
was just because there was no * official” Raspberry,
Pear, Cherry, Black-cherry,
action on the subject by the stockholders, Orange,Lemon,
that we made the attempt lo give expression Plum, Apricot and Peach!
9.
Notonly the others, but Alcohol itto what we think are the prevalent views

and feeling among the stogkholders and
the friends in the West generally.
bike

~

P.B.P
aw

:

Coal Tar.
.
:

At the commencement of this lecture

the

- Professor said that he proposed to illustrate
by a very remarkable example, the utility
of seience in an economical point of view,—

to show how it enables us to turn to practi-cal account

substances

less, and to distove:

apparently

valuable

worth-

products

self is among the products of this wondrous

Hydrogen, have all been eliminated.

10. Another substance of great utility
which is solely derived trom this very peculiar compound is called Phénic Acid, or
#

gh

This, in a crude or impure state, is very
extensively used as a disinfectant, and
seems to be «the most thoroughly efficient

where one would be least likely to look for
them. Said he: This black, sticky, diga- tone. which has heen. found, -and, atthe
greeable substance, with a most disgusting same time, is not very costly. It is also emodor, is called Coal Tar. It is a waste ployed to drive inscets from the garden,—
#product, obtained in the distillation of Coal to preserve skins for stuffing,—hodies for
in the manufacture of illuminating gas. and dissection, &ec., &ec.
,
. Was formerly
considered “worthless.” At
length, howéver, it began to be used in the

of common

Shoe-Blacking,

"and, finally, to be mixed

manufacture

with sand, &e.,

for pavements and waterproof coverings
for roofs.
It was also found serviceable
“as a cheap

varnish

for

rough

iron

work,

11. Some of the products derived from coal
tar have medicinal properties. One of them
called Keroselene is employed as an ansesthetic, and another,

Carbazotic Acid,

is an

efficient remedy in cases of fever and ague.
12. But one ofthe most wonderful and
important resultsof the chemical analysis

sach as chains, coal hods, iron fences, &c.
of this offensive 15oking stuff is the discovOnly a very small part, however, of the
ery of a number of new, beautiful and
article produced could be used for these extremely valuable coloring matters, "=
purposes,

and not till it had been

subjected

to ehemical analysis did its: veal, value begin'to be suspectéd. But on resorting to
distillation at various and carefully regulated temperatures, this loathsome stuff’ is
found to yicld a most wonderful variety of
« useful and valuable, and even agreeable
and beautiful, products,
4
1.

A considerable quantity of Ammonia,

mixed with othér gises; 18" BEET, which

The Carbazotic acid gives a splendid and
permanent . yellow,—the Chloronaphthalic
acid gives a brilliant red,—and the Kyanol,
or Aniline
gives a beautiful blye ;—and
from the combihation of these primary
colors. the whole scale of intermediate tints
has been obtained, besides
an excellent

black.
=.
:
fH
These are all embraced under the name
of, Aniline colors, and are extensively em-

being absotbed A
18 étiiploy od in the ployed as dfes, espetially for sitks
pf Sniphate of Ammonia for and woolens,—are employed as pigments
manufacturé
manure,
vl
ie
in coloring Photographs, and have even
20° A“ light
oil," equal in bulk ‘to one
twentiath of the'orig naltar,is produced
; and

this, being re-listilled and otherwise purified, becomes ordinary Naphtha, whieh,
wmdér the name of Kerosene Oil and other
fanciful defignations, is very extensively
yrillamination
and sometimes for fuel.

Ihart;
mpi

light that” boautifies
our halls; But
transparent fluid in oar lamps

sel

res

lance

to the: smutty Tar

dagived.>

. i

ni

The Naptha isalso very serviceable as a

sdlvent
for india-rubber, gutta-percha, and

‘ether gums used by the varnish-makers,—
. Por particular

it is re-distilled or
purposes

ed, two or three times over.
-

¢

abilities are sometimes rendered useless by

:

Chietun, who went from usa few weeks
ago to start a new school thirty miles away,
came in Saturday to get a supply of tale

the steps down, and lastly and beyond all,
the ladies’ open court, with their rooms
opening into it. The style of their jewel--

been prepared for the useof artists in oil
painting.
jig,
De
The results are already important in a

commercial point of view, and are rapidly
becoming more so.
One of the coloring

:

behind us,

having the same object that we had, to. get
into the large bazar by a short route. The
large drums across his back filled the lane,

>.

*

:

En
PRE

The

so that

the

driver

back, and went

turned

was ahead and we could not get sthrough.

Soon we saw the elephants and the road
before us wholly filled, and the one behind

Conscience.

is, that

each

moral

a

nt

cannot

but be aware that his own moral judgments
are but the

echo of

the

conscience

of the

moistened eye, the choked and broken utterance of one who

feels for ‘Zion,

desires

the conversion of sinners and the salvation
of some members of the family or relatives
and fiends, are potent as to their influence.

conscience is sure of the approbation of
others.
Was the conscientious slaveholder
conscious of universal approbation?

view makes

This

conscience not only judge but

an infallible one.

McCosh propounds
this difficulty: ‘* How

'

;

:

[Intunitions, p. 298]
are the existence of

sin and the wrong decisions of conscience
consistent with the necessity which attaches
to our moral convictions?

But the only

ne-

you wont

be

‘harmed, — come

along.” And he led the way along a little
dark passage to the rear of the verandah,
at the end of which was a barred door. He
shouted, andan old man on the other
took down the bars, and we found

side
our-

selves in a little, open court. The baboo
told us we could go up on the outside if we
liked ; so he took us up some narrow stairs,

heaven

Saviour.

and communion with the blessed

Salvation, strength and victory

are obtained. Young Christian, cultivate
the habit of drawing near to God in this

way.

And you, who have bie

we found ourselves on

a terraced

roof, in

the bazar were full of the eager faces of
women and children, and some of whom
Jooked very much like Zenana' ladies.
The surging mass below, with all its pag-

eantry -and noise was so strictly Orienfal
that any description of it would give a forcigner no good idea. — The elephants,
large and small, with

their

faces

painted,

Joby in the

service, do not neglect it.

F.

than

others
to awaken a consciousness
of our dendence on God. It sets a
to
ntelleetural presumption and "reduces man
to

that state

of moral

everywhere assumed in

Jovesty which is

Bible.

Man

posseses in himself
an intellectural . framework and a consciousness of right and

wrong.

But left to himself,he is bu an

intellectual pigysand

whan tnaided from

without, can o
of the infinitely varied
and infinitely enduring
relations which he
sustains to God

and

his fellows

and very indistinct knowled
finds himself in infinitely varied

for obtaining such information.

but

little

And he
. conditions

The Chrig-

tian scholar stands in the mellow Sawing
of moral day.
The savageof interior Africa gropes in seemingly utter intellectual
we i
night from birth to death. But
in both cases the moral phenomenon is actually present. None has ever been found
so benighted but that tradition has taught
him that some things are right and some
are wrong, and, in his God-given nature,
the comforting or discomforting feeling of
a gratified or violated conscience will assur|
ta
rdi
as he follows or negSOY
4¢Co anding perhaps
lects 4TIS¢
his feeble
erroneous convictions. And suppose that in fact he
does practice conscientiously, as whole nations have done, some things which in
themselves are monstrous, such as human

sacrifice, infanticide, the murder of aged
parents, etc., what does this prove?
ot
that his moral consciousness leads him to
crime; not that his conscience is at fault;

for this dées-its' duty —

prompts to follow

erroneously his relations

to

conviction ; but simply

that he understands
the

universe;

that his judgment needs more light. But
the most learned and picus Christians are
also often in the wrong conscientiously ; for
no two of them ever absolutely
d as
to every point of practical daty.
And what
does this
prove, but that the most enlightened needs
ever to struggle upward into
higher light? He who best fathoms the
mystery of his’ destiny and delves deepest’
into the divine Word, will come nearest

a

to

perfect understanding of the moral law.
t all, the most gifted as well
as the

—

C—

—*_Our vanity may ipeline us to desire
to see some good that we have done; but
when we see what Christ has done forus we
fall in the dust and exclaim, ‘* Unprofitable
servants are we.” Our pride like Jehu
cries ‘“ Come,

see my zeal

helped by something outside of themselves,
to bring their moral apprehensions in closer
conformity to the absolute standard.
But another circumstance in favor of the

roposed view of conscience is, the cheerlight which it throws over the. dark

problem of heathen salvation.

It does not

require impossibilities of the helpless pa, uamely, that in order to salvation,
is conduct

must conform

to an absolute

judgment, that decides as to what acts are
right.
;

In another place, however, the
same author vitally admits that the judg-

ment is not inc
in the conscience, for
he says [p. S00) : “* The conscience, it is to
be remem!

bered,

of objects given

is a reflex faculty, judging

to it by the other powers,
ntation given it may be inNow what but the
wers of the

and the
correct.”

In

Epripides, a murderer, when

WHE faonse was destroying
“My conscience; for I feel

wrong.’

asked

him, replies:
at I have done

is absolutely,

objectivel right, but whether

itis so
iy. thas , intentional
or morally. Thus, in some
each
a law unto himself. And what

shall presumeto measure the deserts of all
men by his own objective standard. And to
say what, and what outward conduct, in
those who*live under a different dispensation, shall exclude them from among the

children of God? The inestimable blessing
of Christianity is for such as have, or might
pec- have pal. a Howied eof it. oa
are

In Cicero we find the expressions;

grave consciencie pondus. conscicneia
cate, and augor consciencie, which e
ently refers simply to the unhappy feelings

arising from

violated

convictions.

differently
taught an
eren
.
When Chyistians violate conscience Jala

. . . penitent, they are forgiven, and though
Senaca Speaks Ep. 43] thus of the scourgrepeatedly sin still they juay ropeatedpyings of V. eo
a a *¢ If thou docst Lily
restored.
Suppose a.
sins
weil, let dll know it; but if evil, what profits it that no one k
ws it since thou thy-

Chips.

the steps of which were fay apart, and soon
the open air far above the noise and danger, while we could see all that was passing. The roofs up and down both sides of

des whole nations into contrad

and

cessity there is, is that of the naked subjective intuition of right and wrong, and it is
not conscience, but our
finite,
fallible

AN IMPORTANT DUTY.
Many duties are
pony's face, and led him and the little
buggy into a side gulley, while the dle- ‘important, but scarcely one is attended with jud gment are these that are o er than, and
present objects to, the conscience ?. When,
phant passed us to join the company, after such blessings to the soulas the faithful therefore, he speaks of conscience as judgwhich he and Peter backed out in great performance of the duty of secret prayer.— ing, he must mean feeling.
ut how does our. de
tion, as above
haste. Just at that moment a baboo who It is-a duty, for our Lord has commanded
could speak English, hearing M’s screams, it. In places of secret prayer, the heart is P roposed, harmonize with good usage, with
the conception usually embraced under the
came from the crowd, and said, ‘Dont fear true and sincere. Itjis earr est in its pleadL
ings with God. It holds converse with term conscjence ?
little girl,

ns,

For it

moral universe.” But no finite being can most benighted, must ever-lean on the arm
God made us to serve him and enjoy good. ever
be conscious of this: and it is not true
He lets us live, gives us temporal blessings that he who has the approbation of his own that is stronger than they—must ever be

temple, and came into the large “bazar at and glorify him. Engage, O engage in
the lower end.. It seems that they were in this work now, ye, who are in unbelief and
a hurry; for by the time we had emerged away from Christ. oi
from the lane, the elephant was close beA GREAT POWER. The trembling lip,the

hind us again. We drove on, though the
natives told us that the wedding procession

of

vi an
:
Li
:
Furthermore, this view tends fhore

Rt

StiovLp BE CHRISTIANS NOW. - There are .| reason

hosts that purpose to be Christians sometime in the future: But now is the time.

down school-bazar street; round Jugurnath’s and the blessed Gospel, that we may live

for

the

Lord;”

true humility says, “ I will go in the strength
of the Lord God; I will make mention of
thy righteousness,even of thine only.”
~The only real obstacles to our Christian progress are in ourselves.

If our hearts

also, and under the compunctions of conscience is truly sorry; may not God, in
self knowest it? O
retched man ! if thou some way,
give also to him renewed indespise this witness.” Elsewhere [Ep. 97) | ward. peace? What can justice require of
he says: ‘It profits not sinners to remain each but that he shall be a true man under
undiscovered,

for even

though

while

un-

discovered, they may have prosperity, yet
they cannot have peace.” In Horace this

ace-giving approbation of conscience is

escribed as a ‘* brazen wall,” and the con-

dition of its snjoyinent as ‘‘ being conscious
of no sin, trembling for no crimes.” . . ,
In the Old Testament, the idea of conscience is often embraced under the word

heart. Job says, 28:6, * My hegrt shall not
réprove
me so long as-I live.” - 1 In Sam.

his peculiar circumstances—that he ‘shall

follow the behests of his inner monitor?
Nor carit be justly objected, that this view
derogates from the importance or sacred-

ness of the divine standard of objective
right.

There is in fact such an immutable

and divine standard; but none save God
knows it to perfection, and every inference

of reason and revelation emphasizes the
truth that God judges human actions not so

much by their outward form as by the spirit

by their
and gaily caparisoned, and with immense .are right before God, and the- controlling 24:5; we read that ¢ David’s heart smote that prompts them-=notso much
him because he had cut off Saul's skirt.”
drums at their sided,—all being beaten with purpose of our souls is to do the the will of In the account of the fall, the shame of body as by their soul., And, finally, it
might be urged in favor of the proposed
the “Mountain” God, then will he cause every thing to work Adam and Eve, before God and each other, |.
sound;
low
a quick,
definition,that it divests conscience of a perborne aloft on the shoulders of a large together for our good; every wind that is simply the fruit of a condemnibig con- plexingly complex character and reduces it
science,
lk
wi,
quantity of men; the open saloons fanciful- blows shall waft us homeward.
Rim
to a simple primitive activity of the soul.
"In the New Testament the » conscience is And should it he objected that the only difly draped, occupied by the dancing girls in
~The Christian virtues are more prec- often mentioned, though it is curious phat
definifull performance,—these also borne aloft fous and beautiful in the ‘sight of God .| it never ‘occurs in the words of Christ, and ence between this and some other
tions lies simply in the more or less re:
in: the same way; the marriage car; con: ~than-the-costliest-gems + but that wRich is. only once in the four Gospels. When such stricted sense
toa word, still then
taiifing the. Bridegroom (a lad of twelve) most lovely of all is that tenderness of of the accusing Jews as had no conscious- the importance of the difference is not
ness of sin were invited to stone the guilty annulled,
and his suite; the brass band of Scotch spirit which fears before the Lord always.
For words are the caskets of
woman, they are said all to have been ideas, and
Highland musicians trom Calcutta in full
so long as they are falsely
“convicted
(condemned)
by
their
own
con_
——Our
capacities
for
wretchedness
equal
labelled they will communicate their own
Highland costume ; and behind all, an old,
science.” In the expressions, Heb. 10:2,

black, dirty, palankeen, carried by four
from the tar is identical with that of the Lbearers, containing the Bride, a girl of
'madder plant; and; being cheaper, witl sight years ; wud- mixed and mingled with
take thie place of that,—thus effecting u every thing, filling up every chink before,
considerable revolution both in commerce behind, on every side, the jostling, dancing,
:
shouting crowds.
and agriculture,
Ii
i
Saturday, 16, The wedding is all over,and
England and the United States, hereafter,
instead of importing ‘dye stuffs from vari- we can sleepat night again, There have been
ks
week ormore.
explosions fora
and-wor
ous parts of the world, will probably ex- fire
port them, as well as the fabrics to which Mr. B. was talking with an intelligent baboo this morning, who -told him that this
they have biéen applied.
:
Very many other substances, liquid, Sol- wedding cost the parents fiothing, as it, and

matters obtained

Selections.

and effective in appearance, always excepts | The first articlein the July number of
school of twenty-five scholars.
From thirty miles in another direction, ‘ing the nose-jewels. Now this journal may the Quarterly is entitled, ‘‘ Nature and
some men came in, on Saturday, to request stop a little—oh, just one word more! The Functions of Conscience.” . The writer,
a school in their village. So the doors are Midnapore "hyena visited us last night, after referring to some of the views enteropening to let in the light to those who sit taking a goat from the verandah a few tained in, referenge to the subject in quesyards from our bed. Fhis creature lives in tion, and showin@what the Conscience is
in the region and shadow of death.
2
5
May 13. So many days have passed and the station the greater part of the year, and uot, proceeds:—
Our formal definition of conscience “is,
no Journal; and so many little things have seems to be familiar with all the European
that it is that emotional susceptibility of
happened inthe meantime, that it is diffi- houses. Nobody can catch him, and he man which is gratified and confers peace,
cult 10 select. A'number of . new Zenanas has it all his own way,—a bad neighbor.
or is shocked and occasions remorse, ac=
;
:
S: P. B.
cording as he conforms to or violates his
have been opened, and the Mussulmen lapersonal convictions of right. dies are getting more interested. They are
The difference between this view and
Burladies.
Hindu
the
from
very different
that most generally taken consists in the
Practical
Thoughts.
ied up in haughty bigotry, they utterly refact of the exclusion of the intellectual and
—
a
»3
fuse to learn the Bengali language, and *
| critical function,
And in its favor we are
Not
10
BE
LEFT
oUT.
In
selecting
minable to cite the authority of some eminent
none: of ud can speak the Hindustani—.
isters to become pastors,it is commonto names. . . . The more common view,
though J. is thinking of learning it.
be
solicitous asgto their préaching-talents which i$ well expressed by Dr. Wayland,
There is a great wedding now in progand
their ability to draw good congrega- [Moral Science, p. 49] is, that conscience is
for
on
going
been
have
s
ress. Preparation
faculty by which we discern the mortions,
and to interest and profit them.— al*‘that
The parents of the. bride and
some time.
quality of actions, and by avhich’ we are
bridegroom are among the highest families There is no gbjection to this but other capable of certain affections in respect to
This makes consciencé 'a
in the city. The pageantry is really won- things are important also. Is the one about this quality.”
compound, consisting in a union of the
derful. Among other things for show isa to be obtained of deep-toned piety, of faith judgment, the will and the sensibilities,
mountain, twenty feet high, and otherwise and prayer ? Is he religious and exemplary | thus including two elements which are utout of the pulpit? Is he industrious, -cco- terly devoid of moral quality. It makes it
propottioned, covered from the base to ‘the
top with figures of men and animals, rocks nomical and judicious, so that the cause of fefer not to relative but to absolute right.
suffer “reproach at his Moreover we to not discern by conscience,
truth
shall
not
and trées,—all in gorgeous colors. Two
but by the ‘understanding.
Conscience
hands?
among
huge cobras wind round and round
does. not modify our discégnment, but
Trust IN TRIAL. Christian, art thou sad? prompts us to act as we have already disThis is
the trees, animals, and rocks.
.
all made of the pith. of water Tilies light- Have reverses and afllictions come? Is cerned.
Dr. Mahan says [Moral Phil. p. 36,]
We went into a bazar to- opposition encountered? Trust still in God.
er than cork.
When the mind ‘“is conscious to itself of
vegetables, and them His strong, loving arms are_still beneath having really obeyed or disobeyed the law
to buy some
day,
‘turned into a cross lane to get into the large thee, -and thou shalt be upheld. So our of right, it knows absolutely that it will and
promised.
Say, must be the objeet of the corresponding
bazar. When we were fairly within the Heavenly Father has
windings of this lane, closely enclosed by * Though he slay me, yet will 1 trust in approbation or disapprobation of the conscience of every moral agent in existence,
:
:
houses and shops, one of the elephants be- him.”
to whom its conduct may be known.
The

longing-to this wedding came

it signally fails in its purpose.
preci
teachesno two individuals

practices. While the Christianfe .
;
cessful attempts they giveup the race. in to Dradtice charity toward, and
with, all men, the Brahmin
regards it as
disgust. If such were animated solely by ‘in the highest degree abominable to act
a desire to honor Christ and do his will, ‘thus toward any one. ou
of his own
they would never lack opportunities to be caste. And
it cannot be doubted
that in
followuseful; and being content with the position both ¢ases the conscience is.
to which /God* has assigned them. they ed; for vast and entire societies of men do. for centuries cling
fast to opinions
wouldbe taking the surest road to happi- not
which shock the
ek
Soecient
ness
and honor.
~
J. HAYDEN:
when the
function is
ed
from conscience, and it is viewed
Hay ud asi simply
of ply
|
a varied form assumed by
our eo
ness according as we perform ‘or violate
bglieved duty, all these
lies totally

us had now come up.. There was no turnmodern alchemy. The Alcohol indeed is ing round. The din was awful. The ele Those for whom this interest is felt, feel as
not produced directly by the distillation of phants were uneomfortabie, and gave angry scarcely anything else can make them.
God causes this anxiety in their behalf to
the'tar ; but a process has been patented in, snorts ; and the thought that a part of them
France for making Alcohol from Coal Gas, were not wholly tamed, was a little start- melt them down. Let us cultivate this
and this Gas may be obtained from coal ling. M. was greatly frightened, and jump- sympathy with Christ, his cause and for the
tar. In fact the separate gases, Hydrogen, ed out and squeezed into a narrow veranda. souls of the perishing. Then there will be
Carburetted Hydrogen, and Bi-carburettéd I followed, and Rama put a cloth over the more conversions.

Carbolic Acid.

scover to us the moral gualities

men of great talent, while men of moderate

and,if she moved in a

independent thought.

I

morning

This

alphabet.

harmonize, is

reconcilable,
with the submitted definition,

same cause. Aspiring to that for which
English. ~ Friday noon he did not know a accouny of her great mental strength and the
heaven never designed them, after unsuc-

4. As tothe proceeds of the Freeman, for | is obtained from Coal Tar a white volatile
the time will not be long till there will be | solid ‘called Naphthaline, resembling cam-

BR

Fderful.

Zenanas.

of no other reason, the members of the i employed by the liquor manufacturers
give the peculiar smoky flavor fo what
Western Board will Le residents of the
“i3 called ¢‘ Irish whiskey !”
West, at least in as large a ratio as the

of

rly

liarly hard ; but they do not well to look

in the

thought, if he fancied it, he might learn large sphere, would bea ruling genius, on

3. The conference will of course be guid- the residuum in the retorts. is found to be
ed by its best judgment of denominational simply common pitch, —extremely useful to
welfare in deciding what portion of its the ship builder, and for a great variety of
present funds will serve the Western Board | common purposes. a
“as a working capital. If the conference shall |" 5. From the * light ®il” there is separaundertake the work of purchasing and con- | ted a peculiar greasy matter called Paraducting the Freeman, we have no fears that naphthaline, * which is not yet extensively
it ‘will Jack in generosity to its ‘rapidly in- | nsed for any econemical purpose. | 6. By certain®complicated processes there
creasing interests in the West:

! i

a graduate

of the jungle schools, and came

into Midnapore to finish up a little preparatory to taking a school; -but he seemed
so unusually quick and promising, we

| purpose.
“bare cost price.
o
|
The pure creosote being separated from
2. A way in which the conference
may conthe
extraneous matters is of great value in
duct the Freeman is to nominate a Western
Dentistry
and'in the preservation of meats,
Board of Corporators; that shall appoint
agent, editors, &c., as the Eastern Board &e. Itis serviceable in checking hemorrhage,
to the, Star. For convenience,to speak now and is sometimes givenas a medicine. Itis

i

Encouragement

Moreover this view of congciohes estapes
many difficulties and co ntradictions which
are now reading regularly twice a week, fallen
YE
world. **Thou therefore endure Fare involved TG
and the - young widow has commenced hardness as a good soldier of Jesus Christ,” - Those
views which jnclude in the
con|
a dialectic proce
no
of ts:
working a pair of slippers for her little boy, nor dream of ease until thy Master calls science
sacred character and make it partake of all
the heir to all the estates. The change in thee home..
:
:
the
uncertainties and fol ies
of i
al
this woman since I first visited her is wonwas prich
to
——An unrighteous ambition often destroys : nion. If bi cience

Mussulmen

sixteen,

is a fine lad, about

from one

black, being burnt in curious little furnaces

connected with huge

Monday, 18.

Monday, April 20. Tast: Friday moriing
Jugo concluded to enter the English class,

best for the con- “sleepers or other timber to prevent rotting.
duct the Freeman It is also used in the manufacture of Lamp-

asitdoes the: Star. The Freeman will doubt-

in ways incredible to foreigners.

———

and we are very sorry he has so much dif- 'a very offensive odor, but is very valuable.
ficulty in understanding us. Had it not It posseses in a high degree the antiseptic:
been so, we should have no need of this ad- properties of creosote, and®many thousand
ditional word, . We will present what we gallonsof it are sold every week to the
Railroad companies for the soaking ‘of
now have to say in a direct business way.

-

er it
ar

“W.C.

* Bvery-Day Incidents.

original tar. This is a dark colored fluid With

we are not certain that we understand him,

less be offered to the conference at

‘

ments and for other like purposes, especial-

“Our Denominational Papers.”

1. We hold that it 3
ferenceto purchase

°

our capacities for happiness, and those
erroneousness to the thipking of whatever
‘ conscience of sins,” and 1 Pet. 2: 19, ‘con- minds they enter. If, according to the
things which afford us greatest pleasure, if science
toward God,’ the word is evidently Aesision proposed, the emotive nature in“abused, cause greatest sorrow.”
used
in the senses of consciousness and con-|
all the.
under the word con~The rites of the Old" Testament as scientiousness., Elsewhere in aul’s letters: usually embracéd
term is used variously, usually in its svience—if' the judgment, the logical fac‘well as the plain precepts of the New, have tho
strict sense, but sometimes, as in 2 Cor, 4:
over and over again taught to succeeding 2, in that of judgment, But of “the many ulty, as such, has no moral quality, whythen confound: the two? why include an elegenerations this great truth,, that not one predicates of conscience in the New Testa- ment that may as well, and even far better,
ment,
such
as
food,
pure,
voll
of
offense,
of all of Adam’s race is good enough to be
be excluded?
©
[Fi
Ji
justified of God save
rough the“shedding weak, seared, defiled, evil, convicting, wilnessing, not one confounds it with the unof blood forthe remission of sins.”
depstanding,or makes it anything more than | Dr.Jonx Owes happily uttered this: “It
——In all the infinitude of space there is a consciousness —a feeling more or less clear is will, and not power, that gives rectitude
not a distance unmeasured, a point

unseen,

be

and intense

as to our

moral

condition,—

or obliquity unto moral acttons.”
v

-
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truthful-

"Pwas faith that made us yield them up;

©

faith alone we drank the cup;

-and now President

ofa literary institution |

AND

PUBLIC

iE

OF

GENERAL

«1am nearly always idle at this .hour—

in Tennessee lately visited him and thus de- | we neighbors

LIFE

0.

ULYSSES

First Letter Foundry in New England.
. COMMENCEDIN 1817.

SERVICES

:

-

ify
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I
M
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8. ‘GRANT,

ALWAYS NOTED FORITS

‘do not drop in upon each |

From his boyhood to the present time.
,
!
851
TreTrEeribes him
:
Sageof Jou, TT
Vith Blog raphical ketal of
is ¢
“ Thoseose who who kn¢
1
‘BoE only |things, of course-—no?—but
you will sit
AEwonBhi biter fasts Hr
:
know the
governor
“I have no faith,” she sighed; *“-the way
by his writings and his published speeches, | down, and we'll have such a nice chat toHON.
SCHUYLER
COLFAX,

A

Sod
This

nao, dukes, every days i
healt aig rou sti

And Jreup submissive,
«His

.

LI recompense

uman shape, coarse, indelicate, devoid of

‘| sympathy, incapable of refinement.

Tovigg Presence I bes peak;

on nd

: | donot know him at all. They may supjose him to be a cruel, heartless monster in |

seek ;

Yet still ith doubts and fears 5 cope;

have

;

forget

a
and

thyself awhile; -

Ti dt ae He Satone
Have made o tangle for thy feet. ‘
p

my

i

ES

Fant love

An

swee

«

on the

ground;

aoarts have Mongurenont of bliss

By what they

; ak

aps and let the radiant Cross

from thy heart’all sense of loss;
From out the dustof earth arise,
“And on thy Savioui
fix thine eyes,
A holy light illumed her face,
The outward
of inward
grace;
She looked, and saw her Saviour
Te,
And found an answer to her prayer.
—Advance.

«

Pulpit English.
—

A year or two since we heard a

good deal

concerning the Queen's Bata
the
Dean's English. It may not be amiss to
lish.

a few words about the Preacher's EngThe time was when the

parish

min-

ister was the chief literary
stan
of his
. And though the times have changed, there is probably no one class of me
-- whose literary habits exert so wide an infla:
ie as Juisisiers of the gospel. © Their
modes of thought,
peculiar ex
ons,
and methods
pronunciation, ne:

heard by a whole

con

including ‘|

regation

youth and children, are spread through a
community and conveyed to another

It wou lio..easy
on
to make .a
formidable list of literary

offenses

ted in the pulpit.

gen-

somewhat
commit:

your
&ec,

have been forced by the pulpit upon a large
" portion of the communit » including
the
secular press. But they are not to be found
in the English Bible: they are, says the
last edition of Webster, contrary to the genius

ofthe language,as well as opposed to practice
of our best and most accurate writers, and
should therefore be abandoned.” Another
barbarism which I have heard abundantly

from theological students and preachers, is
the
Irish, Scotch and Southern practice of
interchanging * will” and * would” with

. ** shall” and

‘“should”in

pronouns of the first

Exactly—but

drowning

connection

with

person, after the style

Frenchman:

1

A NTS

he is unsurpassed.

Often when his

words

dizzy

seem to have a great deal of bitterness and
vindictiveness in them he is as kind and
ready to forgive as any man who has not
the same ability to * pile up epithets.’ ”

Higher “Life.
A few days ago, in the
beneath a tall

cedar,

country,

I stood

a stud®nt of

nature

and an admirer of its glory. I observed
that the lower branches showed the only
signs of decay ; and that they seemed to be
appointed to removal, in order that the sap
of the tree might pass uninterruptedly upward to develop the higher boughs. and to
hold up the top in full evergreen, The
trunk of the cedar is made the more grand
and substantial by the disappearance of the
lower branches year by year, and the Ave-|
nues to communicate

ward are thus the

life

more

and

direct

taal.

beauty

and

3

up-

effec-

:

dance, bewildering to the human

employed in each of the
or catalogue or further

be-

water.

do so ;” when

We sometimes hear the misuse

1 am not sugf

it soon.

that I have yet heard

A superfluous

r We

may

expect

and improper use

of ** grant,” in the phrases

grant to

hear

ws,” *“ grant to be with us,” is not very rare
in certain quarters. Of mispronuneciations,
we have ‘‘ Abel” made identical in sound
with ‘‘able”; ‘‘covetous” pronounced ‘as
though ending in ious, Sometimes also
heinous and mischévious in the same way.
One worthy brother often tells his people
of ‘* reel joy, reel happiness,” though he
does. not inform them whether he refers. to
the joy of the Virginia or the Scottish
“reel,” and some suppose that he means
“real.” “Wé are happy to say
that in the
case of the word * Israel,” those

brethren

who have labored for years to train

them-

selves to the hissing sound of the s, following Webster against’ Worcester, are naw
relieved of that necessity, since the last
editon of Webster gives to the 3 the sound
of z. Some preachers though they are
few—indulge in the bad taste of frequently

reminding the congregation of their respective sex, by addressing them as brethren

and all that is

Jey he

possible for G

be endowed

d
$

to

ever
reveal

by virtue of which he is prepared to appreBend both those worlds, and deal with thé
ings which belong to them. He that is
| wise for both worlds will keep ali his eyes
open. /The worldling loses the upper pair,
| and gees nothing but what is below.
The
infidel thrusts out the eyes that ought to
look toward heaven, and declares that above

the New York

tabo

0,, relia
fable
ble,,
proudest boast,” ies
(for says,”)
transpired (for ** occur,” «is
done,”
&c., role (for “‘part,™) inaugurahein
te (foi begin,” (to

“author,”

** part,”) raid, bagging

repudiate

gents

(for

(for

portion ~

(for

ontohingm

‘“ disown”. or ‘4 reject.)

‘‘ gentlemen,")"

LINE.

HAIR

DYE.

pants

(for

* ptntloons,”) Juvenile (for * boy,”) measurably (for “in a measure,”) in our’ midst,
lady (for ‘yife,”) lengthy (for ‘“long,”)

remedies the ill effects of bad dyes ; invigorates and

leaves the Hair soft anda beautiful black or brown.—
Soldby all Druggists and Perfumers ; and properly
applied’at’ ‘Batchelor’s ‘Wig “Factory, No. 16 Bond
street, New York.

Ses

A%~ Ask

can never

more

moves

dandruff,

restores

as they actually exist.
long as a cértain class of falsehoods are practically recognized in society and business as ‘‘necessary,” there is no harm in asking the question, In which form -are these falsehoods
least. jujusious to the personal character—
hin the shape of faisehood direct or falsehood
indirect—lying or prevarication ?

its

Great
German
It is acknowledgea

ll

fd

you run

after.

Never

JAUNDICE

Finkle

| which is worth keeping :—
i

gold and silver fly away.”
"|

House-

he that followeth me,” says

He, ‘“ shall not

wilk in darkness.” And, therefore, it is
set hefore us in the gospel in so clear and

lively colors, that we may maké
whole endeavor to be like Him,

this our

which

may

be, first, because ‘their

have nothing in them worthy of commen-

dation, and second, because they do not
¢ fish” for compliments or encourage them.

the

NHE matters
ers and

8,000

v
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:

Receive their

Teas by the Cargo

from

AT
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PRICES.

the utmost confidence in his

“the

personal integ-

rity, in which of the féllowing forms jwill
falsehood do léast harnito My. Brown's
own character P
;
iy

IF WE-FAIL on suitable occasions to de-:
clare whgt God’ has done for our souls, wé

BOARDING

petikelyto offend-our Heaven
ther. “But on the othe hand, if we make

var Bench
sat

ra

a

on. ROA

ans

cl

per Ib,

r Coffee, which

pound,
and warrant to, |
Unground), 80c., 86¢,

AND

b i124 is the man who can relate and extol
“Never mind
the collateral—this is a |
8 gracious dealibgs with such meeksmall matter—between two gentlemen of ness ard humility as to furnish no entrance
strict business integrity, sir"—etc.

| to evil.
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OLLOW CHEBKS, Emaciated Forms, Dark Circles
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Eyes,
les, ¢fe., cured by. the use
V
VITALINE. Was never known to fail.
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J. However

ith

excellen-

N. B. Any of the above premiums may be forwatd.
ed to die receiver in such ethoda ba they shall re.

and

Pd

the: latest

ces and impro
ents. ( Transportation to be paid
by the receiver.)
Adapted: to churclies and large
vestries. Price 8225 00°
11. SPECIAL PREMIUM. To the person sending the
largest number of new. subscribers (in addition to
other premiums offered) Rev. LOT L. HARMON will
¢ one of Mason & Hamlin’s ‘Five Octave Portable
|
hot
8.
Price $125,00,
Bro. HARMON’S
selec ng Instruments and his method of sup: plying purchasers with them free from risk, are wi
und
Food and h ighl ppioved by all. who know.
and deal with him, His P.O. Address is Portsmouth,
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Price $140,00,

having six sto

so,

‘experience and

$£5,00,

10, For one hundred and
new subscribers and
$375.00, we will
e one of Baker & Randalls Five
tave Three
Organs, in Black Walnut Case,

ey

D. D,.

and

Double Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case. ( Trans.
portation to be paid by the receiver.) Adapted to the

fer, and

8) UPON ap)

for two

9. For one hundred new subscrib rs, and $250, we .
will
give one of Baker & Randalls Five Octave

SCHOOL

H. E. Montgomery,

Star

Single Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case. (‘Trans
portation to be paid by the receiver.) Price $115,00.

YORK.
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of the

Theological Cyclopadia.
Price $5,00, or
.
:
~ 6. For eleven new subscribers, and $27,50, ( with
$1,36 additional to pay postage) we will send the first
and second volumes of the Cyclopadia.
Price $10,00.
7.
For forty-five new subscribers, and $112,50, we
will give a Sewing Machine, (Howe's; or Wilcox &
Gibb’s, or Wheeler & Wilson’s, as may he preferred.
Transportation to be paid by the receiver.)
Prige
5
ra
8. For seventy-five new subscribers, and $187,50,
we will give one of Baker and Randall’s Five Octave

as

exercise
in the open air and in the gym.
ol pariuiarn,
Year, Sopt. Lith.

fiehmencte?

»

entitled to one copy

3. For three new subscribers, and $7,600, ( with 36
cents additional to pay postage) we will send * Life
Scenes from the four $i) spels.s
Price $2,00, or
4. For three new subsoribers, and $7,50, we will
send the “ Riverside Magaziné for Young People,” for
the current year, commencing with the No. for Jaauary.
Price $2,50.
.
3. For six new subscribers, and $15,00, ( with’ 68
cents additional to pay 233i re) we will send the
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as emi-
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cents additional to pay postage) we will send a copy
of the new “Book of Worshi}.” Price $1,00.
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“Don’t mention it, I have perfect confi. such declarations, Satan will be likely to be ostti. per I. GRRAN (Unrousied by B60, 30c., 380." | Rev, 8. H. Weston, N.Y:
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| 1. Any new subscriber sending $4,00 in advance,

and will furnish them at the same rates as at the office
in Dover,
Smid

RED JAPAN, 900,81, $1,10, best $1,25 per Ib.
| tion, let it be expressed
if deserved; but if hi
* If Mr, Brown considers it of vital import- | it elates him, let it he withheld. Few can . GUNPOWDER, (Green) best $1,60.
ance to his business interest to convince beay praise.
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ilar medal was awarded af promoter.
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Myr. Smith—who is a rogue—that he has

this

constituting -a

has, with unanimity, recogn
and proclaimed,
To these gentlemen the gold
medal was awarded as
manufacturers of mackinegs to Mr. Elias Howe a sim-

years; or for the same sum he shall be entitled to
two copies for one year, provided the second copy be

TO ANALYZE

OR LODI MANUFACTURING
06 CORTLAND STREET,
P. 0. Box, 3139.

the

machine,

J. F.SHORES, JR., PORTSMOUTH,N. H.

COMPANY

Tea districts of*China and Japan,
in quantities to suit customers,

offer

pla

front rank of manufacturers.

Elegance, peffection of work, simplicity, solidity of
mechanism and facility of management, such are the
essential qualities united in the Wheeler & Wilson

Price in New York, $55,00 per Ten of 2,000
Ibs. For Price Lists, Circulars, &c., apply to

GREAT AMERICAN

TEA

them in the

geod if not superior, to any ever made or sold in this
market, pride
a larger amount of soluble Phoshate and Ammonia than usual in Superphosphates,
'or PEMRANENT, as well as for immedigte powerful
effect upon land, IT HAS NO EQUAL,
.)
-

1861.

THE

‘machines Juportan} modifications, which have

NITRO-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.-|

on them by us.
WHEELER & WILSON MFG. CQ.
GROVER & BAKER 8. M. CO,
THE SINGER MFG. COMPANY,
By 8.J: GORDON,
m2
Their Attorney in Fact.

ESTABLISHED

BONE

MACHINE.

By
their
skill, universally
recognized, Messrs,
Wheeler & Wilson added to Howe’s system of sewing

Packed in bbls. of 250 1bs. each. or Winter grain,
Double-refined Poudrette and Fine Bone, mixed in
equal proportions, and drilled-4n+with the seed, have
produced most remarkable effects, Sold as low as
any article of same purity and fineness in the market.

up-

changing of tensions,

5 Publication authorized by the* Imperial Commis -

TONS

OUR

it

sion.”)

Packed in bbls. of 255 bs. each.

WARRANT

recommends

WHEELER & WILSON SEWING

BONE DUST.
WE

—
which it is managed,

THE EXPOSITION UNIVERSELLE ILLUSTRATED

1—COARSE and FINE. MIXED
2-—FINE, suitable
for Drilling. . 3-FLOURED BONE.
#2

known that can make a per-

ONLY BY

er. ‘Equal to the best brands of Super-Phosphate for
Present Crop, alth6ugh sold only for THIRTY DOL-

"LARS per ton.

now

Geo. W. Drew, Ag't.

Made from wight-soil, blood, bones and offal,
;
ground to a powder.
Si
Its effects have been most astonishing, doubling the
crops and maturing them ten days or two weeks earli-

|

MACHINE

Opposite Phenix Hotel, Concord, N. H. Sold alse
in
ver, N. H., opposite American House, and 178
Elm St. Manchester, N. H
£152]

DOUBLE-REFINED POUDREITE,

Co.,
claim

highly.

ers

in controversy betiveen the Subserib-

or

2

noise and fatigue in operating, &c., which make up
some of the disagreeable features of other machines.
They will stand the test of the severest criticism,
and elicit the encomiums of all who admire real ingenuity, and even exfort praise from jealous rivalry.
All who have tried them, have freely given their
testimony, and unite in recommending them as the
best and most perfect machine now offered to the publie.
‘Samples of work will be sent to all who may desire
to see them by inclosing return stamp. For sale by

nipaw abbatoirs, offer for sale, in lots to suit eustom

Public.

need fear no interference with

all kinds of

It is one machine

many.

annoyances of thread breaking,

HE LODI MANUFACTURING COMPANY, the
T
oldest and largest concern of the kind in the United States, possessing extraordinary
facilities for the
manufactureof Fertilizers, controlling exclusively the
night-soil, offal, bones and dead animals of New
ork,
Brooklyn and Jersey citics, as also the great Commu-

have been adjusted, and Agents and customers of that
Company

&e,, that is,

especially to all Families as a most pleasant and agreeable companion, being divested of the
perplexities and

TO FARMERS AND PLANTERS.

the

Machines.

The Florence Sewing Machine

excepting Leather.

Machines.
The ease with

J. A. BURLEIGH, Boston, Gen. Agt. for Mass.

-ery motion positive,
N. 8. SWETT, Gen’l
gent, 313
Washington St., Boston,
i
A
AGENTS wanted in every town in New England, to whom liberal inducements will be offered,
Send for circular and terms.
:

To

Braiding,

Sewing on, Quilting,

fect, finished and beautiful Button-Hole, besides doing
many
varieties of work not dome by other Sewing

BITTERS,

PREPARED

most simple Shuttle Machine
before the public.
Unequaled in range of work, noiseless in operStraight Sely-Setting Needles, no Springs, evation.

>

not

SEWING

6

J. BUXTON, JR., Yarmouth, Me.

TT

‘Something sterling, that will stay,
When

& Lyon Sewing

any machine now in use.

13 done by

done with equal beauty and perfection on

Oriental Pearl Salve, & Grecian Pile Powders.
Sold by the trade generally. . |[eopl2w3’

“NoWear. NoT

be

eowly2

Cough Remedy!
to be the best in the market.

Recommended

!-

from

Felling, Cording, Tucking.

or Pg

Also, Pain Qurer, Diarrhea Syrup,

under.

all articles

YORK.

Liver Regulator & Dyspeptic Cure! |

ASHING
AND
cleansing clothes

and

Sewing, Hemming,

It has norival in its celebrated over-seaming stitch,
by which edges of different fabrics are sewn together
as by hand sewing.
- It'also has no rival in its Button-Hole and Eyelet:
Hole making, and embroidering on the edge, which is

L For Dyspepsia & Indigestion R
USE WELLCOME'S

CLOTHES

)

:

THE FIRST AND ONLY *
Button-Hole Making and Sewing Machine Uombined, that has made its
advent in this or any other
Country.

Price 35 cents and $1.00 per bottle. i

FOUNTAIN

Self-actin

e

:

original

WASHER

=Eo

pe

5)

con-

any ob Lh on receipt of the money. Liberal déduction to the trade. Send for testimonials, &c. Trade
supplied by
DEMAS BARNES & Co., Wholesale "Agta.
New York City. (Hand this advertisement to your
Druggist.)
_
A. R. CHRISTY & CO,,
2123.
©1756 West Fifth St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
THE

g=]

et

This machine is warranted to execute to the great.
est degree- of perfection, all kinds and varieties of

WELLCOME’S

else, but get the pure article. If your druggists wi
not getit for you send direct to the manufactory. Sold
by druggists, #1 per bottle; half dozen $3, or sent to

- WHEN I COMMENCED my duties as professor: of theology, I feared that the fresuency which™ I should have to pass over
Lying vs. -Prevarication.
the same portions of Seripture would abate
(the interest in my own mind ‘in reading
If one is obliged to tell an absolute false- | them; but after more than fifty years of
hood, or to prevaricate—which course is | study, it is my experience that with every
{class my “interest increases.
— Leonard
the better?
a
‘“ But aman never is obliged to do the | Woods.
one or the other.”
;
BEA
| THE cuiEF STUDY of< a Christian, and
_.Lrue==but people are continually doing the very thing which makes -him to be a
one or the other—even the best of them.— | Christian, is conformity to Christ.
The
Business is full of little scraps of falsehood, sum of religion, says Pythagoras, is to be
and men excuse themselves under the plea like. him whom
thou worshipest.
And
of necessity...In society, too, both men and that truly is our only way; there is nothing
women are saping things every day which but darkness and misery outof Him.
But
convey
false
impressions—in order to

i)

hair to

£

0

1t is simple, noiseless, and easy to manage, combjning in one the merits of all others, Itis the only

color—will grow hair on bald heads and can be used
as a hair dressing forever without the slightest
injury
to the brain or optic nerve. Do not take anyt
i

:

]

gray

”;

doing the work of

tains no Sugar of Led or other poisonous minerals
or oils. It makes the hair glossy and beautiful, re-

content with a bubble that will burst, or a
| fire-work that will end in smoke and dark| ness,
Get that which you can keep, and

be quenched !—Dr.

Norman Macleod.

It

5s
~

RAND,

your Merchants to try them.

AND

Machine.

Binding, Gathering and

NEW

DoverN. H.

|

Nicely.
&

&§ CO., ‘dgents
~

"Sewing

fabrics,

dealers and clubs supplied at reduced rates.
4123
EDW’D J. EVANS & CO., York, Pa.
OTIO-PROF. CHRISTY’'S HAIR LOTIO
IS NEAT, CLEAN, PURE, UNIFORM AND
for the toilet.

1d Medal, for the Sewing Machines

OVER-SEAMING

SKIRTS

LEWIS

G

. The American Button-Hole,

IL.adies

MURRAY STREET,

some, productive apd high flavored.
Illustrated deseriptive circular, with testimonials of Chas. Downing, Thos. Mehan, H, E. Hooker, and cther leading
horticulturists, mailed to applicants.
Plants, (by
mail, postage paid,) #3 per
dozen.
Nurserymen,

and richly perfumed

suk the

-

Co,, N. Y., June 15, 1868.

Fit

RAND,

HE FINEST STRAWBERRY FOR AMATEUR
CULTURE:
NAPOLEON
I1I1.—Large, hand-

BENEVOLENCE is not to be estimated D;
the amount given, but by what it costs to

"MIND WHAT

To

5

J. BE. GOODWIN

That demand is now met by

COARSESTto the MOST DELICATE texture, with‘out the LEAST IN.
No Labor. . INO Wear.
0
tear
A new application N steam, foing hot suds up
through a tube, and driving it through
the fabric at
the rate
of 600 gallons in 30 minutes, extracting all
dirt,
grease or impurity from the fabric without application
to the wash-bofird ; only requiring to be
: SAYS AN EXCHANGE: * The temptation put through
rinse water and madeas clean and
of the church in this age is show of num- white as newlya bleached
cloth. The attachment can
bers, of wealth, of personal influence; but be put into any boiler at a cost of $4 to $7.
for sale in New England, or patent cards,
oll this is of the devil. A church of thirty not erritory
less than twemty-five in number,
giving dealers
members entirely’ the ‘Lord’s is’ stronger the right to
re.
:
We
are
prepared
to
furnish
this
new
and
wonder:
than one ef- 300, nine-tenths of whony are:
ful apparatus at. wholesale and retail. Can be seen
drones or only nominal Christians,”
in operation at POND & DUNCKLEE’S,
_“h28
87 & 89 Blackstone Street, Boston.

ment a worm that will never die, and a fire |

that

HOOP
|

‘Ever

:

THE HOWE SEWING MACHINE.
At the Paris Exposition 1867, ELIAS HOWE, Jr.,
President of the
Howe
hine €0., was; awarded,
over eighty-twbd
iors, THE TWO HIGHEST PREMIUMS, the only ¢¢ Fos of the. Legion of Hon-

Have hitherto found difftggisy in getting

36

reliable,

GENESEE

- Corpulent

female, in a new,
pleasant, permanent business; full particulars free
by return mail. Address
| C. L. VAN ALLEN, 48 New st., N. Y. City.

An English charity recently received
an envelop containing six penny-stamps, on
the inside of which were written these
words: ‘‘ Fasted a meal to give a meal.”—
That was true benevolence.

exists,” on
which rest the throng of God,
and the
gdvernment ofthe univelse, a so-

ssing,to prooy

Gor

CLOTHES

—t—

as its all prevailing
and eternal purpose—
then, as sure gg the law of righteousness

should never be Tofposten © ut it can do
no harm to treat of things, now and then,

- will observe
. their da
others

(for

WIRE

Varieties.

press his claims® ypon them, no God
himself to them, no Sabbath ever

ciety so constituted must work out for itself a hell of solitary and
| bitter suffering,
to which there is no limit except the capacity of a finite nature! Alas!
the spirit that
is without love to its God or to its neigh‘Bor, is already possessed by a power which
must at last create for its own self-govern-

and
De-

CAN WIRE Co., 75 William st., N. Y., or 16 Dea born
st., Chicago.
1
A MONTH can be made by agents, male or

Ls gichern principles are all very well—
SOME PASTORS hardly ever hear their
rictly correct theories of ight and wrong sermons
: complimented by their people;

have for mdn

base, pr
gress, parties (for ©

BATCHELOR’S

Dear Madame :—
1 write you a few lines to tell you how thankful I am
for the benefit I have received from your medicine. = It
has helped me the most of anything I have ever found. .I
have been under the care of some of the best physicians
in the country for twelve years, without as much benefit
as I have received from three bottles of your excellent
medicine,
Please send me six bottles more.
Many
thanks, from ydur friend.
MRS. L. M. BURNHAM™.
eowdt20by

household
should have this article.’ N.Y.7rib.]Address AMERI-

an d with minds which shall foréver retain
their intellectual: powers; let no Saviour give.

¢* sincerity.”

Sg,

TO $5 for every hour's service, pleasant
onorable
employment,
without risk.

WHITE

Just so man lives on the dividing line be-

bestow ;

‘“‘honest”—those, too, whom we credit ith

humbug,
bug, bo

The Morning Star type is from this Foundry:

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world ;

MRS, L. BELCHER, RANDOLPH, MASS.

sirable
all—ladies, ministers, farmers, merchants,
mechanics,
soldiers, everybody.
4123
T. NEWELL, & CO,, 48 Broad St., N.Y.
YEN TORS wanting Patents, send for Circulars
A
to DODGE & MUNN, 482 7th 8t., Washington,
D.C.
$200 PER MONTH sure and no money required
in advance.
Agents wanted everywhere,
male or female,to sell our PATENT EVERLASTING

tween two worlds, the temporal and the
eternal.
He possésses two sets of faculties,

with undying bodies, |.

ELBA,

address

4123
North Granville, N, Y.
TAMFORD INSTITUTE—For Boys. Intelligent
instruction, Christian training, gymnastics, military drill and boating. 19th year begins Sept. 7.
Send for circular,
- W.C. WILLCOX, A. M., Stamford, Conn.

;

most love,

lei; them possess whatever the

and sisters, or adding - the words “‘‘and
women” to
general propositions concerning
‘men;" and we have heard ministers en:
please others or to conceal little neglects
deavor
to improve
3
similar impo
a
upon Scripture
by a which might hurt the feelings of others.—
This:is dene by ‘ those whom
we call

18

artments.
particulars,

iS.

ing Yous" is frequently heard instead of
“
ing.” The inexcusable
phrase, **like

he did,”

Agent,

a

“sii

W. W.DOWD, A. B., Prineipah

holder, but doubtless very intelligent
and
satisfactory to the little performers. One
curious. thing in the construction of this
diminutive insect is fhat it posseses two
pairs of eyes, so placed that when it floats
along, one pair-is above the surface of the
water, and the other below. All these eyes
are designed to be used, the one pair to view
things ig
the surface,”and the other above it; the one look for food, the
other look out for danger and for’ enjoyment. The two together fit the insect for
its life on the*®ividing line between air and

of the commercial word * balance” for re- dawn upon them, no saint ever live
wainder, or rest, as ‘‘the balance of among them, no prayer ever he heard
the discussion.” A wrong collection of within their borders; but let society
“only” is a frequent confusion—‘‘he can exist forever smitten only by the le rosy",
only 8ave,” for *“ he only can save.” ‘ Be- of hatred to God, and with utter selfishness
from the pulpit, but

A

HL COMMBNOE
18 FOURTEENTH

beauteous island in the vast and shoreless
ocean of the azure heavens, as the future
or, Napme of the criminals from the earth, and

the speaker means the very different thing,
** we cannot doubt thathe will.” The word
“but” is’ very often misused in “another
way after ‘‘can;” thus; ‘“he can but save
- us,
I can but think,” for « he cannot but
save,” &c.

8122 PER MONTH

\

will

inaccuracy in the use of ‘but that”
“but” for a simple ‘ that.” Thus, *
can doubt but he will hear our rayer,”
** we cannot doubt but he will

K. ROGERS,

55 Weater Street, Boston.

seeins, 80 to a:stranger,

And so does. the Christian grow.
The
habits of his childhood, embryo notions
drown and nobody shall help me.” * Now it and opinions, as he rises into manhood, |the surface nothing exists, no forest, no
it may be excusable for Iris Biddy to en- are lost; and like the cedar, as he grows, | meadow, no clouds by day nor stars by
quire, * will I set the table now, ma’am™ ‘his lower affections and attachments, love
night. * Multitudes see clearly with one pair
and to add, “if I do, I will have time to go of the world, of fame, of
rr
one by
Exout.” But it is a confusion of speech hard- one die and disappear, og his higher na- | of eyes, and but dimly with the other.
them closely, and you will find that
ly worthy of educated ministers who annoy ture is all the more comely and complete. |{ amine
in looking for
gain, fame, power, the pleasus with it, thus: “Iwillbe under the ne- Any man may thus die unto sin and
live {ures of this life, they have the eyes of a
cessity;” ‘if we do not believe we will unto God, loose his attachments from the lynx, but when you test.them in regard to
never reach heaven;” ‘we may be assured things of time and sense and fix them upon. {things
you are mortified to learn
We will find it true;” “I would in vain those things which are eternal and Divine. that theyabove,
can hardly see ‘‘men as trees,
attempt to express my emotions:® *‘ we — Clark's “Gospel in the Trees.”
|
walking.” Here and there one, indeed, is
ought to know that we lam be ruined,”
|
s0 absorbed in looking up, that he stumbles
&c. Let us refer these brethen to Webster's
| in his earthly way; but a fault in this direcFuture
Punishment.
ary
and some good English
| tion is so rare, that we can afford to deal
.
;
re
W—
ar, on She uss of shall and will, should
gently with those who fall into it.—Sunf
Let the fairest star be selected, like a .| day School Times.
ré is a.common and gross’

of the

ip

FACES.

Address orders to.

For Indigestion, Loss of Appetite, Nervous

“ Deserves the largest possible’ circulation.”—Bos-

i

TYPE,

And lately for its unrivalled

JOHN

Si Ki

JOB

NEWSPAPER

GENERAL INVIGORATOR; | ,

PEOPLE'S EDITION, ". ._13mo., cloth, $1.
CAMPAIGN EDITION: . Bg. paper,
50 ets.

we are speaking now of

AND

=

Debility, Constipation, of the Bowels,
ton I'ranseript.
y
!
i
er's FDpreeiation ‘of truth ?
Flatulency, Sinking atthe Stomach,
*¢
Of
the
many.
lives
of
Gen,
Grant,
the
best
adaptThe
lie
direct.
=.=
:
when introduced into the family circle, but
ed for popular use.”—[ Watchman and Reflector,
'
Piles, Kidney Diseases, General
A prevarication implies, in the mind of -*+ Sets forth the facts in an attractive way, and canhe bears that reputation among his intimate
io
Prostration,,
‘acquantances and friends.
He is easy in the speaker, an excuse for what he or she-is Bot fail to exert a powerful influence,’~[Hon, Chas.
. And weakness from any cause, and for all disorders
‘manners, affable in conversatiy; polite and doing. He or she flatters herself that a umner.
where a
tender in his expressions, fullbf:
dotes falsehood in this form does not contairr the #4 Written with interest and care, and very justly
the ¢ People’s
us It 19 destined to be-and pleasantry, while’ a kind
cheerful same quality of evil as in the direct form. efititiea
come a popular work,and I wish it great success.”’—
look and fascinating smile play upon his Here is a dangeérbus weakening of the mor- [Gen. J. A. Logan, Commander of Army of Republic.
ht
15. EBQUIRED.
thin emaciated countenance. ‘Mrs. Brown- alsense. Far better put the falsehood in a
I am charmed with the book. It is destined to
low, a worthy companion of this noble form in which it canpet be misconstrued by become a standard biography.”—[Senator Harris.
' This Medicine isa
Roman, once remarked to the writer that the conscience. Let it ‘stand by itself for | “ A more concise, straightforward and Somprehen
sive record of a man’s story was never published, at
her husband fiever complained of his food, what it is.” Then the only questionat issue least,
Purely Vegetable Compound,
not in our day.—[Boston Traveller.
however indifferently it might be cooked.— is, whether or not there is a sufficient outFor sale by all booksellers and newsdealers, or And as a Strengthening Medicine is of the greatess
While he never found fault, he also never side excuse for it. Whatever apology the sent
by mail on receipt of price.
service in a variety of apparently different diseases.
praised any thing, but ate what was set be- conscignce may receive, let it be hased on
LEE & SHEPARD,
Forthe past eight years. it has been tried in hun‘outside
circumstances
and
not
on
mere
ore him asking no questions, uttering
no
4423
149 Washington Street, Boston.
| dreds
of cases, with the beet results. It gently regcomplaints.
e said that she often
hed form. An effort to make wrong appear
ulates the bowels, and being free from Aloes,.is of
$75
to
200
right,
by
mere
change
of
form,
is
always
that he would find some fault, or say someWANTED--A
ENTS,-- li yp great benefit to those suffering from the Piles. It is
If is wrong to kill a human introduce
the GENUINE IMPROVED COMMON
thing by which’ she might know what he dangerous.
¢
:
SENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE? Price nly also a very effectual remedy for
liked
or what suited
him best.” Probably being. Circumstances may make it right. $18.
SECOMB & CO., PITTSBURGH,
CHRONIC DISORDERS OF THE KIDNEYS,
all wives do not suffer the same kind of No manner of killing, however indirect, PA., orAddress,
BOSTON, MASS.
423
It increases the appetite, assists digestion, invigorem
sment, She added this remark: can effect the moral question.
It
is
never
right
to
prevaricate
when
it
is
ates the system, and promotes the general health.
that he would never scold the children, or
],
nuineOroide
Hunting Cased
punish the servants, nor allow her to do wrong to lie.—Evening Magl. . _.., .
Price, One Dollar per. Bottle.
AN
Watches, the best imita on_gold
watches in the market. Price
either when he was present. These casual |
PREPARED BY
pa
:
&
Great inducements to agents. Address, OROIDE
remarks furnish a Slirapes oigghe real tenREV.
WALTER
CLARKE,
WATCH CO., Box 3095, Boston, Mass,
4123
derness and amiability of
which exist |
Proprietor of the European Cough Remedy, MINOT,
Eyes Ao
Worlds.
THE
G
y
’ 8.
Mir
to
whom
orders
ea
be
sent.
!
?
in this remarkable man. *
has anoth‘Sold Wholesale by RusT BRo~& BIRD and” Goqber side. When aroused he has the courage
ANNUAL SESSION on Tuesday,Sept. 8th.
wiIN& Co., Boston; H. H. HAY, Portland, Me., J.
| There Swims on the surface of the sumith the Green Mountains on the East, and the
and fierceness of -a lion towards his eneBON, Providence, R.I., “B
&
Adirondack on the West, the situation is unsurLACK, , Chicago, and retailed by
‘mies. “He has remarkable power in the { mer brook, familiar to all dwellers -in the passed
either in beauty of scenery
or healthiness of
| country, a certain black beetle, whichloves
Mediéine Dealers generally.
13teowll
climate.
A
regular
Graduating
Course
is
laid
out
in
use of language. He says, ¢ if God has be- (to hold
insect conventionsin some quiet the solid branches, and an Optional Course in Art,
stowed upon me any special gift, it is that
Music and Languages.
;
MRS BELCHER'S CURE.
of piling up epithets.’ In this peculiarity | eddy, and spend the hours in whirling roumd
Teachers of long experience and known ability are
+
Mestimonials.
.
in all manner of tangled curves, a sort of

Let me point out a few.

our midst,” « in
the midst of you,

Some

conclusion,

In social life he is facts,as they exist, and not of general princh form of falsehood,as given
gentleman, with fine. feelings, ciples,
e most loving and lovable of above, will serve least to blunt the speak-

He nokonly

I omit slang expressions, now te common, and the utterances of really illiterate
men.
The phrases,
“in
3
» midst, instead of

This

‘Truth, sir—truth and nothing but the
truth
ie. foo: Ly
He

BOOK

the only true and
perfct Dye; harmless, reliable, inTOMCAND GENTLE STIMULANT | ‘stantanedus
; no’disappointment ; no ridiculous tints;

gain, and what they miss.

Bil

perfect
one of

men.

blassci, 3 Hiok Jound

grovel

impression.

however, is all wrong.

1 have no faith—I have no

Dear love,

‘this

VEGETABLETONIC

-With-two Steel Portraits. by Smith, and four illustrations by Hammatt Billings.

=

HARD AndANDits largoTOUGH,
METAL
varietiesof

Gl

CLARKE’S

By Hon. Chas. A. Phelps.

BF
64.)
nya
;
‘‘ Neither is.right,” says the moralist,

1D

waists, ©

BOOK FoR ALL TIME.”—|Gen. Burnside,

THE

preacher.
to Se see you,
you, my my dear; i
| ItisiA well known, was a Methodistist preacher.
am (eligighted
| Dr: Cobleigh,a former editor of the Herald, Jouhave happened in just apropos.”

As over tiny graves she bowed. .

ie

| Adbertisements.

Jones’ dressmaker.
new dress, which.

she intends to wear to church next Sunday

WTR

?

:

0 isl

Oe

If Mrs, Robinson ‘happens in” at “the

‘These

things concern the pew as much as” the very moment that Mrs.
pul ir, and deserve at 18ast a consideration. | has arrived to ““ fit" her

no faith,” she sad, and sighed;

ee

"An

Up.

>

od

LenS

THE MORNING STAR: SEPTEMBER 9, 1868.
fore the Society, of Missionary

Inquiry in

the evening of that day, were the only general gatherings in which the public took an

interest.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1868.

new

measures were -pro-

posed for identifying the graduates

more

fally with the institution, for adding to its
funds, improving its buildings, enlarging

+ Editor.

'@EORGE " DAY,

Some

“| the event, one of them obtained Mr. Stevens's consent to receive the rite of baptism
‘This is a marked discrepancy
What is it that exalts the Bible above all at het hand.
and
one
needing
reconciliation. We see it
“other literary productions—makes it em-,
phatically the Book of books? Not its ele-. stated elsewhere that it was Mr. Stevens's
vated style. Paul rejoiced that he came nephew, and not Mr, Stevens, who allowed
not to the people with excellency of speech the rite to be performed, which seems to us
or of wisdom declaring unto thém the eoun- to be the true _explanation.
From this circumstance it would appear
sel of God. The style of the Scriptures isno

its educational plans and giving it an imand these things.iwere open- |
3 BREWSTER. Junior Editor. - -t-pulse.upward,
“better
than that ofmany other works. It
ly and boldly declared to be indispensable
presents the language of common thought,
to its true and proper success. The discovcommon conversation, common life. Nor
All communications designed for publication should ery and confession of these needs, and the
is it in its subjects. ‘These are treated in
be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on business, coming forward of several gentlemen with
cther works, and treated with great candor,
remittances of money, &c., should be addressed to generous pledges of money and co-opera-"
truthfulness and power. The Bible does
tion, were the most cheering features of the
the Agent.
=
not claim to be a universal repository of
occasion.
know Tedge. It furnishes very little instrucThe Roger Williams church hopes soon
tion
in various departments of the arts; sci@
‘A Rhode Island Chat,
to have an efficient pastor settled and joined
ences, history, philosophy, &c.
i
:
:
1
mi
—
;
.
with it‘in its large and responsible work
“Yet it is the best of books, and more ese
The Park St. charch expects to enter
PROVIDENCE, Sept. 4, 1868.
sential to man than all other books. And
main
audienee
room
of
its
new,
beautiful,
This goodly ‘city holds firmly to its atwhy ? Because it is God's book. . It is givcommocious and well located house of
en by divine inspiration, and therefore is
tractions. Even a casual visitor is ready
worship, by the first of October.
The
profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for .corto confess thatit is *¢ beautiful for situafriends of that' undertaking are at work
rection, for instruction in righteousness,
tion,” and that must be a strong prejudice
with faith and courage and enthusiasm,
that the man:of God may be perfect, thorwhich does not surrender nor soften before
and they déserve The success which they
the quiet elegance and unquestionably good
oughly furnished unto every good work.
seem to be actually winning .~—Lapham In. taste which meet the eye. Its enterprise is
God does nothing in vain; all his works
stitute will open the work of the new Aca}f
result
the
is
of the steady sort, its growth
are in infinite swisdom aig goodness. It
of expanding vital force; and while “its demical year on Monday next, with a corps was not enough that he should make the
of teachers that promises a most interestwealth steadily accumulates, it keeps clear
ing life and 8 thorough mental training to world all adapted to benevolent purposes.
showy
and
narrowness
alike of miserly
When sin had wrought its fearful” ravages,
It encoun Figes neither the the pupils that go there with a purpose to he gave his Son to redeem the lost race.
prodigality.
study rather than to play. New Hampboor nor the braggart. It{does not hasten
shire contributes to this faculty so largely and the Holy Spirit to convince men of the
the
for
old
the
up
gives
in its changes,—it
as to suggest that she has skilled brain in error of their ways. But all this was not
new only wheén the new is manifestly betabundance and to spare;—perhaps some sufficient. He stops not with asking what
ter. Whatever diseases may have fastened
have I done, but presses on to inquire what
cynical critic, looking on from outside,
themselves upon the body politic and somight be disposed to quote the saying of a more can I do? And so he gives us the
cial, they do not often exhibit themselves in
revelation of his word. He speaks-to us
Settled by radicals the city is distinguished man, born and wearéd among not only in nature, in providence, by messpasms.
the
White
Hills,
but
who
haddyon
a
naalways discreet.
It glorifies the indesengers, by his own Spirit, but writes a
pendence and heroism of Roger Williams tional réputation elsewhere, when he said book for our instruction and salvation.
in symbol and speech, but it has at least a that New Hampshire was a splendid slate
True the Bible comes to us through hufair share of the distrust that is generally to emigrate from ! That is either a compli- man instrunientality, and shows throughmeted out to modern revolutionists. Mean- ment or a sarcasm according to the inter- out the evidences of this fact. To be adaptThere is no
ing to
respect conscience and be loyal pretation which it receives.
ed to the needs of man, it must be in human
to truth,
it defers to tradition and
for- doubt that it will get a generous translalanguage, and have the characteristics that
gets not to ask what is reputable.
Not de- tion at Nth Scituate. “Prof. Ricker be- would be imparted to it by its being transficient.in self-reliance and pluek, it has a lieves in patient and faithful work, and his mitted through men.
We would not limit
natural tendeney to maintain the. cause of associates believe in both it and him.
have a right to
we
but
power;
divine
the
EDITOR.
moderation and orthodoxy.
infer from the fact that it has had such a
1
Like other citiés, it both provokes the
transmission as it has, proves that it is the
criticism and stirs “the prideof its own
The Quarterly.
‘best for us. Man then had a part in the
citizens. There is a deal of plain’ speech
production of the Scriptures. Moses, David,
rt
_indulged when abuses are attacked and re:
The appearance of the third number. of John, Paul and others wrote various portions
‘forms demanded at home by these dwellers
the cmrrent volume of the Freewill Baptist of the sacred volume, they used their own
at the head of the Narragansett. Still they
Quarterly has already been announced. faculties in their production, and we see the
who leave it for other localities remember
Although it is given to the public some- game diversities in their works as in those of
it always with interest and return to it
what late, its articles are almost without other men. But this in no measure removes
when they may, with satisfaction
They
exception of a superior Sharaeher, and will the divine agency. Could the sacred writwho have-shared its best home influences
ers have composed the Bible without special
repay a thorough perusal.”
and felt the beat of. its warm heart, are
from God? No more than they could
help
The first aggicle, “Nature and’ Functions
sure to carry pleasant memories through
create or redeem the world, or regenerate
of Conscience,’ is able and well written.
life and dwell on its sympathetic experiencWhile the subject discussed is one in which -a soul. All Scripture is given by inspiraes with moist eyes.
[It is not perfect in any
there is much difference of opinion among tion of God; that is, God is its author. He
_ respect,
There are many other ‘cities
theologians, yet the po- who spoke aneienfly by the prophets. and
whose citizens would readily put their at- metaph sicians
sition
Weamed
Fissuvell
sustained. The afterwards by his Son, speaks also to mantractions and asftits in competition with
kind through his written word, and through
the best things which Providence has to of-. writer's style and method of treatment are
such as are well calculated to quicken and the whole of it.
«fer; but an old resident may be freely par* We will not here discuss the question of
strengthen the discriminating faculties of
‘doned
should he sing,
‘Sweet Home”
the reader. The more important portions manner. Part of the Bible, as prophecy, in
. with a deeper unction than usual when he
of this article may be found on the second its authorship entirely transcends human
had crossed’ its threshhold and sat down
faculties ; part of it rests wholly upon dipage
of our present issue.
>
among those who fill the air and: ‘ear, with
The second article is entitled “The Sin- vine authority ; other portions, as narratives,
the old familiar tones.
x
ners’s Work in his Salvation.” The sub- are within the scope of human powers.
The city is growing protey rappigly just
ject treated is important, involving some of But the sacred volume has unity, and comnow.
The erowded population ‘that has the fundamental principles in reference to pleteness-as a whole, so that nothing needs
been pleading and clamoring for houses to
which, several of the different. evangelical to be added to or taken from it. . Of course
live in for five years, are carrying their
denominations are divided. While the no man of himself could prepare any part of
point st bast.’
ital owned and borrowed
Calvinistic doctrine of inability and irresist- such a book. Who but God could decide
. solidifies freelyx w into brick and lumber;
ibfe grace is unreasonable and repugnant what and how much to put in or leave out ?
it nerves the arms’ of carpenters and maIt is His book, He selected the “instruments
to'the better feelings of our nature, the
sons, and flowers out in a multitude of
Methodist doctrine of gracious ability is of its production, furnished the matter, Sudwelling houses, modést: or. pretentious,
scarcely less free from objections. We are perintended it, guarded it from error,so
Old streets are changed ia appearance by
consequently ledto seek for the true and that throughout it hears, his impress and
the busy builders, and new streets multiply Seriptural theory which is free from the
authority.
and gather attractions where there were reDo we properly estimate the value of the
difficulties of both.” To state and develop
cently only. eultivated fields, or -uninviting this is the aim of the writer in the ‘article | treasure. thus committed to our hands? The
€ommons,

or - desolate stretches

of sand, or

deep ditches crammed. with - debris ‘and
‘made unsavory by bad odors. But recent-

before us.

We cannot but feel” grateful

to

women. But the most obvious thing eon-;
nected with the procedure was its absurdity.
Omitfing to call attention to the mode em-

ployed, the circumstances under which the
rite was performed implied a belief in jt as
a saving ordinance. Mr. Stevens had never
professed: to experience: regeneration, and
‘according to. one account he was in

eminent
© of an

majesty, and Sear.

golelarty manliness,

favor of the doctrine of the Trinity should
sure be well understood, as this is the point
unfailing which skepticism usually assails fitst.

he was

ble self-reliance and an

¥

mam

:

ie

and approval remains
plete in the number before “us. Although ‘Mr. Stevens's consent
the subject treated is
an,old one, yet: it is in disprite, The former view,.as might be
importarit that. the argument adduced in expected, a8 held by Catholics. There is

tance in the street, or commenting upon a set
of resolutions in a popular assembly.

ene missed Wayland’s

ig

reason, héwever, for

believing

‘otherwise.

From one account, it appears thatat *‘ about

the

new

President

garb and stood
up be-

s that had left tho

officer and repre-

But. there wero. soewe things missing. —

The Literary Societies had

tag and plas

meet-

is vias 0 The Alumni

meeting of a business
preceding Commence-

works of recent publication,

R

about ten minutes before the occurrence

esty and justice even in arrogating to. itself,

open-air

as its distinguishing appellation, what be-.
longs equally to every believer in Christ.

meeting was held in Touro Park, Newport,
recently, when

Rev. Charles Howard

Mal-

They are certainly. as ** free” as we, and

com preached to a very large and attentive
audience, on ** Christ our Example and our

have been very much morée=o in some par-

ticulars. Surely they will have reason to
Mr. Malcom was assisted in | turn.and cast in. our teeth the same. want... :

concious state.

an

un-

The idea must ‘have been

that some good could be imparted by the
performance of the mere physical act upon
his person,—a relic of the barbarous Super:
stition of the middle ages.
The procedure -also ‘presents: to v few
some of the methods which the Catholic
Church takesto multiply the number of her
onverts. The rite of baptism has been
simplified 80 as to adapt it to the death-bed,

— Present LINCOLN AND THADDEUS -selves.
phe
STevENs.
In an afticle in a late. number
* But,” says one, it 5 hj in us then
eof the~Inidepenident, Grace Greenwood ‘re- to call ourselves Freewill Baptists at this
produces the following characteristic anec- day. It certainly would be, had we put off
dote, related to her by Mr. Stevens.— taking a name tn the present time. We
Speaking of President Lincoln, Mr. Stevens should have had no more right to it than.
said :
:
any other of these Baptist families.
But
He once every man has the undisputed right to use
He was eminently a frank man.
or a speech 1 made on the name given him in his infancy. Who
rated me soundl
e war, saying 1 was too then can justly complain of us for using
the conduct’ of
I, of course,
fast, and would ruin all.

and all who receive it are regarded as dying

of

this name? Surely none among the C. Baptists; nor can any others, especially as they
have all or nearly all, come into” being

t him too'slow ; and we had a pretty
mdi
Just about a year later, he

he t for me ; and I went to him. It was a
hot day. and he was Lying about on sofas
pod chairs, in a disjointed way he had. I

since we, as a people, took our rise.

3. It is useless
in relation

new him' by the fragments, and so was
able to reconstruct him.
Mr. Stevens,”

said he, *“ 1 have just been readin

2 speech

of yours.”
“1 am flattered,
resident,” said 1; “but I am not Avie that I

do drop the word, go over to the denomination called Free Baptists and become
merged :with them, will other sects be
more likely to meet us there than come to

wrong !"

Curent
—Is
Abbot,

1r s0?
the

tlle counsel

Speaking

Theistical

of

Topics.

his

of Rev.

FE.

* Doone

New ai Nts
“Will n

case to

Inthe

practi

of the

Christian

virtues,

in a pure and holy life, in reverence for
God, and devotion to the eternal principles

I'd

under-

into this move

us as unjust to the past, unjust to the present

Probably we shall lose more than.

we shall

gain. Difficulties will come up, hard to be
overcome. Probably large aumbersofourdenomination will not go into the movement
We have seen statements similar to this
respecting the same individual from the pen in 1779 in respect to Calvinism, our Fathers | if many others do. It may resultin dividing
of radical writers and in radical journals.— refused to adopt apy distinctive name. the living child.
HQ.
FEA
Andis it true that this young apostle,of They persistently. adhered to this position
radicalism is not excelled in the character- for nearly twenty years no doubt thinking
Meeting Houses for the Freedmen.
that they had quite as good a right to the
istics referred to by Emerson, Frothingham,
Weiss, Burleigh and other'w érthies distin- old, time honored, scriptural name as their
pr 4
opponents, and they thought correctly too. Friends of the Freedmen :
guished for their, devotion to the same
Our
churches
among
the
freedmen
of
the
said and wrote,
‘Baptist
cause ? But to be serious, all such talk re- Hence they
of truth, it cannot be claimed that Mr. Abbot is excelled by any man now living.

and useless in relation to the future.
1. It isun just to the past. When the division
took place in the Baptist ranks of America

specting men now living, is not only out of

church,” “Baptist Q. M.,” and the like. But

place, but it is mere twaddle and nonsense,

as one thing had really become two, distinc-"

To be sure Mr. Abbot has some good personal qualities,but *“in the practice of Ch»istian

virtues,

in

a

pure

and

holy

life,

in

reverence for God and devotion to the eternal principles of truth,” we consider, him,
from our acquaintance with him, inferior to
scores of men who walk the streets of our

quiet ¢ity of Dover. Christ says, “I am
the way the truth and the life: no man
cometh to the Father, but by me.”

Shenandoah Valley are struggling with a
noble self-sacrificing purpose to build houses

tive names of necessity had to be adopted.
Hence after nearly twenty years demurring,
our Fathers began at first to call themsélves

“General

Provision

Baptists,”

or

“General Provisioners.” But this name for
some reason was not generally adopted:
Nor was it just to the other party, for they
would admit that the means of salvation in
the atonement are general.

But there

was

of worship. The one at Charlestown is so
far completed as to afford them shelter for
the Sabbath in warm weather at least, and

the one at Martinsburg has its vestry walls
tip, and is ready, when the means can be
obtained, for the superstructure.
Lots also have been purchased at Berry-

ville and Winchester with hope of building
thereon

the

present

year.

Our

colored

one point on which the contest waxed the .brethren and sisters are intensely in earnest
illingto make
warmest, viz., the freedom of the human in this good work, and
om for its acwill. Randall came out strongly against the most praiseworthy po
the doctrines of foreordination, election, &c., complishment. Who will help them lift the

——~THE PRESBYTERIAN REUNION.
The
movement in favor of re-union between the
two great branches of the Eresbyterian
as then held by many, and rendered him- burden ? Who will not spare something in
church does not seem to be making much
aid of their precious enterprise? _ The whole thing was- self especially obnoxious to his .opponents
progress at present.
Our churches at home are expending
injured at the recent meeting of the Old on the will question. While he admitted large sums for the ereetion of mew, or
School Assembly, it taking a new position that the race by sin had fallen into a state the adornment of old, houses of worship.
at too late a day for the other assembly to of complete helplessness, in which man Will they permit me to suggest a little less
act on it. After the adjournment of both, had the ability of himself, or could have it, expense in some instances, at home, and
| to come to God and live, however great and
the Pittsburgh Circular was issued, urging
free the provisions of the atonement, he still thus have a part left to bestow of the meet“union on the basis of ¢ the standards in
ing house building enterprise in connection
their simple and obvious sense.”
Some contended that God, in addition to provid- ‘with our mission in the Shenandoah Valley ?
ing
the
atonement
simply,
sent
forth
that
prominent leaders of the Old School also
1 must confess to a growing conviction I
light that lighteth every man that cometh
urge the abandonment of-the tenth article,
feel,
that some of the churches—of all dewhich gives to each presbytery the right to into the world. By this means he raised

many of the New School men.”

It is urged

the race from that helpless state,

unshack-

led the human powers from their thraldom
to such an extent

that every one, on. com-

ing to the years of accountability, finds

that such an arrangenient is unknown in
other denominations ; that its tendency is to
produce evil surmisings and strife. In some
other: respects, the .opponents of reunion
seem
to have the advantage; and if all do

ligious

not agree with Dr. Hodge and Dr. Breckenridge, that the New School tolerate *‘not
only a different theology but a different re-

finds himself to the fullest extent a free
moral agent, and wholly responsible for all
his acts. He can will to follow truth and

ligion,” they are yet disposed to urge and
exaggerate the differences between the two

live, or to follow

divisiops.
——NEWSPAPER
INDISCRETION.
The
Church Union which professes to aim to

himself possessed of the full ability to decide

within

himself,

when

motives

are

placed before him, which to follow, in rematters as well asothers.

error and

die.

Thus he

Because

Randall thus advocated the complete freedom of the human will, his opponents

taunted him with the’. name, *“Freewiller.”

Finally the name Wis ‘accepted

and

hence

promote a higher tone of eatholicity, and a we have “Freewill Baptists.”
more all-embracing and fervent style of | By this taunt, these religionists testified

alleges, of showing the friends of liberty
and right what they must prdfare to contend with. The liberality of this move—
providing the Union gets no pay for inserting the advertisernent—is certainly extra-

to all time that they disbeliev ed in the freedom of the” will, acknowledging that they
held it to be swayed by necessity, by outward
controlling forces, or what is extraneous
to itself, which testimony is repeated in
every use of ourname. The term ‘‘will”
then is a monument in our denominational
name there erected to testify of 4 doctrinal
contest of the past. It is a mile stone

ordinary.

along the world’s great thoroughfare, show- |

Christian love is frequently guilty of some
of the most glaring indiscretions. A few

weeks since it published the Prospectus of
the La Crosse Democrat, for the purpose, it

A late number has also the fol-

lowing concerning one of the Professors in
Union Theological Seminary : ‘ If anybody
has ever been converted by the preaching

of Roswell D. Hiteheock, he will confer a
great favor upon

the writer of this review,

by leaving
his name at the

Church Union

office, and giving some little accouns of so
remarkable an event.” The Unionis evi-

dently acquiring an unenviable reputation.
| 2A CALL #01 AID. The secretaries
of the American Missionary Association
haye issued a stirring appeal in behalf of
thelr work among the freedmen in its pros

ing clearly the progress of religious truth.
Its testimony in its behalf is just as clear
as that of Bunker Hill Monument in behalf
of political freedom.
Would it be just to the past to tear down
the latter, just to. the revolutionary fathers
with all the joil, suffering, blood and

treas-

ure they consecrated to the cause, just to
the world at large even ? No. That hand
lives not, that would be suffered for .a mo-

nominations—are expending too much for
the adornment of their places of worship.
How often, when passing churches of

very costly structure, have I thought of the
destitute districts nH over the land, and es-

pecially of the lack of convenient houses for
worship -among the. poor Freedmen, and
said within myself, ** would that some hun-

dreds or even some thousands of dollars
piled up there, in excessive and useless
adornment of God's temples, could have been
expended for the benefit of thoge destitute
localities.”
Brethren, who are about to build new
churches,

or

to

reconstruct

old . ones,

please think on these things. Bat let no
covetous mind take advantage of these re-

marks and advocate a mean, contemptible
offering to the Lord in the building of his
house. I only question the propriety of what
s0 naturally strikes the thoughtful Christian
as superfluous.
Let us put up with a little less at home
and help the needy abroad.
:
:
A. H. MORRERL.
- West Farmingdale, Sept. 1, 1868.

Ridgeville College.
Dear. Beditor:—Allow

Come

the

through

me

of the

Star, to answer briefly some.

ques-

tions so frequently asked concerning Ridgeville College. But first permit mé to express our gratitude that so much interest is

‘already felt and manifested by our people
in this enterprise.

The schookhas heen established fn the

interest of the F. W. Baptist denomination,

‘ment in the ruthless work of demolishing
that noble structure. And shall any of us

and of course we expeet

Nearly

two years since the first steam car passed
through ‘this place ; and the village has

respecting the American

Missionary

‘Asso-

all of them can claim it just as

truthfully as we. The C. Baptists, as we
call them simply for-convenience, are, to
a large extent,as free in respect to their
views of salvation as ourselves. And they
are rapidly outgrowing their close comgnunra

s

¥

’

patronage.

We

from

it a

liberal

grateful for the exbe guiltyof a Peal injustice to: the past. An-f
“reached us; and
demolishing
that
nition
monument
?
Many
hope
for
a
ve
fuller
sympathy
and a still
ent emergency.
They say: The increased
:
expense of the ordinary schools, the heavy a heart responds, “Not I.” Yes, they will more generous support.
Nor are we less thankful for the warm J
‘cost of establishing normal schools, the in- ever thus respond.
2, Nis unjust to the present,
In diop sympathy and generous aid given us by
ability of the Bureau to furnish return
transportation for the teachers, and the fall-- ping ‘ will” as proposed, we virtually take friends not specially interested in the de80 we adopt that of * Free nomination. A large share of our strength
ing off in the receipts. for the last four a new na
months, have created a debt; which, unless. Baptist,” I being, as some say, more dis has, thus far, been from this latter source.
a
removed, must cripple the operations of the | ¢criminative than F. W. B. But what right| _ “Where is Ridgeville College?"
coming year, just at-a time when to with-. ‘have we now to that name particularly to surprised at thig question, for the village itdraw the helping hand’ will be most distinguish = us from other Baptist sects ? self is less than two years old. 1t is not

A
a

[he

Should we go

Mr. Editor :—The dropping of this part of
our denominational name seems to some of

”
Lyman

old name ? We do not

stand why.

the merging of us as a people into the Freé
Baptists, leaving one name less on the list
of denominations... But can we go as a
whole? That is by no means certain.

which we referred a week or two since; Says

in his argument before the Supreme Court :

us with our

as a whole, all the change resulting to the
religious world will probably be found in

minister in this city,

party, in the

to ‘the future.

True, we are promised almost unbounded
L prosperity in the future, if we will but send
that part of our name adrift. Denominations will flow into our ranks, otr sails will
be wafted by breezes more propitious than
we had ever dreamed before.
Perhaps it
may all be thus. . But some of us have tots’
eyes keen enough to see it. Suppose ‘we

in the faith of Romanism.
The fact of Mr.
Stevens's baptism will doubtless be exten- have made any speech lately.” “I know
sively published, and no pains will be spared it,” he answered ; ** but this is a speech youn
made last year—the one I scolded you about,
to make it tell for the advancement of Ca- you remembel
“Oh! yes, Mr. Presitholicism. We regard it as an unfortunate ° dent,” said I; ¢‘ one don't ost forget your
Well,
circumstance in the closing scenes of the life scoldings. T hin perfectly.”
Mr. Stevens, you were. right, and I was
of the great statesman.

nine o'clock” on the evening of his death,
In the sixth, article, ‘‘Robertson and his “two colored clergymen, both of the Israel
ethodist church, arrived, and requested
Sermons,” ig given a brief outline of the
| life and labors. of the able English preacher, permission to see Mr, Stevens andpray with
Frederick W. Robertson, and a delineation him. Mr. Stevens was asked whether they
of the leading characteristics of his ser- should be admitted. He replied, and these
mons. An important portion of the article|“were probably the last connected words that discouraging and most dangerous. They
appeared on the first page ofour last issue. "he uttered : ‘ Certainly, cortainly.'” From the say further that $50,000 in September,
The well prepared, department of *‘Con- ‘same accohnt, we learn that two Sisters of which closes their fiscal year, will be’ absotemporary Literature” contains ‘ as usual ‘Charity entered the room, and remained lutely required to meet their present emeris true in_these particulars
notices of many of the moge impBrtant with Mr. Stevens until his death, and that gency, What

fund of smiling satisfaction and beaming|
PRogefuluets, Day

An

with so much reason, for its want of mod-

Redeemer.”
“the services by a Congregational
and a |
sinaists in the performance® of th rite of Methodist clergyman. Such out-of-door meet- of modesty and justice that we have so
baptism, that it can be performed nnot only ings, even in gay and fashionable Newport, loudly charged against them. And so we.
might go on with the numerous Baptist. diby clergymen ‘and laymen, but even by
may do much good.
visions, all of which are as *¢ free”: ‘as our-

him for the able and satisfactory manner
in which he has accomplished his under- case; showing him his condition, where and
ty a liberal glice of Cranston has fallen taking.
how 3 may be delivered from condemnawithin thecity limits, bringing several adIn the third article, entitled, “Does. Mor- tion, and obtain peace’and hope; the wanditi anal
sands to its population and fur- al Agency Continue after Death?” is also dering may be directed to a sure refuge,
nishing an area fov.gmpler growth.
discussed dan important subject. - Able and those hungry, athirst, and fainting may be
4¢ Commencement Day” has just passed. logical, thé conclusion arrived at cannot led into green pastures, by the side of reIt is atleast a marked nominal tribute to failto be satisfactory to evangelical Chris- freshing fountains, under the shadow of the
Letters that the authorities and the people tinns generally: and we cannot sce - why Almighty. Those, who have passed from
should join in making the annual festival of the ‘writer's methods should not be equally death to life, yet are but babes in Christ,
Brown University a legal and actual holi- satisfactory, as they are well sustained b
knowing but the rudiments, may here learn
day.
Strangers from the country round reason and Scripture. The declaration of how to grow in grace and in spiritual knowl-.
about crowd into the city; the old First the wise man, ‘“Where the tree falleth, edge, becoming strong in the Lord and pilBaptist church, where the young graduatés there it shall be,” expresses a ‘truth which 14rs in his temple. What individual makes
take their public farewéll of college life, cannot be overthrown.
the Bible, as he should, his constant comreeeive its honors and good wishes, and
The fourth article, “Binding: he Dragon” panion ?
introduce themselves to the living world, is not without features of interest. It
What a treasure is the Bible to the famis crammed to discomfort; the steamers are evinces much research on the part of the ily, the Sabbath School, the church, the pulfoaded with excursionists- whe rush down ‘writerand no small amount of enthusiftsm, pit ! In this day, when there is no end of
. the bay to sniff the sea-breeze and assist at We are glad to witness the appearance of multiplying books, the best of all books is
the clam-bake ;" and labor must stand and this article and articles on kindred sukjects | too much neglected. The minister of Christ
wait till Learning has recéived its ovation, from time to time in the Quarterly, for we ‘occupies histrue position only when he opens
and merriment has filled up one day with believe that they are well calculated to the heavenly message,pproclaims and enlight-hearted recreations and wholesome awaken a spirit of inquiry respecting por- forces its truth upon his hearers. Alas for
laaghter.
philosophy
tions of seripture now sadly neglected. him and them when human
The exercises of the college have been
The fifth article, ‘‘Jesus Christ,” contains usurps the place of the sacred word!
“somewhat peculiar and noticeable this year, a review of a pamphlet, written some time
J. J. B.
though lacking some of the usual elements since by Rev. A.P. Peabody,D. D., and
of public interest. Dr. Caswell, so long published by the American Unitarian -AssoMr. Stevens's “Baptism.”
and so well kiown as Professor, actual and ciation, of Boston, on the title page of which
retired, appeared for the first timc as Pres- is the question. ‘‘Was Jesus of Nazareth
Among ti ncidents of the evening prevident. He is himself always, when sitting identieal with the Almighty Creator?”
erect under the square cap, or giving to the As might be expected the article is written ious to the death of Hon. Thaddeus Stevens
Concerngraduates their diplomas and a brief, state- in opposition to the Unitarian view of the was what is termed his baptism.
ment in Latin, or mixing up his gravity and subjéet and®in thé interest of the Trinitari- ing this, there are some things which
:
his good nature at the dinner table in the an. Able, argumentative ‘and Scriptural, claim a passing notice.
As is All known, the rite was performed
tent,—not less than when teaching the high- heavy blows are dealt to the theory com:
«<r mathematics in the class room, or mak- bated, and it is a matter of regret that the by a Sister of Charity of the Roman Catho“ing out his monthly meteorological report. article could not have been presented com- lie church; but whether with, or without,

for the Journal; or accosting an acquain:

—— OPEN AIR MERTING.

examine every minister that comes into it,
burdened, guilty, despairing sinner may find
and which has given so. -1uch offense to.
in its pages instruction fully adapted to his

bd

ion, Then there is that denomination, of
which the religious world has
ned

ciation. is ina a sense true of our Freedmen's
Mission.
It: must have aid.
Who will
furnish it ?
wy

are

been almost wholly made

’

| The Horning Star.

: Inspiration of the Scriptures.

ment proper ;—and this, with a sermon be-

ant

since then,

now numbers 500 inhabitants.

It

Ridgeville

College is situated in Ridgeville,Ind.,on the
Columbus, Chicago Li Indiana Central

16g
~~

3

. Railroad, +14" sities nots

whist of¢ Union,

MORNING

the divine life. = And thus by constantly

STAR:

SEPTEMBER

9,

J

THE

1868, :

"Out'of a population of 200,512 persons at Ra. |

yote, and an acceptable majority iin his Con:

What is the Water. With You?
associating with and -exhorting one another, gressional District at the next election. ;
and on the Mississinnewa River...
3.
months recently closed, 64 murders, 237 robber- gray hom I have seen, and to whom I have
interest of the F.. W, Baptist Educa.
This is the familiar question put to every invalid. In
We find the;
e in a few families, des with violence; 110 cases of stabbing, 481 puid i
of the State of New York, who have not ‘manjy*cases the answer is,‘ I don’t know exactly, but I
«Is the College a fixed fact?” We have Christian fellowship can be perpetuated in
r
a
are-hereby
Fespeatrally
solicited
to
L
thefts,
5
cases
of
incendiarism,
along
with
other
where
we.ought
to
maintaifiilg
acquaintance
with
each
other's
have
a
strong F. Baptist.
don’t feel well.” Look at the countenance of the :
“no doubt af it. The Building (threé stoamount 0 me im
that I may
minor offenses ; making from Sept. 1st, 1867, -to
man or woman who makes this reply, and you will
to make full returns at the 1
of the
ries, .%0 ft. by 116) is now in process of Christian deportment and godly conversa- church, and might have, with some money
oY
Konfolenoe
in
Buffalo,
Sommencifig
ct.
EF.
May 30th 1868; no fewer than 1,119 crimes. What
generally find that the eyes are dull and]
, the
which are in my hands, will be immeerection. . Two stories are up and the work tion, and the church grow unto the edifica- and a good minister of Christ. We -passed a comment on the moral influence of the Papacy aint whieh
to each
person respectively,
on the complexion sallow, the cheeks flaccid, and the whole
tion of itself in love.
over
a
very
rough
road
by
stage
up
.the
at home.
re
anil
fo of the money.
M. RICHARDSON,
expression of the face dejected. Inertogole the in:
is rapidly progressing. Nearly two thirds of
Coll ecting Agt.
The independent order of our chnrches ‘mountain eighteen miles to Jenner, which
the building fund besides about $12,000.0n
opr
Chenango Co.,
N.Y
Avcording
to
the
Th
ew-York
Sun,
the
Rev.
T,
reve
ne
w
endowment, have been ‘secured in the um- will permit any church to hold their cove- lies poised between the Alleghany and Lau- L..Cuylerinquires-who-manufactures-al-the
~Hes- sr
forpid fiver, is at
ot ai) of rp 1
nant-meetings-at-suchtimes
{ret
Ridges.
“HeTe
476
80m
8
and
for the press. One of these is, that“ Rev. T. L.
“medi ate vie nity, and that with only a parRuiasteny Meeting N. W,)will hold what's the matter” ‘Whoever “has e:
choose; but if the subject is investigated farmers, some good Christians and Repub- C~——is much censured for being photographed, its’Monroe
effects of
next session with the church in Gaines,
t, 25—
tial;canvass. “This community, are compe27.
“A. Z, MITCHELL,
«Clerk.
TAR RA N T §
tént and willing to complete ‘the: Building. ‘by the GeneralConference, and the advice licans, besides being F. Baptists, through with uplifted hands, in the attitude of prayer!”
To this silly story a Chicago paper\now adds the |
EFFERVESOENT
SELTZER
;
The orgies is then safe. The endow- of that bodyis given on the most cogyenient and through. We have a good charch novel information that * Mr. C——confesses that
smce Quarterly Meeting (N. Y.) will
pt Jo-- in such cases, needs not be told to recommend itasa
met; sppsiains, oubifer, Hoey, So will time and manner of holding the stated almost as old asthe Sta¥ but a poor old he did it to gratify
the ladies of his charge.” Mr. oid] next session at Dickinson [8B H,
.
‘remedy.
meetings of the churches, it may tend to meeting house, soon, however,
to give place Cuyler thinks that the * whole cloth” out of
=
come in, time.
rind
TARRANT & CQ:, Wholesale Druggists,
278 Green.
| promote more punctuality among both to a neat, new building. The Rev. Geo. which such paltry falsehoods are manufactured
Parsonsfield Quarterly Meeting wil hold wich and 100 Warren Streets, New York, Sole Pro“What is ‘the grade of the College? | | preachers and brethren of all classes.— W. Sisson, pastor of the church, with the must keep the devil’s spindles busy. 5
x
pA gegaion at Kast Parsonsfield Sept. 8, at 2 prietors.
The, Institution has not reached sufficient|- And such an improvement is greatly need- brethren Griffeths and others, are deeply
; lock,
¢. Look, CiClerk.
B95
Ce
oid by all Druggists.
It
is
a
remarkable
fact
as
revealed
by
‘the
sta|
; maturity to. have, really, any established ed among us.
BARNABAS. } interested in the enterprise, ‘and will not tistics, that three churches in a certain ConferFISHER’S CO veH DROPS ”
characterin this regard, I can only tell
what it is proposed to make it.

ok

It is the purpose,
and to this end all en-

colleges.

some

western

Young, W. Andrews,

There will be a commercial de- Dea. E. Loud,

partment also opened this fall term

under

the charge of a thorough instructor.

‘What are the business prospects for the

village?” ‘We do not expect soon to be a
city, though

the

prospects

for a rapid

W. C. Stinson and

at the written

request of

the brethren and sisters in that place, met
them at the Maloon schoolhouse, so called,
on

has been already pledged. The time of
building is this autumn and next spring,

Revivals, &e.

ergies are, and shall be directed, to make
the school one that, in the standard of
Ms An int
interesting revival has
scholarship and in discipline, shall compare been Sole
ini in progress in the southern
favorably with any collegd in the West. part of Detroit, Me., under the laborsof Rev.
A preparatory départment will be connect- W. Stephenson, of Montville. A council
ed with the college, but no primary de- consisting of Revs. T. D. Clements, J.
partmentas is the case with

A sufficient sum of money

| suffer a failure.

i

the

29th

day

of

Aug.,

for

the

purpose of organizing a church to take the
name of the Detroit F. W. Baptist church,

véuna, in Italy, thete had

when the new church edifice so much need-

‘ed, will sound the praises of God. The
site is near a beautiful old cemetery, where

the fathers sleep, and somé
boys

who fell in the

ence have lost 270 out
380 reported from the
this while the towns in
situated have gained in
souls, so that it would

beeny

during nine

of an aggregate body of
whole Conference; and
which these. clitirches are
population more than 800
seem natural that these.

churches should have gained also.

The philos-

ophy of the matter as explained to us by a friend
is. that these churches are in a divided state, and.
| are noted for bad treatment of their ministers.
If the facts are as stated, we can readily accept
the philosophy.

noble, heroic

last terrible war, de-

ble and contrite

heart,

and

promotive

are

forty to fifty years. But the want of Railroad communication has ‘kept the country
back till
it is yet comparatively new; and
its resources hate not been developed nor
even known.
Weare in the midst of a fine farming

country.

‘Wheat,

corn,

oats,

hay and

flax, are: the staple products.
Potatoes
are not largely produced, sweet potatoes
yield abundantly. Itis also an excellent
frait country,

for

apples,

and the smaller fruits.

peaches,

pears

But little attention

has beer. given, as yet, to fruit growing for
want of ready access to the markets. But
since the completion of the Columbus, Chica-

go and Indiana Central Railroad, a new life
has been infused into this whole country.
There are some fourteen trains on this line
daily—two express trains each way between Columbus and Chicago, without
‘change of cars.
Another railroad. connecting Fort Wayne
and Richmond, and crossing the Columbus,
Chicago and Indiana Central Railroad at
this point is expected soon. The road is
now partially graded. Our only considerable competition in business is with Union
and Winchester, and this is no

A

more

than

is demanded to make trade healthy.
Other questions must stand over to a future day.
1. D. A.

Time for Monthly Covenant Meetings.

should

they after

and treated,
apparently, as if he had been a particular friend.
‘ On my remarking,” says Dr. King, “ that his
church every year pronounces anathema against

the genfiine praise and _yeneration of God
Almighty.
y
We held a four days’ meeting here in aid

interested, and examining the candidates in
doctrine and church polity unanimously decided to organize. After the completion
of the organization, four candidates presented themselves for baptism and church

feth, ‘who showed us much kindness, is well
in the work of holding meetings and preach-

membership, and were received, increasing

it to them right early.

ing the word of the Lord,

equally alive in the service. The brethren
are praying for salvation. May God give

in all to about $2,000.

to the public-—was that of his library,
posed of some 600 volumes, many

intendence

and

of

their efficient

enerI never

saw so large and interesting a Sabbath
School in any country town.
Indeed it
would do credit to any city. It then numbered 153 scholars and the number goes on
increasing; and the superintendent will not
be satisfied until the number reaches 200.
I never saw more earnestness in any school.
I never heard children sing so well—every
one sung, led on by their

wide

awake

by ways” and will not

will bring

in new

be

satisfied till

all

are brought in, both old and young.

G.C.P.”

ination, that monthly meetings were estab-

Since ‘1 entered upon pastoral labor here

These stated meetings of the members of

church, and nine others had previous to
last evening expressed their determination

Bat if there is not a general
of the members, the principal

object of such

meetings

is lost,

and they

" become uninteresting, and sometimes trying tosthose who attend them,
Hence, it is a matter of importance that
those meetings should be held at the most

convenient times and places, in order to se.

cure the general attendance of the members of the church, and of visiting brethren
LY

\

who may desire to become acquainted with

our order dnd polity. When our denomination was in its jnfancy, and the churches
were

composed

of several branches

were Jocated in different neighborh

id

Me,

once

But when the churches became larger, and
more numerous, they changed this order.
and assembled once in three months; and
this gave rise to Quarterly Meetings.
Most
of our brethren then resided in rural districts, where no extraordinaty circumstances

rendered
|
|

|
|

Lord,

several

it more

inconvenient to

leave

thei: homes on. Saturday than on other
days. And most everybody then managed
their owh labor, so that they could be absent when they pleased, . But now many of
our brethren reside in large villages or cit~
ies, where large corporations control busi:
"ness; and una who laborp or do business

for others, can of leave on week days with-

outderinging the business of their employ-

ors, ad losing their places.
our morthly

covenant

have

fifteen others

Consequently

meetings

are but

the

first church

in

Clerk.

W. F. EA10N, Clerk.

its

nds but failed to report

itself. Most

were

unanimously

adopted.

were spiritual

and

The

meetings

hurd,

Fil

on

the

twenty-third day of Aug., with appropriate
exercises. Sermon by Rev. S. D. Bates,
which was. appropriate and practical, and
was listened to by a full house, with «deep
attention. Bro. Bates also preached in- the
afternoon and evening. Rev. C.'0. Parmenter, together with brethien from Hinck-

The
was

WEARE

influence

of the

favorable

to

our

Orange.

Johnstown

of

interview,

less than one hundred acres of ground, em-

-

The attend-

and

believt

it to

tend

Jioatl

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.
>

Gloneral.

Rev. Stephen H. Tyng, Jr. assisted,

recently,

in an open air service in the city of New York,
to a congregation larger than could be
preachi
easily accommodatedin any of the city churches,
and to a class that some churches might not, possibly, welcome.
da having taken to preaching publicly in the colony, an order was issued prohibiting them from

manufacture

of steel

rails instead

of iron,

which are said fo be far preferable, and are
fast coming into, use, on our great railway
thoroughfares. The smoke and hum of toil
here, as at Pittsburg, are forever

and

ever,

The result has been that two. officers

of the rifle brigade, preferring the.pulpit to the
parade-ground, have withdrawn from the service.
»
Missionary

Society received

last

year no less than forty-four offers of service from
young men Willing to engage in pioneer Christian
labor.
The gifts of money do not keep pace

of temperance,

medicine.

hard.work

and

abstinéhce

from

Important testimony from an eminent

physician,
A correspondent of the St.

church, to renew covenant with their breth-

ren, and to make known their progress in

opponents,
Mr. Morrell will conmind v ‘very heavy

,

i

Loraine;

Ifthis gentleman's observations and conclusions
are correct, the St. Louis people are to be con-

gratulated on the excellence of their education! al system=-no less than on the modesty and highbreeding of their distinguished representative on

this occasion.

20,00

4,00

40,50

Tveasurer.

95,08

1,70

W. F. Eaton,

Washiagion Street, Boston.
JOHN

J. PEASLEY

& Co.

Street, Boston.

at the

.

Boston,

Moth Patches, Freckles and Tan.
HE

ONLY

1868

RELIABLE

REMEDY

for. jhose

BROWN DISCOLORATIONS on the faceis “ P
. Prepared only by

|

Dr.

aan So

where:

every.

“8m -

Mother Bailey's Quicting. Syrip;
~The great ‘quieting remedy for children toething, allays all pain, cures wind colie,. convulsions, griping,
&c. Large bottles 25 cents. Sold by Druggists. [1y28.

Mother

Bailey’s

Quicting

Syrup

COLGATE & CO'S
Aromatic.
Vegetable
Soap,
combined
with Siyceeine, | is recommended for Ladies and Enfan
1y15

.
63,00

25.00
25,00
50,00
5,00
2,00

.

;

2,21

174,21

J. 8. BURGESS, Miss; Agt.

FEMALE

STRENGTHENING

CORDIAL

A Specific Remedy for Female Diseases.
It imparts tone and vigor to the Uterus, and
gives
newedg Sitasy to the whole system. All +o
Debility
peculiar to
males will find a soverelgn remedy In tus

PREPARED AT THE NEW ENGLAND

BOTANIC (DEPOT),

BosTON,
GEO. W.SWETT, M. D., Proprietor.
One Dollar per Bottle. Five Dollars for Six Bottles. 1yll

ORIENTAL

rr, both of Ray-

August 6, Mr. ed

R, Harmon,

both of 8,

Keg. and

ust

In Sutton,

Mass., iy
FrankA. Cross and

Whitinsville, Mass,
In Phipsburg, May 6,

“Fubnisments,

both of Bos-

6,by Rey. C. L. ThompMissI attic E. Smith, both

at the residence

daughter of Capt. James
urg.

and

B. Wallace,

Helen,

FEN

both of Phips-

Endorsed

limited to forty-six.
24th, 1868,
4125

Notices..

by Millions wit

have

used

it; re.

may b& applied, Redding’s
best

article

know.

Burns,

RUSSIAN SALVE isthe
Bruises,

Scalds,

Flesh

Wounds, &c., arg healed at once by it. All Druggists
have it. By mail 35 cents a box. REDDING & CO,
+ Itis a well known fact that the Circassian beautios
posdess magnificent heads of hair. Ifits possessi
can lead.additional charms to the semi-enlighten
ladles of Circassia, how much more does it adorn the

beauty of our highly-cultivated American

belles.

It

is easily attained by the use_of “Barrett's Vegetable
Hair Restorent.. Washin gton (D. C.) Chronic’e.
SHRP

LE ICL LIE pT

RS

mal

Mol lawar's Pills. I erangement of the
Stomach and Bowels. -As the stomach by the agen.
cy of the gastric juices assimmilates digested food,
into elementary blood, we cannot be too careful of pergerving it in a healthy and vigorous condition. Hol.
loway’s Pills are powerfully corrcotive and detergent,
they strengthen the digestive organs, and by their
curative properties cleanse and purify the ingested
food in its process of conversion to blood, In all dis.
orders of the bowels and viscera, their ganative qualtiles wre unequaled, Sold by all Druggists.

|
»

Safe
TE

Next

Address

superior

facilities

tal education.

vantages for Music, Frenf¢h . and

commended by its countless ourés,” tested by a hglf
century’s use, for all purposes to which an ointmént

.

miles from Boston, affords

for a solid or orn

v

Special

bY

Lasell Female Seminary,
AT AUBUNDALE, MASS.,

of A, H.

Miss

thousand

hundred

oa

ton.
gon,

two

KTATAN

In Boston, Aug. 19, by Rev. N. Yi Rowell, Mr. Amos

of

SOAP.

it.
families are —
For sale by dealers everywhere.
Manufactured only by
McKEONE, VAN HAAGEN & 00.,
eopbm36 J
Philadelphia and New York.

bres. 1Louisa

A. Bryant and Mrs. Eliza E, Lamphere,

Over

er

Buunels and Miss

1agoHagaeld; "Me. March 23, by Rey. 8. M, Haggett
r. Albert Pickering of Lee, and Miss Susan
well of Springfield; April1. Mr. J. H. Merithen
ad Miss Hentrlietta B. "Neal, both of 8 rh
;
8, Mr, 8.
11, Spaulding. iy Miss Jane A. Moody both of 8;
June 8, Mr, Miles 8. Scribner,

DETERSIVE

This is decidedly the best and greatest labor-saving
Soap in the world, Itis made upon a holy Dejuciple
pound
and warranted toto give entire satisfactio
thor fami 80ap.
of itWIL £0 as ful a three of an
fg no
20 bod ing, very little hand bin
Clo

In Watsrborough, | Me., Aug. 30,- by Rev. D. A
Maddox, Mr, Mar!
Hill an Mins LizzieH, Cook
both off Waterborough
In Casco, Me,, Tn 3 by Bev 2 hn Pinkham, Mr.

Zn.

Notice.

invoice

O1L CLOTHS are made a speciality

158,756
Treasurer.

SILAS CURTIS,

CASH RECEIVED UP TO AUG.,
Daniel Turner,
i

Miami; Noble}

Those who
atend the Vt. Y.
over the
Vt. Central and Sullivan R. R., ed
full fare
one way, ly recelve free returnthobe
t
ets, fod to
Sept. 15,
D.8. F ROST,

CARPETS.—An

of new patterns just received—for sale at less than
market prices, at the New Carpet Warehouse, 47

—For Children teething, makes sick and weak children strong and healthy, gives mothers rest day and
night, ‘Isa Quieting Medicine for children. Only 25
cents, Sold by Druggists.
My

Pa. Pree Baptist Missionary Society.

ford, C. W.; i Oulego; Putnam “Richland *bicking:

C.0, Lanny, Cor: See.

Street.

JOHN J. PEASLEY & CoO.

C. PERRY, 49. Bond Be, New York..
1.00

For Beneficiaries.

will be

r the annual meet!

47 Washington

Moth and Freckle Lotion.”

Mary Hodgdon,
¥
Great Falls, N. H , per A. K. Moul-

Norfolk County’ North Berrien; Oxford,
O
Mich. ;

Aug. 20, 1868,

New Carpet Warehouse,

1,00

both of Harrison, Me,

F.W. Baptist Foreign Mission Society.
The annual Joating. of the Freewill Baptist Foreign
Mission Society will be held in the Freewill Bapt ot
meéting house in Buffalo, N. Y., on Thursday the Sth
day of October next, at 4 o'clock, P, M., for the choice
of officers and the transaction of any business that
may legally come before the meeting. Per order of
the ‘Executive Committee.
DEWITT C. DURGiy, Rec. See.
: Hampton, Sept. 1, 1808.

of fine wool,close texture, and neat

figures, Aresold for about half the cost of production, on account of imperfections in matching, at the

$6,25
1.25
6,00
1,00

* Bduoation Society.

Foote, Esq., Mr. Elisha 'L. Totman

Rock River; Steuben; Tama; Walton; Wayne;

_petings are made

°
.

MOTHERS TAKE NOTICE. Mother
Bailley’s
Quieting” Syrup for children Teething.. Large
bottles only 25 cents, Sold by Druggists, [1528

For General Fund, Rev, R. Dunn, Hillsdale, Mich.,
‘note and interest,
For pulang Fund, "Rev. J. L. Sinclair, Contoo-

—————

McHenry;

AF CARPETS AT LOW PRICES.—An invoice of
Electro Tapestries for 50 cents per yard. These car-

JOHN J, PEASLEY & Co.

LydiaA. Savage,both of New Durham, N

Q. M. REPORTS.

cures all Diseases of the

HIGHLY INTERESTING NEWS.

SILAS CURTIS,

Ch. Col., McIntire & Fox,

OINTMENT

Price 50 cents ; by mail 60 cents. All Druggists sell it.
1y28| i WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, Proprietors.

FLOOR

5

a

will cure the Itch.

will cure Salt
Rheum.
will cure Old Sores.

New Carpet Warehouse, 47; Washington St.,
Dealers are invited to inspect our stock.

9 Mr. Marcellus W. Hill and Miss Hattie august

The followings a list of Quarterly Meetings that
havenot sent in their statistics for the Newt Register:
Q. M. Clerks will véry mitch oblige us by forwar ling
their reports immediately :
.
Adair
& Schuyler; Cattaraugns; Cattara
us Center; Cairo; Ionia & Montcalm;
Lagrange Jentral ;
Lawrence. "Pa.;

Wh.

Boreas "Berry, ‘Wilton, Me.,

Hair

JOHN J. PEASLEY & Co.

Clark, Oxford, N. Y.,
»=
FREEDMEN' Ss MISSION.
*
A. Wood, Lee, Mich., for Meeting house at Mar-

3w23
——

. -8kin,

OINTMENT

OINTMENT
OINTMENT

Warehouse, 47 Washington

R.

mond, Me;

inh El,
Notice is hiseby given that the annual meeting of
the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment will b
held at the office in Dover, N, H., on yi
De
Sept. 16, at 11 o’clock, A. M.
I. D. STEWART, Secy.
+ Dover, Aug. 24,1868.

A

WHEATON’S

Home Missions.

Harrisburg, Pa.

reduces inflamma-

CANTON MATTINGS ofof tbthe finest grades,
from the
cargo auction sales—for sale at the New Carpet

Ch. South Buti, Me.,
Col. RockinghamQ. M.
rd. onion,
Church in
Newmarket, N. H., per 8. A Kimball,
Poreas Berry, Wilto
Me. oy og D.
ten,

:

!

Proprietors, Maxchester,N, IH.

TAPESTRY BRUSSELS

A

Albert Strout and Miss Tda

Notices and Appointments.

N.B. It is Zrobuble that two entire days
required for the transaction ofthe business.

WHEATON’S
WHEATON’S

BY EXPRESS.
Rev. W. Ja Noyes, Sutton, Vt.
“. H.S. Ball, A alachin, Tioga * hi N.Y.
John S. Folsom,
anchester,
H.

the

Louis Tepubiivn
who recently attended Harvard commencement,
heard the graduates there “deliver essays,such as
Foreign) Missions.
-a graduate of the St, Louis High School would
The Exceutive Comuiittee of the Freewill Baptist
| | be_ashamed -to--delivery”? and thinks Harvird TAS ele: Mission Sosletyrin
“tomeetat thé
Room in Dover,N
¢ on Tuesday, Sei t
“merely a school, and thatthe name of Uni- 20, ssion
at 11 A, M,, for the purpose of a acting upon’ the
versity cannot be applied to it with any-proprt and pg
necessary business Preparatory

Thesun is ever. ‘clonded, . the. fires never.
“more convenient for the brethren to attend
: quenched, nor is industry ever at rest.
them, and such as are indifferent would
The Hon: DanielB. Morrell has in charge
have no excuse for: absenting themselves
the establishment, and he manages it with, rlety whatever.”

fromthe meetings of the church; but after unusual skill, honesty, wisdom
and success.
listening to the ‘preaching of the gospely- He is 10ved and honored by
the employees,
. wouldbe more inclined to meet with the and highly respected even
by his political

on

for LARGE BOTTLES

BROTHERS,

WHEATON'S

A

Wk Crosby & Ainsworth
N. Weaver, 5,75; H. A.

Col. CumberlandQ. M., Me,, per

POISONING THE BLESSED AIR.—This is what the
rivals of PHALON’S new perfume, “FLOR DE
MAYO,” are doing with their atrocious compounds.
The Health Commissioners should look to it. Itis
their duty to abate the ill-smelling nuisances. Sold
by all Druggists.

DETIS
6mi12

J. M. Matthews, Burlington, Vt.
Mrs, Rachel Jordan, N. Raymond, Me.
H. T. Bowman, Hartland, Me.

Mrs, Ulissa Turner,
‘* Abram Snell,
Dea. L. F. Clark,
Nathan Vary,
P, Catlin

fire

Is the wonder of the day! It soils nothing, restotes
white and gray hair perfectly, revents its falling
off, is a luxuriant Brescing’ an
a toilet idol. Ev.
bottle is watfrianted
old everywhere. TEB-

Mrs. 2 ‘Clough, Rockville, Me.

This school has few equals in the country.

Some of the British officers stationed in Cana-

The London

the fall term

N. Y.

BY MAIL.
Rev. E. Winslow, New Portland, Me.
“mq, A. Stevens, Plymouth, Vt.
Isaac A. Field, Small
Point, Me.

Concord, N. H.

Rath)

Tebbett’s Physilogical
Regenerator.

-

Books Forwarded.

J

25 CENTS

months of teething, allays all pain,

Received.

Wells, 1,00} J. 8. Staples, 6,10.

Concord, N. H.

Hag
e

Mother Bailey’s Quieting Syrup for chil
dren, which greatly assists the child through the

Vt.

Receipts for Books,

C.0. 8, DU

eras

pelas

tion, corrects acidity of the Stomach, and never fails
to regulate the bowels. Sold by all Druggists, [1y28

Richardson, Sherburne,

tinsb

for. all fas
fo

Rheu

Addresses.

8. F. Bean, ,60; H. W Pierce.
39.12; O.T. Moulton, 100,003

more Sacred

| CORPORATORS’ MEETING.

with the offers of service.
Dr. Jucob Bigelow remarked at the dinner
of the Massachusetts Medical Society, that he
was indebted for good health to the joint agencies

A large building is now going up for the

for no

ONLY

M. Atwood—J. Q. Adams—J, Ashley—P. W.Belknap—
8S: G. Berry—dJ. H. Brown—D. Boyd—3L WV. Burlingame
—F. W. Barnes—A. S. Bean—J. Baker—A. Buzzell—G.
yy Baker—E. Brown—J. C. Bunker—A, A. Briggs—E.
« Chase—C. Cook—F. B. Curtis—K.
Clark —E. M. Cope—
E I. Duren—G. H. Damon—A. J. Davis—d. Douglass—
R, Dunn—W. J. Dudley—J. B. Drew—J Edgecomb—dJ.
T, Ellis—I. A.Ficld—S, Flye—S. EE
L. Grant
—I, Graves-—E. Gore—A. M. Heath—J. C. Hill—W. B.
Hamblem—A. D). Hull—M. H. Hunter—R. L., Howard—P,
Hulett—G. W. Hayes—C. M. Hurlburt—N. A. {Jenne—D.
Jackson—E., Jenne—G. W. Knowlton—J. Kilworth—dJ , H.
Keeney—D, Libby—A. Losee—J, A. Lowell—0. T. Moulton—C. A
ng Morse—J. R, Merrill-T. P. Moultonal), Moody—D. A. Maddox—J, Nason (2)—H. Perry
+ Pu Pricketi_E. Pinney—B. Pease—E. P. Porter.
Park —C. S. Perkins—M.
Richardson—F. Randall—C. L.
Russell—A. M. Richardson—D. M. L. Rollin—J. 8. Stales—J, H, Shipman—L, B. Starr—J. B. Spencer—E.
‘oothaker—M.
. Thompson—J, 8. Shows
. DB. Thomas—E. M. Voseburg—H. F. Wood—V. E . Winegar—F YP,
Wells—H. G. Woodworth.

a

Remelly

Salt

sia, and those diseases 0!
ting in the
nt o
the Digestive Organs, viz.—Bilious Complaints, el
gia, Nervous Affections, Headache, Languor, I.oss of A
petite, Depression of Spirits, pe Costiveness,
yl

Pope

A. M. SERVIS, Jeddo City, Iowa,
. M@rSce Advertisement in another column.

17th inst,

ive sermon which was well Spprec ated.
Collections for Domestic Mission $
Next session at
South Newbury.
H. 8. KiuRaLL, Werk.

of the same every day in the

Sundays. The eompany has under contract
nearly the whole supply for the alos. Poe

never be

can

Auburndale, Mass., commences

. the

doing 80.

oxcept

wither away,

He

ur

J. F

“" HL. 8. Ball, Apalachin, N. Y.

Letters

PINE

Cures Sore Tircal, bonsIE 00 Pha emt
Spitting
Itis a Femarkat rome
fo
y for
This medicine
plain. *
to the Medicine
Ag ressure
rom
ying dese
in its action. yn

md Lg ip OD
e fou
of the
Skin; Mercurial Diseases, and eve he Adfeot
of tha System{ DD pep-

wing

other errors are unes-

Rev. T. A. Stevens, Plymouth,

tutions, in their very nature, are antagonistic

Rev. C. W. Cushing’s school for boys, located at

The

Goshen: ¢ urches

ploying four thousand able bodied men.
Twelve hundred ave constantly engaged
in mining coal and iron from the adjacent
mountains to supply . the demand for the
furnaces.
e
Railroad iron is the principal production
of these works—manufacturing, five miles
year

Post Office

DR.J, W.
FOLDS

DR. J. W. POLAND'S HUMOR DOCTOR,

ceed in getting it as correct as we do.

independently, and perhaps it occurs to Pius IX.
that if he cannot control Austria, his long tried
supporter, his earthly props are surely failing
him. The bishops summoned
from the four
quarters of the globe will have a sober time in deciding what course to pursue.
It has heen hinted that they may advise the successor of St. Peter to set up his throne in this country and take
a fresh start; but this will not gvail. Our
i-

mere religious exotic.

read

~

WHITE

A Positive

gone to press. Manuscript is often sent us so imperfeetly prepared that the only wouder is that we sue-

1 can sell 1000 Challenge Washers and W,
ers in
my County, Have been offered
$200 for
ri fats
(ema 2
mm
him $25,) but would not

amicable adjustment of past diffe ties
id by
the Y. M. and Q. M. Rev. I. D. Stewart, of the:
committee, preached an able and h hly - instruct-

and Jenner, Pa.

grandeur, mineral resources, and human
industry on thelargest scale. By the kindness of Prof. Morrill; - formerly, of Bates;
College, Me., te were shown through the
immense Iron Works of this city, the largeston the continent, The works cover not

Manchester,

a

An Envaluable Medicine for the Purifying
of the Blood.

It is due to &tate that the first of the above mentioned errors was corrected soon after the paper had

* You

all things popish, and he would

The

sential, and need not be noticed.

es

reported revivals and additions. Several of the
feeble churches are manifestin Sitouraging signs
of new life. It
gave the
easure to
welcome the Y.M. committee arf Tiioy a friendly

A. G. WILDER.

At Johnstown are mountain scenery, and

order.” read facilities, &e.

Melodies and no more Dialogues and Recitations as
we ‘are entirely out of both of these works.

Q. M,, N. H.—Held its last session at

ance was good through the entire meeting.

2d Wilmot,

The. Great Now y England Raitody

occasionally leads

oarders,”

0 are troubled with night

coughs, as it insures a sweet and refreshing sleep.

A.M. RICHARDSON.

twpetr manuscript

“ACM:

ox

. Turts.

It was a profitable season.

ly recommended
to those

NASON, SYMONDS & Co., Kennebunk, Me., Pro-

puildinge &e,, Y bud Bo J
hoards to erect two
buildin in n addition to the main one now going up
For“
culities of the Institution must be of a high

Rev, 8. H. Tyng was one morning walking to
a church in which he was to preach, accompanied by his father. On the way they got into conversation with an old colored man, who assured
them that he had rejoiced in a Christian hope for
upwards of fifty years.
‘Are you going to this
church?”
It was the only church ih the village.

session with the Pilot Grove church, Friday be
I have sold 300 Challenge Washers in my Gouunty,
fore the 3d Sunday in Sept.
and they are all giving the most perfect satisfaction.
E. T. Turrs, Clerk.
J. F, BARROW, Hickory, Hartford Co., Md,
'N. B. The undersigned was unanimously rec- |
hristian Freeman.
.
Stillapolis, Iowa County, Towa,

vent Consumptions,It has in many cases cured the
patient when given up by the
physician,
and is-espiecial-

hen Griffin, Messrs, B, Reed, Austin
Avtmon, A.M. Warden - and Miss So-

‘¢ with the wing

“

Our friends will please send

more ghtigetie. measuressoth by preachers an
members in raising means for the mission cause

W. Baptist

church of Cleveland, was dedicated

ERRATA OR

pit; “price $2.00.

of our churches, twelte in number, report
flourishing Sabbath schools. Resolutions urging

worship

ont pre

“Will, if taken in SENIOR break
Tre
up any Cough, _

N

to the subscriber.

diemameo

prietors ; GEO, C. GOODWIN -& Co., Boston, Gene
Agents. Soa all by Druggists,
Ld

to slight errors in our articles,—these we uniformly
let pass, but in our recent article on the ‘ Green
Mountain Seminary,” an unusual number occur,
‘some of which do violence to the sense—as for in.
stance, ** The main building 29 by some 50 feet, three
stories high,” should
Dodi
te y some 50, &e. For,

AR. M.;
M4 Towa—Held its last session with |k church June 19-21. The churchTHE BOOK OF WORSHIP.
o Ry generall Teported by letter which showWe
have
a few copies.of this work in Embossed
ed ution of seth ons an ome
action; a
missionary sp
ppears to pe
e
A morocco with gilt edges’; price $1.50,
Jvo Jew churches were added to. &
Also @ few in Turkey morocco full gilt for the pul:
Ww
-And another has been
o

"CLEVELAND, O. The “Mission House”
by the first F.

i

Xe

-

recently built:

square.

CHENANGO Q.M., N. Y.—Held its last session save in Rome; he would die‘in transplanting.
With the Plymouth ¢church. It was a session ‘While on the subject of the Catholic religion, we
cidl interest. The eovenant meeting was are reminded that Pere Hyacinth, the most elopoly to be the best ever held in that pn
The
next session will be. held with the Oxford quent preacher in Paris,is' soon coming to the
United States and Canada to sally our Seliiohs
church October 3 and 4.
:
D. J. Waiting, Clephs-|
nizations and movements.

made a start for the kingdom.
May God's
‘special blessing still abide with this péople.
ommended by the Q. M. Conference as special or
A. M. RICHARDSON, - : general agent for the Morning Siar and the

“sparsely attended; especially by those who cific Railway,
most need. the benefits
of such meetings.—
There is nothing in the services of these
church covenant meetings that is not proper
to be observed on the Sabbath ; and if
such
Meetings were to be holdei 'on the Sabbath
at the close of the public meetings of worship, as often as onee a month, it would be

with

Minister's Confer

hia Judd, Teapectively’ forward their Post Office Ad-

The pope calls neither kings nor laymen to his
grand council to be held next year, which looks
as if he despaired of temporal power and was
content to restrict his attempted dominion to
, spiritual matters.
The prime minister of Austria has sent the Pope a sharp reply to a holy

CUMBERLANDQ. M.—Held its last session at
Standish, which was Sivitusl and profitable.—
Next session with She
hite Rock chureh, Oct.
28, at 9 o’clock A. M

to the

of whom

session

will Rev. Ste
Shaws Abram

scolding inflicted on that nation for daring to act

Eaton, on the 3d Tuesday in Oct.

a month, and to

ntinue their meetings over the Sabbath.

i

to serve the

been added

‘found peace in believing.
Last evening (Aug. 80th)

towns, it was expedient, inorder
keep | ley, was present.
up an acquaintance, for the members of the occasion, we think,
principal body and of the different branches infant cause.
to meet on Saturday

’

that

last May, thirteen have

com-

of which

SANDWICH Q, M.—Held its last session with
the church in Bristol. The meeting was profitNext

Meeting,

Notice.

never go to church—and yet you Have been a
Christain these fifty years? ? * No sar—I neber
go to hear them young ministers practice—~I’s a
preacher myself—I is.”
.

Quarterly Meetings.
able.

narterly

»

Cumberland Quarterly Meeting
Minister's
Conference will’hold its next session at
White Rock,
Oct, 27, at 2 o’clock, P. M. Each Bro. is required to
bring a sketch of a Sermoy, ny Jeremiah 10: 23, for
criticism.
W. F., EATON, Clerk.

dover the other day, on the nature and authority
of Christ’s teachings, Prof. Park wound up one
department by asking in his peculiar serio-comic
way,
somewhat abruptly: ¢ What should you
think of me, if, at the close of this course of lectures, 1 thould call the class * fools as Christ.
pues called his disciples?”
The student replied :
I should think you knew a good many things
you had n't told us”=whereas there was an _outburst of laughter and applause as if with The feeling that the account was left on the wwhile; about

“ No, sar—I neber go to that church.”

a loss

brethren anil friends.

lished at New Dirham, A. D,, 1780. And [Strafford Genter, Aug. 30th, '68.
the members of the church covenanted to
SHERBURNE, N. Y. God is graciously
keep up the public worship of God; and
blessing Christian effortin this place.
not to forsake the esembling of

themselves
[See Hist. F. W. B., pp. 54 &

itis also

were rare works and cannot be replaced,
being out of print, the collection of which
has occupied much of Bro. B's time during
the past thirty years. There was no insurance upon
any of the property destroyed. ‘Bro. B® should be aided by his

su-

perintendent. His people both old and
young are delighted with him, and in my
judgment he is just the right man to improve the morals and quicken and strength-

nts to those who

ing, his greatest loss—and

saper-

ing our monthly church covenant meetings.
It appears from the history of our denom-

members.
sdahos

build-

the

most convenient and profigable time of hold- Stholars that they scour the ‘‘high ways and

_perity of the churches; and the perpetua~
tion of brotherly love and unity among the

Next to the

day School, in Strafford, under

He certainly makes the Sabbath School
very attractivé, and holds out such induce-

the church are very essential to the pros-

SEB;

CROWN POINT ,STRA¥FORD, N. H. Thad the
pleasure a few Sabbaths since of attending the*‘Crown Point" Freewill Baptist Sun-

As the time draws near for the session of
the General Conference, it may not be improper to make an inquiry concerning the

60.]

OF

severe one to Bro. Barrett, and will amount

en the religious interest in that locality.

together.

with a family

the number to 17.
Fire in Rutland, Ohio.
The revival interest still continuing and 10
On Sunday, Aug. 16th, at about two
other church organization being
we
.| o'clock, P. M., “the dwelling house-of Rev.
deem the prospects of this new church
hopeful. We have herealso anadditional ev- Selah Hibbard Barrett,in Rutland township,
idence of the propriety and efficiency of Ohio, was discovered to-be ofire, having
lay preaching, Bro. Stephenson being a caught, it is ‘supposed, from sparks falling
layman but recently entering the gospel on the roof. A portion of the furniture,
bedding, &ec.. was saved, The Toss is a
field.
Ww. C. STINSON.

getic pastor, Rev. Wm. T. Smith.

’ Monti

a

of - was now received very pleasantly,

FS

We

Notice,

ence will hold its next session with the Pelham and
Salem church, Sept.26,27.
The change in time is
made to accommodate any assis
to attend General
Conference.
N.L.
RoweLL, Clerk.
Pt.
SE
at

fending the life of the government.
It is
surrounded with large and lofty old oaks, |
"Dr. King, of Athens, reports a_call upon the
with an outlook on the wonders of grand. |:‘Metropolitan Bishop—the man, who, five years
and glorious scenery, inspiring to the hum- ago, signed the accusation against him. He

investigation deem it of Bro. Sisson and the church. The meet- those who differ from it,” he .said, * yes, unhap‘pily we did formerly, but we do not now.”
surrounded by a large tract of country in: proper and expedient so to do. ing was well attended, , and especially interIn the examination of the middle class at An.
The
council
after
hearing
from
parties
which there have been settlements from
esting on the Sabbath. Bro. Wm. C. Grifgrowth are certainly flattering.

t

Paintin

year begins

CHARLES

W.

Best

CUSHING.

subscriber will place loans for our ef

D.

and

(paid semi-an.
tem per
or five per

M. GRAHAM,

165 South Peoria Street, Ohio go,I

gras g7 1, §) Kaomore
CHALLENGE

3

0 :

COSTS BUT

To excel all others, without respect to price.
SOLD, GIVING THE MOST PER.
30, 000. FECT
SATIS AGTION, as all using

them entity.

Ohallenge “Wringer & “Ironor,
A perfect W RINGER

combined with an IRONKR,for E

Ironing WITHOUT
EAT, in the best manner and
very rapidly,
Ales
wanted everi acio ata profs of
to Sper day. Send,
enclosin sh
giving 1000 references.
S.W.
2weow2d
; Nia N.Y.

RL

8. M. PETTENGILL

& CO., Newspaper Advertis-

ng Agents, 10 State street, Boston, and §7 Park Row,’
New Yqgk, are authorized to contract for advertising . .
in the Star.

A

bl

Investments.

others, at tem per cent. per annum,
nually,)
or make for them investments with
t. guarantied, and good promise 6f" gar
t. more, and rapid increase o the capital

6mds)

ad-

Number

SiceriMben

Bd

ig

STAR: SEPTEMBER 9, 1868.

MORNING

THE

.

Pury.
:
Rain.

a

From all this vital orb of earth

|

ways to be seen, and good Mr. Leslie finds,|

Am-tastes-of-heavens

re

A far-off flavor of the sea.

>

God counteth all.

And icy crests, in glory crowned,

‘ With faint rose-petals yield and take,
; One spirit moveth in it all;

"One life that worketh large and free,
Fa
,

led him

No soul that dwelleth so apart

_Outwelling from the Eternal Heart. ¢

—

athirst!

The sandy soil

oF tearor reat:

Wo BAN

" Yet other fields are spreading wide
Green bosoms to the bounteous sun;
And palms and cedars shall sublime

Their rapture.for thee, waiting one!
It comes with smell of summer showers,

To stir a dreamy sense within,
Half hope, and half a pained regret,—
-

It may be,—or it might have been !.

Thds is the secret

make him unhappy, so that he really became

That scents its breath, and cries, ’tis there!
And patient in its pure repose,
Receiveth so the holier share.

one of those whom

summer

the little

side,

and pasture wide.

It drinketh—drinketh,—day by day;
And still; within its bosom deep,
The waiting Water filtered clear,

Doth in a crystal beauty sleep.

sheepish indeed.

came, many a nice ramble did they

new offense at Willie's
their wicked

firm

plans, and

resistance to

unite

to

torment

7 him, Freddie did not always prove
cruel taunts

a true

Giving the tree-tops their beautiful awning,
And taking their glow from the king of the morn.
Make thy soul beautiful ; wait not for shadows
That sarely will come with departure of day;

of evening encircle

nieadows,
Obsecuring the joy, with the light of the
Youth,

with

its freshness,

will

morning ;

the
SF

way.

fade

like the

>

’ But, unlike morning, will not here return;
Give the soul beauty, of pure, loving feeling—
For the noble to live—of the holy to learn.
Then

will thy life be expanding in beauty ;

Slowly, but surely thy crown will be given:

-

Joy will illumine the pathway of duty,—
The evening of life be the morning of heaven.

¢

J

-

J,

Boston Traveller.

- Ee Sil Wircle
My

little niece,

others, he:

sympathy.
Like many older ones, he had
not the moral courage to stand up for the
right when it had more foes than friends,
but was too apt to go with the current. Of
course this grieved poor Willie very much,
but Freddie would afterward be so sorry¥or
his conduct, and so anxious to atone, that
he would gladly forgive him, though he
couldn’t help wishing that Fred wasn’t quite
so timid.
:
Thus matters went on, Willie's heart
growing sorer and sorer under the cruel
treatment which he teceived until it seemed

Maynard,

Literary Review.

was

When these were

eaten,

the differ- Plas few years

ago the placer miners
the city, throwing their money to
right and left without thought or reaclass of men has passed away,
son.
and thecityty is 1s no longer
overflowed
with
:
:
| their coin.” Then, too, there were few to
earn money by hard labor, and wages
of all
kinds Jae enormously high.
Now the
city is filled with men seeking employment.
thro!
the

pa Shel A Whiskey

But

great deal less expensive.

shops, the drug stores, and the

do not earn the sums that were formerly
plent;
make money so
| earned and cannot
: vuit | to the public. Many haye not| yet Ln

they had never touched fruit.

taurants, | Their example is con

like

‘corded
which
many
borne

it.” ‘‘So am I,” ‘and 1,”
and re-echoed among the’
crowded round and asked

Freddie

exclaiming

Clark & Brown,

times a day by the announcment on some |lemptation is not bettered by coming here.

restaurant sign or windew “Three twelve- He who comes and, resists temptation, will
+ | and-a-half-cent dishes for twenty-five cents.” | be able in tinie to enjoy the luxuries of San

Of

course Willie forgave them every, one from
the bottom of his heart; and when he found | Sancti Spiritus; Veni

Lo

:

yy

‘

in verse

is reproduced,

names. As usual Freddie said nothing in
Willie's defense. He even laughed when

these wicked boys said anything which they
os
x
ahd
y as I have said, was far from being
| 8°
. home, and she always greets it with joy,
:
" for she is much interested in the stories that perfect, and his heart was filled with wild;

and

this

dows, but the

is

ly

Anecdote

of

Mr. Lincoln.

—

In a late number of the Independent,
Rev.

E. Eggleston gives the following before unpublished incident in the life of President
Lincoln. Mr. Eggleston says :—
' A respected townsman and old acquaintance of Mr. Lincoln was the narrator of the
story to my informant, and himself a paiticipant. According to that habit of familiarity so prevalent in the West (by means

Charles Scribner& Co.

1868,

, ‘““Jim,”as

In afew

Muscles are excellent,

weeks

as

inently pure, chastened,

His strains are em-

sweet, grateful, trust-

His “Little Bessie” has long

been a favorite with thoughtful and susceptible

children, and there are others in this modest col-

one. of

lection pitched in the same key and adapted to

with

no use, we shall find him out
— Ralph Waldo Emerson.

Pears,

we shall have some variety, and in August
and September, and October too, and even

16mo. | the East.

He is himself the singer, instead of reproducing

old friends by the name of

Mr.

Square

abilities
in a more direct and - unequivocal form,

For the sake of my story, I shall

have to call

comes from a distant school,

a better

dress, trinkets in his pockets, with airs and.
pretensions. An older boy says: “It's of
to-merrow.”

ak

good

Living by Rule.
C—O

——

Living by rule, as a Medo-Persian law, inflexible,is very unwise, especially if o
personis in reasonable health. We have
given a great multitude of counsels on the
subject of health and disease,

and

.in con-

nection with the statement that we have
not lost an hour from our office on account
of sickness in a quarter of a century and
re, many have inquired, with a good
déal of interest, “Do you live up to the
rules you give others?” Certainly not;
‘man is not a machine,

PP- 101. Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
as Eastern oysters, and there is a large
Mr. Randolph here exhibits his poetic taste and | species of prawn here, called lobster,

“Jim,” as Mr. Lincoln was always called
‘“ Abe.”.

Pineapples,

is worth.

he

what

of a few days and stamped with his right
=
number, as if he had undergone a formal #7
trial of his speed and temper.
A stranger”

away into November, the varieties are so:
for this Volume is a SE
indicon. The regreat, and the specimens so excellent that
spongé.made to the call by Mr.
olph is one
even the Californian with his immense
that only a Christian poet would have yielded, power of fruit consumption is absolutely in
espair what to select, and very often
how
and few can listen to such profound religious experiencesas here voice themselves in measured to get through with what he has selected.
Fish also are very cheap, very abundant,
and majestic rhythm without a deeper consciousIn no othier part of the
ess of want in the soul, or without finding add- and very various.
world are delicious salmon so constantly
ed earnestness in the ery of the spirit to heaven.
seen in market. Oysters and clams are not
5 0,
:
-_
init
TS
as fine as at the East. Crabs are as d&bunHOPEFULLY WAITING AND OTHER VERsks, | dant as brokers in Wall street, and much
By
Anson D. F. Randolph. New York: ‘better (not thai brokers) than the crabs at

hood throughout his life), this gentleman is

known among

Bananas,

passes for

in each yard and square, a new comer is
well ood accurately weighed in the course

seem to have kept

Apples and Strawberries,

marvelous production in the original Latin in or-

|

Oranges,

Are.

In every troop of boys that whoop and run-

their nunibers much lower than in Eastern
cities. The San Francisco fruit market deserves a letter by itself, but now, as Mr.
Weller says, ‘fruits is out,” we having on-

lie's prayer: was answered: ? And. will you ~ | der
see and feel its full beauty
and
power.
not like him love and cherish this holy Book The
on
J
taste/for such deep-he
songs
that Jocalled
and make it your guide through life *

fruiterers

we

that he attempts, he is guaged and stamped.

restaurants you will see numerous family
groups carrying away from the fruit stores
one or more (Raper bags inclosing from 3 to
6 pounds of fruit. There are confectioners
here too, with tempting displays in their win-

text was indeed true, and praised more than | is assigned the first position among the hymns of
ever the blessed Book from whence it came. the age, has here eight different translations, all
Déehr little reader, do you not think that Wil- of which have merit; but one must read that

ful and elevating.

tied to his

On Sundays all seem to be abroad, and,
of course, the restaurants are thronged in
the afternoon, and yet after the meal at the

really ashamed of their conduct and anxious | c10wed by one or more pa
into Engto atone for the past, he learned that his lish. The Dies Ire, which, by gemeral consent,

‘One day his tormenters
had been unusually
severe. The school-house was in ene end
of.the village and Willie's home in the other, and all the way from school they had
amused themselves by saying the most proFA of. The
they could think
voking: things.
and was wd
a
said * a
They mocked his

for. a bit. In consequence of this you will
see on placards ¢*3, 5 or 8 pounds of peaches for two bits.”

Creator Spiritus; Vexilla

Pass for What

Very idje is all curiosity concerning other
people's estimate of us, and all fear for remaining unknown is not less so. Ifa man
knows that-he can do anything—knows
that he can do it better than anyone else—
he has a pledge of acknowledgement of
that fact by all persons. The world is full
of judgment days, and into every" assemblage that a man enters, in every action

yet dealers de not much like to take a dime

each of these hymns are given) the

original

\ 4

have

no cents, a mam in change for a bit’s worth
gets but ten cents back for his quarter, and

sacred poetry
associations of
borne out and
great and rev-

that their repentance lasted not only for a | Regis; The Allelulia Sequence. The authorship
day, but for many days, that they did seem

we

v

ee

A bit|"

worth.

but as

n

he

:

or tea, and muffins or hot cakes and butter | has made.
We

what

losing

Francisco without fear of

A very good breakfast, consisting of coffee

by piety ,—these admirers of what is sparkling
with genius and saturated with devotion, will
welcome this book gladly
and turn its pages
again and again. The Seven Hymns are—The
Celestial Country ; Dies Ir : Stabat Mater; Veni

I do really think, Willie,

spendthrifts .

exception that | little ina city of comparative

with the

there the dishes were all twelve-and-a-half- | Will make a pile, but he must expect to do
cent dishes, while here you are met fifty | it slowly at first. He who succumbs to

erent souls, and which is to-day the wonder and
admiration of those whose culture is sanctified

with

so.cowardly again!”

them; and the lovers of
has been hallowed by the
generations,—~which has
up the deepest emotions of

and the new-

too, are infinitely more abundant than in [ comer rapidly gets into the habit of spendany other city, and so cheap that they carry | ing what be lfas, with the hope that he also
anold New Yorker back to the days of | Will make a pile. The man who spends.

alone. | the two bits’ (i. e. 25 cents)
to occupy
they are here allowed which
is here ac- is twelve-and-a-half cents,

one of the foremost among his persecutors.
*“ We've treated you shamefully, and I for

fill the

requirements for labor, and ifthe most of
them spend it as fast as they
it, they

ghops may be better understood, for Califor- | that the times call
they ey hhave a suspicion
ici = of fitit aand
J. though
nians edt fruit as if they lived on nothi
nd are
going to
else, and yet they eat ra
else as if | learn it the next time they make a pile.

which deserve the distinction
They

* We've been just as mean as we

:

has made in the circumstances of the .
time

better,

drug 1 promiseuonsy is hoy

THE SEVEN GREAT HYMNS OF THE MEDLEVAL
CHURCH.
Third edition.
New York:
A. D.F. Randolph.
1867.
12mo. pp.
134.

the melodies of other bards.

| dear father and called him many insulting
ETTA.

Carrie

At the | wins
wineis fs. a

often he had read it, or how

to him that he could not bear it any longer.’ of which a man is made to prolong his boy-

mother’s apron strings.

——

AUNT

of the

anyway but a little cry-baby

A Story for the Children.
BY

sneers

instead of standing by his side, as he should
have done, to cheer him by his love and

Bright as the clouds that encircle the dawn;

the chill misfs

and

would leave the pdor boy to bear them alone,

:

Make thy soul beautiful, child of the morning,

When

ory 4: How

could be, Willie Graham” cried Tom Barton,

pofid; and when

and when the other boys would take some]

thy Soul, Beautiful.
A

that must

be turned

in a certain direction, or it will be destroyed ; nor like a locomotive, which must
| weighing from
five to ten
pounds, and. run on one fixed track, or not run at all.
| much more delicate than an
Atlantic lob- The Architect of all worlds made us for
| ster. Shrimp are abundant, and then there acting under a g
variety of circum| are soles, rock cod, and a gre variety stances, and-in infinite
wisdom and benev| With names that don't belong to them and olence has given'to man a mechanism of
| a still greater number with names I never. wonderful adaptability, by which he can
| heard of before, most of them choad: many live healthfully on land or sea; in the val| of them very cheap. And yet this is an ex- ley or on the mountain top; in the tropics

stir a similar pathos or minister to the same sort | pensive city to live in. No one seems to
at all, and the
ilv | consider two bits ; anything
of peace. A mere intellectual critic might easily

or at the poles; on the barren rocksor in

in ] telling g it.
citizensgwould
his fellow
the rich savannas. Our modes of life must
gazen:
:
with these effusions as deficient number of two bits spent in the course of a | 1 adapted to_our age, our occu pation, and
' that, soon after | get up a quarrel
This gentleman re
.
month tell upon an income. Health
the peculiarities of our constitution. There
Mr. Lincoln's Cooper Institute speech, he ji genins and five; but those Wh delight In the
le will ol
el Jameson
minuteson a 4 fine on Tor are cortain general principles which are
gospel
and
epistles
of
John,
because
of
the
ten|
P
saw a notice in the New York Tribune that derness and trust and adoration which they rsitost Ce
Hie : UC
or applicable to all. Every man should be
.Hon. A. Lincoln of Illinois had delivered express, will find this volume ministering both Yo & WO
PIOGEE the
Bh ®o EE
dy RCE Was
om regular in his habits of eating ; should have
nd
strength.
,
right
home,
when
an address to the Sunday School at the
all the sound sleep which nature will take ;
sympathy a
:
.
not over five blocks.
Theaters are well should
be in the open air an hour or two
Five Points, which was very well received
in
patronized, being only four bits for admit- each day, when practicable, and should
by we teachers and pupils. Knowing that
tance, and there are plenty
of shows, and

“ons
i
i
ices
Momly
FAR
4%,
fesorat begon4 i“ | ur,cities,Toc,
5 4 The BoPaper,
ME, Holeiid 5, io Seinfng
the happies
they are
a little pushed, ocopation
fashion Fitand | epamtnifv
toon ie,
Th Sar is 8 wooly iat Oui’ | Bought vor nny Willie thongha vay | Weiter’;
according
010" v\oadbisets
Palestine mentioned in the Scrip- | | i
ete., of
who are in this last galeger ; at the same
many other children, is very fond of stories.

:

angry emotions. He clinched his little fist,
and
notwithstanding
he stood alone,
while they were a dozen strong, would have
rushed into their midst and proved his cour-

fill the children’s department, and many a
useful lesson does ghe draw from its columns.
Sometimes these are copied from ¢ The
Children’s Hour,” or ‘Our Young Folks,”

age then and there in a hand-to-hand fight.

and when this is the case she is greatly dis-

But

to both
be

sure does not'lay *hem aside till she has
read every page. Notlong ago I made her
mother
a visit, and as you will readily suppose, I had to unfold all the memories of
my childish days which were packed, away
in my brain, and bring them forth for Carrie’s benefit.
One day after I had nearly exhausted my
whole stock, she suddenly exclaimed:
““ Aunt Etta, I with you would write some

stories, and have them printed in the Star
so. that 1 ceuld read them. Wouldn't it be
nice ?” and at the thought she clapped

PPec

:
hands with delight.

At first, I did not think much

h

just then, like a

flash

of

light,

these

thoughts had been

mind, the boys had

passing through

stood

silent

his

with sur-

prise, for this fighting movement was a new
one on his part, but now that he was going,
as they thought, overcome with fear, they

tar

|

find a stranger in conversation

with

Lincoln, and

his steps,

‘turned

to retrace

&

Mr.

when ‘the latter called out,—
“Jim, what do you want?”

tures, whose sites are actually known, wi
their most
approved pronunciations and signifi-

excellence, a glass of whiskey, or

Co.

1868.

18mo.

ale,

or

time, ifa man accustoms
himself to
to
bed at nine’o’clock; he'rieed not break
his
neck or get into a stew if circumstances
occur to keep him up an hour or two later
now and then ; and so with eating, exercise
and many other things. No one ought to
make himself a alle; -slave to any obseryance ; occasional deviations from all habits
are actually beneficial ; they impart w pliability to the constitution, give it a greater
range of. healthful action. Don’t go into

wine, and as much as you choose to eat
thrown in, but as the majority of the luuchers generally ‘hoist in” more than one
drink, it may .be doubted whether the
profit is not more to the free giver than to
the free partaker.
Men dress. extravagantly too, very extravagantly, and from the great variety of

* “cations; he Tiswriell interests and all the references
eir most important Seriptural
associations. With lessons nt illustrations derived
from them. Prepared from the best and latest
authorities and from personal travels and exam“inations. By Henry
8, Osborne. Philadelphia;
J. C. Garrigues&

pp. 136.

An admirable little work of its kind, arranged

« Nothing.”

p

i

:

laughter, Willie kepton till he had reached
’

;

g

around he to

Howard's yard, where they had stopped to
have a game at ball. This increased his

little children scattered up and down our’ grief; his dear friend had .turned against
land who love the Star as well as Carrie him and joined his enemies. O, if he only
does, and that perhapsthey would like to read knew how, how gladly wouldhe make them

my simple stories too; and Isdame to the all his friends, What could he do?
conclusthat
ionif the editor thinks them dear mqther had taught him with all
~ wort
to be hy
printed, I will grant Carrie's traubles to go to Jesus. He would do
request, and, from time to time give you an now ; and going to his own little room,he
account of the sayings and doings of some upon his knees and asked his Saviour to

His
his
so

fell
for-

tak

1ske me

d

to

down jo

School, to show me

ing.

Isaw.

the Five

the

Poi

0

Five Points Sunday | '° 0

something worth see- |

pile

Iwas very much interested bY what | °
Presently Mr. Pease came -up and

spoke to Washburne, who introduced me.
Mr. Pease wantedus to speak. Washburne
spoke, and then I was urged to speak. I
told them I did not know anything about
talking to Sunday Schools; but Mr. Pease
said that there were many of them friendless and homeless, and that a few words

would do them good.
must talk.

Washburhe said I

And so I rose to speak; but I

yi

Home

SUBJECT

oF

bad habit of looking

CHRISTIAN

ON THE

Baptism.

Ingham,
London: Elliot Stack.
tavo. Paper Covers. - pp. 114.

calm and peaceful,
his friend and all
passed through the
taking& from
the dtove

By

1868.

things fre why, in the name of sense P
|

consume

ngs are

oke

is less

di

Betwse the
t

i8 a

‘to do the

least

eable

?

| that the sum total figures up largely, and matterdfor individual preference; and, be-

—
R.

Oc

gets

into the | sides, a man has no-right

with ‘great contempt | disagreeable thing. ©

man with abundant means,

with kerosene oil, or a rattlesnake aroun
his neck, with as much right as he may
smoke there P Because it i8 not customary
to carry assafeetida in the pocket, nobody

San

tions.

Francisco

ogi

a

great many think San Francisco is Califor-rnin. No greater mistake can well be made.
Once get well out of the city, out of all the
cities, and in the country, and you find
youseifentirely away from that| flood of
eminent uxuries and comforts. Go
amo
0

cial question touching the proper subjects of
Baptism, he has 80 arrayed and arranged the direct and indirect testimony of Scripture, the replies to Pedobaptist interpreters, and
recordto make
the Baptist view. The work exhibits careful research
and its candor, courtesy and eminently Christian

ranchos on the coast, or in the

hills,

or

in

thinks about it ; if it onl were the custom,

we should hear a fea

bacco-smokers themselves.

1

\

4

44

v

t

ig

that Mr, Pease had said they

Re

“.

rs

A

:
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.

.

-
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Y

from the to-

If a man taeads

upon another's foot he apologizes; but he

will earelessly void offensive smoke into

‘his very throat, and never think that he
does anything
reprehensible. If a man
‘dislikes smoking, he ¢an keep out of the

the valleys surrounded by hills Where
t.. But the right of the tobacco hater
wheel-carrajges are no more,
where
the street is equal to that of the tobaccowere homeless
and frondless and I thought
everything
yon get is packed over the lover;to refrain from smoking in public
f the time when I had been pinched by spirit are worthy,of all praise, - The arguments steepest hills on the backs of animals; you Places is not granting a concession, but not
psterrib}g
:
poverty. ’ And so I'told
them that areas tough as a controversialist need desire, | will then begin to find that luxuries can be
refrain is violating a right. Upon acid sweet apples. A
.
;
but the words are fully saturated with brotiverly. | dispensed
with in California. The ranche- tual ght, without reference to the sanc:
cameoss into hiser mind.One
of his | . *- Peen Poor; that I remembered when
Yo
idea 1 ROB
sular
dress.
as to
Floors. -tion-of
:
v aman would: be .
custom;
per tly
- Now what shall I tbil'you first? I+ think bright thought
Ters io | ay toes stuck out through broken -shoes-in | kindngss.
ed
ie
are carpetless; ‘beds are hard. Saddle JustiBenble in resenting the smoking of to1 may
as well relate how a Tittle ‘friend of Satibath Schaol verses was If thine enemy thy winter; when my arms were out at the
blankets are in requisition to sleep
under.
acco near him as a personal affront. Th
hunger
foed him,
if He thirst give him drink, | oy). ‘wlien 1 shivered with the cold. WE are told by the Watchman and Reflec- Thereis abundance it is true, but Het ja.no Round
Table.
ink
tt
forin so doing thou shalt heap coals of fire | And T told them there was but one rule; tor that the best and most ecientific physi
eat variety
even at the table.
y Ve
cians admit that intelligent and careful
son and fish lose the flaver they possessed
his Jes." S10 though : vi i oo |
tha: was, Always do the very best you can. nursingis better. than medicine. One of in the city. The railroads do not-yet radi: | THERE NEVER ‘was a hypoorite so dis
"He would 3h.
te mane
apy
fool. | told them that I had always tried to do | Bostanis oldest, and ablest,” and healthiest ate to all parts of the country. Yet among
but that he had yet some mark or
taking for his
st be, judging
from his own foel- | the hest I could; .and that if they would | physicians abstains wholly from medicine’ those hills and in those secluded valleys are guised
:
other to be known hy.
membered

FE

.

packageof assafeetida in his pocket, or a
Fo¥ a polecat in his arms, or his clothes drippin

Paris, it used to be said, is France, and

Confining himself in this pamphlet to the ‘spe-

may not. a. man

appear on Broadway with a stick strapped
horizontally across his back, or an open

is a delightful place, but where means are
Limited, it isas well to avoid its tempta-

Christian Baptism,” issued a few years since,
has here given us what may properly enough be
regardedas a sort ‘of appendix to that work.

Why

upon two bits, the chances are that after a
short time the two bit pieces will get their
backs up and call no more upon those wlio

héld them in such utter contempt.

The author of the excellent ‘“Hand-Book on

whom
of the little people
: I have known. give his sin, to give him a new, clean heart, tell you, Jim, I didn't know what to say.
of an immense number
of
Of one thing you may be sure. They and teach him sb to act that he might over- I couldn't talk about Christ and religion, ed opinions
willbe true stories of real little boys .and. come the ill-will of his playmates and gain’ for I didn’t know much of either; but I re-. theologians, expositors and scholars, as
out a thoroughly strong case in favor of
their love.
He arose
feeling that Jesus was
would be well. * As he
kitchen
was
a. Jarge. hispan.mother
of lib

Where so wan i good

50 many

Li- | 5'62E;

where the whole community

THE THEOLOGY OF THE COMMISSION

Manners.

—
——
You will say that I have described: a |
place where
people may live cheaply and”
The street is not a private smoking-roow.
Jot enjoy all the comforts they can ask. One man has no more right to void his to- Well, perhaps they might, but they don't. bacco smoke-into the face of another man
With all its cheapness
it ; is an expensive
| than he! has to void blhis saliva. If he has,
Xpe
Pp

uniformly of the best sort, and the whale list of Place,
go into every 8. 8. and
ks should

Smoking

scrape about extravagance.

National Temperance
line » ete. New York:
about that.”
Soclety & Publication House.
1868. 18mo.
And with that he put his feet on the stove
PP...
.
.
and began: “When Sunday morning came,
-An excellent temperance story, striking, withI did not know exactly what to do. Wash- out extravagance, and like a transcript from the
going.- I told | book of actual life. The issues of this House are
burne asked me where I was

followed him with loud shouts of moeking | ,. 01 1124 nowhere to go, a

about it, | 38" that all had gone with Freddie into Mr.

hard, that I began to think: of other dear

per,

words came into his mind. ‘* Vengeance is
after the usual method adopted in Dictionaries of
“Yes, you.do; come back.”
= the Bible. The information has been carefully silks, and fringes, and furs, and flowers,
mine. I will repay, saith the Lord.” His
have some suspicion that
. After some entreaty, ‘Jim ” approached obtained and is well compiled, The included and feathers,
hand dropped by his side. What! was he
women
do
too,
hut
this’ is mere suspicion. fit if dinner is not ready at the instant, DeMr. Lincoln, and remarked, with a merry ‘map would be every way admirable if the type
aboutsto do so mean and wicked a thing as
Ons thing, however, is certain; they are liver us from a machine man, a routinist,
used in designating the names of .towns, &e.,
twinkle in his eye,—
d
more independent of fashion in this city “for which we ever pray.”— Hall's Journal
to fight! The anger was all gone from his
¢¢ Well, Abe, I see you've been making a were not so fine. A magnifier 1s needed to aid than in any othérin America, and -in conheart now, and sorrow for his own sinful
of Health.
odio
the strongest and keenest eyes.
’
sequence are dressed with far better taste 3
aie
i ——-—
thoughts took its place. - Without a word he -speech to Sunday School children. What's
.than aay where else in our land. There, I
the matter?”
:
~~
y
"
turned his steps towardshome. While these
and got out of that
;
“Sit down, Jim; and I'll tell you all ANDREW DOUGLASS. By the author of ‘‘Made- haye to d the truth

NT | his father's gate, then looking

but she spoke of it so often, and coaxed so

LF

“©

appointed, for she is a subscriber

these excellent monthlies;
and you mav

E]

ed for
Old Abe's” office. Bursting into
the room impulsively, he was startled to

have a pleasurable and an encouragingly

’

.

y

i

professo

coln was not &

Mr

co rin i

ps

infinitely

§

-

ut
living here does not now
exist, and it is
time men shouldbe governedby the change

saw the great blinding years in his eyes, so | cities of the same size East. Why, then,
that he could not possibly see the page. He should there be so many drug shops in a
as this unless swallowin
was repeating that little song from' mem- cityas healthy
»
;
:

he passed the pan again, reserving only one

friend ; for though he did not join in the

Make

strawberriesto peaches,

the stranger from the East was weeping, | whiskey shops are scattered, of rather con-

one, hanging their heads, and looking very

loved each other dearly, Freddie had one
fault which caused them both many hours
of sorrow. He was too easily influenced ;

Waiting and swelling, till it find
God’s outlet, long while placed and planned,
‘Whence, strong and jubilant, it shall sweep
Down, with a song-burst, o’er the land. |
—Christian Register.

Le

A

i

and his own tears fell fast. Turning toward | Sregated
in the greatest rofusion, and they
io
Ree
must live, or they would
close. Yet you
buy they
Lincoln, who was reading’ straight on, he | 45 not see as much drunkenness he
in It may be only for a time,

too great to be resisted, and they each took

about,

take in field and wood in search of wild
flowers and berries. They flew their kites, one am sorry for
and rolled their hoops, and tossed their balls «and I” echoed,
in company. Their-hours of study as well group till all had
as those of play were passed together, foy his forgiveness,
they went to
the same
school,
nd “tears in his eyes,
sat at the same’ desk. Yet though they I never will be

"et ‘ever from the flinty niayge,

And down each rough ”
4
Trickle the drops that bear their balm

tells

together in coasting down the long hills or | longer.
skating upon

Plead to the far-off, pitiless sky. 2

From ferny bank

Flour is cheaper

:

can be had for fifteen cents, a good lunch
Sold by D. Lothrop and Co.
:
for twelve-and-a<half cents, and a very exwho lived just across the street from Mr.
These gems of song have found an appreciative
for twenty-five K cents.
cellent dinner
Graham's. The boys were nearly of the same of the smallest for himself, until all were
"aw e, and many happy hours had they spent | gone. Then the boys could endure it no | and worthy setting in the beautiful volume | Everything in the small line here is sold by

+

p ncry She.

Bible

Yet Willie had one friend, Freddie Howard,

:
:
Left dark Yeisen Wi Saybrign hills.
The mocking sunlight leaps across;
The stars with Levite glance go-by;
So vainly doth its dreary depth

the

that are persecuted for righteousness’ sake.

I know a life whose cheerless bound
Is like a deep and silent chasm

9 Rua,

as they are in Rochester.

his friend *Jim™ * felt a choking in his | iS 8reat SCAR:

So

one and then another, the temptation

as

In the middle of the second verse | énceis not worthspeakingof. The year's fuel

She had | throat and a tickling g in his nose.”

have the apples and explain afterward.
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The joy that knows there is a joy;
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much.

poultry,
are about

and better, Beef, mutton and pork much
cheaper and much better. «Vegetables and
fruit, from potatoes to caulifiowers, from

of noble deeds. And yet, strange as it may | the group of boys in Mr. Howards yard. | long its swéet and simple accents continued |
seem, the boysof the village schodl were Then he said witha pleasant voice * Boys, to reverberate through his soul, no one can
not always Willie's friends. They could wouldn't you like some baked apples? Moth- know. How much influence may that little
not help respecting his straightforward, er gave me these to do with as I please, and child's song have had in bringing hinj to
as [ know these splendid sweetings don’t that trustful attitude toward God which was
honest ways, but these were a constant reproach to their own wicked habits. So after grow in every orchard, I thought perhaps so characteristic of him during the weary.
i
trying in vain to get him to join in their you would: like some of them.” The boys closing years of his life!
were silent, looking at each other in astonsinful talk and plays, they becaine very an|
gry, and in many ways tried to tease and .ishment, but as Willie passed the apples to

:

Its little drop of ecstacy;

did indeed want them very

soul.

1 Willie's goodness. The teachings of that she said, “Well Willie,since you want them
so much you may have them, and I will
faithful Christian mother, and the sweet lesbake some more.” With aloving smile and
sons of the Sabbath School, have been as.
a hasty “Thank you, Mother dear,” he took
good seed sown in his youthful heart, which
the apples and bounded away across the
sprung atupsome
and put forthfair blossonis,
itis
| has
promising
future day a'rich harvest street, nor did: he stop
till in the midst of

It may not feel the circling pulse=

;

mind
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¢g s and
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ry
;
her gen- | confidence in her boy, and would let him | beginning of the third verse he saw that | the fruit

place, and at her knee

to the holy

tle lips had taught.

Gods stintless joy goes round; goes round:

Athirst!
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“i rohit
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kingdom of Heaven,"
‘his mother’s hand had

| Bitter,

all the earnestness of his great, earnest | and infinitely cheaper. In clothing

you all about it, only I can’t stop now. But
please do let me have them.” She looked
into his flushed, eager face and saw that he

Saviour, * Suffer little children to come untome and forbid them not, for of such is the

And so the unwasted joy goes round,

—

Ba.

Romgns do. Rent, it is true, is high

Just here Mr. Lincoln put his hand in his the

so |

them

Mother, I want

Troe than oar Tend Willie, The | much Do give—them tome
This is pocket, wid Feinarked that ie never heard
g Sabbath School is ;his especial delight. His very strange Willie! What can you want anything that touched him as had the songs
lesson is always carefully prepared and well of all these apples ? There are enough for which those children sang.
“Did you ever hear any poetry like this,
recited.
Indeed, before his infant lips a dozen boys like you!” = «‘I know it MothJim?”
And he began to read a piece, with
‘er
and
that
is
why
I
want
them.
T
will
tell
could plainly lisp those sweet words-of our

Green forest-depths are stirred to catch
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the places where independence is most sure
gl LITERARY MISCELLANY.
to berealized. These men may and will
how. ' That was about what'I said. ‘And |
- 1 'be economical, at least until they are indewhen I got through Mr. Pease said it was
‘Life in San’ Francisco. |
‘| pendent, and where they are go, every acre
just the thing they needed. And when the
they redeent from the waste is so much =.
e
N
the:
3
:
the truth of this text—if only his mother | school was dismissed all the teachers came | A correspondent of the: New York. solid capital for themselves and their chilen men can live without 'temptaWould give him the apples. He would ask | up and shook hands with ‘ime, and thanked | Tribune thus pictures life in the city of the | dren.
tions to expense, even though they pay
her—* 0, Mother I” he exclaimed ,* Wont me for it, though I did not know that I was Golden Gate :
San Francisco is an expensive city to live more for many of the necessaries of life
you please give those to me?” She looked saying anything of any account. But the
in,
not so much on account of necessity, -as than in the city. Still, any man who can
at him with surprise as she said, “Why, Wil- next morning T'saw my remarks noticed in
:
SW}
;
earn a good living in any city in the Union
here, if he is y solute to. avoid
$y Desause wi Smericans will do in. Bowe 2 o a
:
lie! what a question! I haked them for -our | the papers.”

more - at- | SUpper ” But

| amid his whole congregation no

the sunset cloud,
* The dark mold drinks

T-

knew:toa that they liked apples;-for had
they not often stolen them from his father’s
orchard? Here was a fine chance to prove

of

Sabbath School his bright little face is al-

Falls, 8 fresh bounty, everywhere,

No drop is lost.

think

ing about the woods and fields and along
the shoresof the pond, but ia. church and

.

Jat, heaven-distilled to equal grace,

ieee

soon

lie's lips, neithéi does he spend his Sabbaths |
ag some of the village boys do, in wander- |
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A breath exhaleth to the air,
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jumping into-the ‘river. No profane or
wicked word is ever heard to fall from Wil-
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would just
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ings | after the long afternoon at school, He follow that rule they would get along some-

alts

own use the smallest thing that belongs to
another, he
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but now not his own
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few, and after the
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father
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the writer,
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BARTLETT G. RAY, the subject of this notice,
unusually active, intellectual powers,

|’ possessed

12 Cornhall § 25 Washington .St.,

FURNITURE,

nold notto wait for me; that I will be there

being
and

unable to poneeal his sectot trouble
misgivings. Tho British had not come

dnd there were ‘no

tidingd.”

Washington

had arrived two days sooner than was ex-

pooted.
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Lieut, Allen,
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or'ground of” comfort. The “best is, the
ong

all.”

halt will arrive

at length
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close

Being carried to his desk, and having

his pen once more

placed

in his

hand, he

ted him.

But the crowning

it is believed
with him re-

excellence of

3 § character was,
that he.was'a Christian,

am willing

to go.”

His

He attributed his salvation

the Baviour,
On his mother’s “ying she
dould now
give him up, he replied,
God for that,” and soon expired.

He died Aug.

0, aged 20 years, 6 months and 23 days. At his
funeral the audience listened to an interestin;

digcoure by Rev. Mi B. Feit.
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CAMBRIDGEPORT, Mass., June 26, 1867,
D. J. Demeritt :—Dear Sir:—This is to certify that I have
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of the host, cold-blooded as was the man,
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ing characteristic of his’ nature, and really. years
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True, he

could say savagely severe things, and did
say them ; yet it
Jmpossible to read his
writings without perceiving that the lead-
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reports him as saying :
I pronounce the story of General Grant's
intemperance.a falsehood ! Ihave known
him since the commencement of the war:

how people could ever believe

Arnold's house, he turned off towards tho shed and embarrassed man.” ¢‘Death,” he
Lafayettc who was riding
with says, on another occasion, ‘‘has closed the

viver,

should be

on,
of ra:

of land in
any
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Those journals that were wont, months
ago, to veil under side remarks about
“fuddled Presidental candidates” the charges of drunkenness against Grant, which
they had not the manliness openly to make
will do wellto read Admiral Porter's tes-

it was quite as much a matter of the heart,

Sir Walter Scott ranks high in the empire
of letters.
If fame could confer per—
v
manent and substantial peace, then he ought
On the 22d ‘of September, 1780, Gen. .to
have been one of the happiest of men.
Arnold returned from his interview with
e was spoken
‘Major Andre, at' and near the house of Wherever the English a
abors
Joshua Hett Smith, to his quarters at Bey- his name wgs honored. His iii
were
rewarded
with
a
large
income,
in
one
erly, and then made all preliminary arrange- Jour amounting to £15,000. Royalty made
ments for the surrender of this post, but
a baronet, and popular favor lavished
without, as far as known, taking
any one itsim honors
upon him wherever he went,
into his confidence.
On the 24th the - Brit- His home at Abbotsford was surrounded
ish were to come up the river and take West with every thing suited to make him a hapPoint. | This was well-timed, as Washing,
ton was nol expected to return from Hart- py. man.
The facts of his life materially modify
ford until the 26th. Most unexpectedly,
this conclusion. In his later years he had]
however, he changed
his plans, and re- occasion te realize and bewail his earlier folturned through Dutchess

county to Fishkill,
He stayed that night with the

Information as to
the State, or upon

Grant’s Temperance.

Story of Arnold’s Treason.

on the 256th.
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and death comes, nothing seems more real

Once, Saratoga was a whited sepulcher ; man bitter at heart; nay, it kept his heart
now, it is a sepulcher without any white- fresh and green amidst many temptations |
aridity and deadness. There can be no
wash whatever. Once, the fashion of New tobitterness
where there is so much faith in
York, Philadel
and the South met here,
and gave tone to the life; now, the creme

poems, not his own
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that one book, and in that one Shapter, than
in all his library beside. When life wanes,

erings of the poor that he blurted out such

What's in a name That which
we call Muggins
By any other name would win the race—
sits on the fence, and victory sits on him.

as the

novels could soothe the anxieties or furnish
the food of his spirit, There was more in

timony

;

ately upon receipt of the money.

to the sou] than Christianity ; and nothing
and he wonit. Just after Arnold’s flight |
| Washington arrived at Beverly. On being lessse than the fleeting pleasures and honorgof time.” New York Independent.
told that Arnold had gone to West Point,he
took a
breakfast and hurried over to

of him that he was
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most gifted and popular writer of his age;

It was a race for life,

fore us lies the track, than which there can-not be'a finerin the country. Almost a per— meet him there. As the boat approached
fect circle ; Quthing interferes with an un- the landing, Washington was surprised to
that
there was no salute, and no
ard|
obgtructed view.
Blue mountains in the find
turned
out
toy receive him.
Indeed, the
di
and one so
tree on the field command
officer, Col, Lamb, of
are the only natural
objects visible. The
stand is crowded with spectators, and artillery, was leisurely strolling down tHe
Confused
though New York reporters liken it to a path as the barge landed.
arterre of brilliant flowers—** beauty and when he saw the General-in-Chief, he stam]
fashion
bursting upon the sight at every mered out, “Had I any idea your Excelpoint”—these amiable chroniclers are in- lency was coming, I would have given you
“Sir,” exclaimed
debted to their imaginations for their facts. a proper reception.”
A little fashion and less beauty lend their Washington, ‘isnot Gen. Arnold here?”
countenance to the sport; but, as a whole, ‘ No, sir. He has not been here these two
the stand is not composed of rare exotics. days, and I have not heard from him in that
Nothifig can’ be more orderly than the con- time.” Astonished, and recurring to his
old suspicions, Washington inspected the
duct, considering the nature of the assemworks, and returned about noon to Arnold’s
bly; still the majority
are slightly
regard- house. There Hamilton met him with the
less of immaculate linen and indley Stor
ray, and the women have more money than proofs of the treason, all the papers taken
out of Andre’s boot, which had by this time
refingment.
All are betting, and as loud
talking seems to be *¢ Scoording to Hoyle,” arrived. The messenger had arrived just
fair young girls do not hesitate to be heard | four hours after Arnold's escape. Looking
around him he turned to Knox and LafayAs well as seen.
‘1 go by Admiration,” says one, ** Fleet- ette, and said, in a solemn, almost *heartwing always -<vas a favorite of mine, so I'll broken mannér, ‘‘ Whom can we trust
bet you a dozen pairs of gloves on him.” now ?"— Prof..Coppee, West Point.
The cavelier takes the bet and wins it. ¢ I'll
take the field against Blackbird,” says anothDouglas Jerrold.
cr maiden.
Where there are balf a dozen
:
er
We
entries, the field is a very good horse to bet
Douglas
Jerrold
was
one of those men
on, but on this occasion the young lady
who put sonality into their work, and do
makes u great blunder and loses.
»* Oh, well-them race-men get bitten just not simply write to order the thoughts of
Endowed by genius, nursed
as often-as anybody,” exclaims a near neigh- other minds.
bor. ‘Do you see the——reporter ? Well, in suffering, steeled in the first instance by
negleet, ‘and ultimately warmed by success,
last night he went in strong
on Sleety, and
peculiar characsure enough, he’s got sold.”
‘ Mother, I've he acquired a distinct and
just dropped a ten, but I'll bet you five on ter, and that character he infused into all
to the most trifling and
Muggins against the field.”
The mother his writings, down
.
He had his own
takes the bet, and young Hopeful, aged ephemeral.
- way of looking at things, his own standards
twelve, wins it.
O tempora! 0 mores!
On the track all is confusion. Dr. Under- of right and wrong—notary, his own style.
wood is selling pools in. his liveliest man- His manner of literary expression was not |
Itwas a
ner, and buyers flock around him, totally re- the least -singiflar part of him.
gardless of the sun that is potent enough to very remarkable style; abrupt, hugmepwelt a heart of stone. But, for some in- tary, stammering, as it were, yet always
scrutable reason, nobody ever gets sun- with a meaning in the stammer; strong
struck at a race; perhaps because all are with a rough and scornful strength; very
native and homespun; pathetic at times,
so accustomed to Aeafs. A busy group
of
gentlemen are discussing the chancesof the and capable of rising into proud and pasday, and Congressman Morrissey—a tall sionate words of pity and indignation; not
broad-shouldered man, with black hair and seldom flickering with elfin gleams of fancy,
‘* bearded like the pard”—is the observed playfulness, and grace, yet more frequently
of all observers.
* Say what you please,” ‘speaking in plainterms of plain things, or
arting out sudden forked tongues of wit
argues
a voice, ‘* Mo:
y is a good fellow, and vastly more gentlemanly than and sarcasm, that Wat rarely failed to hit
their mark.
. . .
;
many who sneer at him.
He knows enough
Jerrold was a man of wit and of strong’
to keep quiet in Congress, and it's a pity
other representatives do not follow his ex- feeling, and it was the union of those two
When he votes, he votes about qualities which made his genius. Generally,
ample.
wit isan affair of the head
only; in Jerrold
renewed interest to the subject of conversa-
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There #8 but one,” was the reply of the illustious scholar. ‘I chose,” observes his
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will for Teller’s Point, promising
the road. There
is no such dem
. them an extra ration of rum and a rew
stitution as the turf. It levels all distinc- in money, and telling them that he was hurtions ; nobody
is any better than an
y rying that he m
transact his business
clse; and if you ir sist
upon occupying a | ereand return without delay to meet Gen.
private box and making
companions of ele- Washington. As they passed Teller's Point,
gant extracts, you will lock yourself up in and neared the * Vulture” man-of-war, he
your own room
and put the key in your spread his white handkerchief as a flag of

and
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possible. He then went to his wife's room, requested his son-in-law to read
to him.
| and sent for her, In 4 few words he an- ¢ From what book shall Tread? was the innounced the necessity of going at once to- uiry of ‘the son-in-law. *¢ Can you ask?
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| ity of ** poor Carlotta.” The-only son of the King,
| ten years old, is dangerously, ill. He and a broth-|.
MISCELLANEOUS.
er of the King. are the “ouly male heirs to the
The expediency ofthe meeting of Congr €83.01- | throne.

the 21st instant, as contingently provided for:at
+.
the adjournment ‘in the summer, depends upon

Fall Plowing.

The Italian Government is increasing the num-

mass.

toe

dence for some time on:

a || exhausted, evacuated

new Reciprocity. Treaty with the 'Domiftion of |

y ind Canadian au-

the position.” The

forces marched into Humaita

on

the

allied

next

day.

Two hundred and fifty cannon, a great quantity

| of amuniton and small arms, which the Paraguay-

| ans were compelled to abandon, were captured
on the basis agreed upon’ in the correspondence
subject to lawful ratification, and that he will arrive in Washington in a short time. The treaty
_will-embrace many points covered by the old one,
with Some provisions to prevent the smuggling of
foreign goods so common along our northern fron-

by the

allies.

The retreating Paraguayans were

pursued, and although a portion of them were
captured, the main body refused to surrender.
To them the blow is asevere

one. For more than

two years the républi¢ has given its strength and

resources to the defense of the fortress.
This
tier, and will be ready for the action of ( ongress | poaverful siege so bravely resisted has uo parallel
| in the annals of modern warfare ; and the sacrifinext December.
«
ces freely offered and the perils:bravely run are
Many letters aging received ini Washington among the most romantic incidents of their kind.
respecting the increase of.the public debt during Lopez had not, however, risked everything on
the month of August. Tt is stated at the Treasu- Humaita; and, though sadly weakened by the disry, as the cause of the increase, that the first two
aster, , will doubtless try again.«
4

months of the fiscal year were forced into August

by reason of the Appropriation bill not being
published until

that

wonth.

SOME EIGHT

years

ago

Hon.

Anson: Burlin®

for contracts Which werk due sixty or ninety days | game was defeated for Congress .in

previous, and not paid
because last year’s appropriations did not covér them. For example, the
Indian Bureau will exhaust nearly one-third of
its entire appropriation for the present fiscal year

* inthe August requisitions.
Gov. Smith of Alabama has issued a proclamamation convening the Legislature in extraordinary session, on the 16th inst., for the purpose of
passing a Registry law.
Returns from 154 towns in Vermont
givea
‘majority of 20,167, and a net Republican gain over
last year of 6,199.
The remaining towns will increase the net. gain to 10,000, and give a total majority of 30,000.
)

[

his “district
At the short session follow-

in Massachusetts.

ing his defeat he introduced a proposition'to recognize the Kingdom of Italy, which was carried
through Congress and a Mission of the first grade
was provided for it. The friends of Mr. Burlingame endeavored to get. Mr. Lincoln to appoint
him to that mission, but the very respectable
fogy gentlemen of the Republican party opposad
him because of his sympathy with ‘Garibaldi and

be reminded of things with which we

position.

Mr.

Burlingame

was

"Thomas F. Morrison, a Wall street broker, had
$21,000 in government bonds stolen from his office

a few days ago, and two men have been arrested
on the charge of being the theives. They were
taken from a desk while he was in another room.
W. Mason, for many

years associate d

88, died
at the residence of his
D. Mason, of Tamworth, N.

H.,on Saturday

at the

_ his time as a printer

age of 32.

in

He

served

Manchester, and was for

some time connected with the Mirror in that
city, and afterward with several papers in Bos-

ton as reporter, and during the war he went

South, partly: for the benefit of his health, and
published papers at Port Royal and at Savannah,
Georgia, where he had a proprietary interest in’
the Herald and News.
The cotton erop in Texas is very

is believed that 175,000 bales

heavy,

and it

will be received at

Galveston this season.

[4

»

The 8. J. Court of this State, has decided the
‘act in relation to naturalization of aliens,” passed at the last session of the Legislature to be constitufionsl,and the Governor has issued a procla‘mation to thateffect.
This cuts off natualization
in the police courts of the State, and regulates
materially the testimony in the cases.
The New England Agricultural

at New Haven Fast week.

Fair was

held

Dr. Loring of Massa-

WHEN THE-SULTAN of Turkey heard of the

success of the Abyssinian -expedition, he eould
not help contrasting it with the long protracted

Cretan war;

and

he told his ininister of war

of the plowing as possible
autumn.

during

the

The

frosts

of winter

So

pe

one London borough alone, the constituency it is

gave the opening address.
the most part favorable, the
and the whole thing is ‘reGov. English delivered the

President Juaréz has written to deny that he
is negotiating for the sale of any part of the States
of Sonora and Cinatoa to the United States.
ie
neither sells nor buys. If America wishes for
any part of Mexico it should seem that she must
use steel, not gold to compass her purpose.
Generals Santa Anna. Losada and Marquesn
to be leagued together for the purpose

oy 1
President Juarez and assuming the
"control
of the Mexican government,
The Hon. Jabs Brighs piiblishes a long ade

dress to

ne elo
|

» giving, his
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The Liberals of

France

re-

acecpt the

sult of the election as a triumph for the cause vf
free government in that country, all the greater
from the circumstance that the Government

insure

to

ployed every means at its command
the defeat of M

em-

THE NEW, and 0s we baileys. a Liberal Parlia-

ment, will ussemble on the 10th of December,~
The canvass is conducted with spirit throughout
England, and ean schreely fail to result in the re:

turn of a large majority ‘against the Ministry. —

‘The wise policy of Mr. Gladstone, which only
failed because of the hostility of the Tories in the

views t Jago th quosin of House of Lords, will then tRumph, and we. will
to a long. season of haphig desire
for such an ex- be able to look forward
as will call into exercise

Juang af

population belonging to that class generally regarded as most warmly in favor of the Empire

sulighismd Yetigonce of the coun-

piness for Ireland. In view of the ors
to be finally.settled by the next ine

present canvass is the most Satine
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materially increase thé

6. Most kinds of insects are either wholly destroyed,or their depredations materially checked,
by Igte fall" plowing; especially the common

going
far to
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the hand, and we shall not feel the
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est mistake, whilst-the method of the

good things in, and smiles upon
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variety. My impression(is that
largest vine in the World ; and
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by the

mate relationship
to it. Much of the butter of.
commerce is of this character—a fact for which
there is no excuse,

Clean milking, clean

pails, pans, rn)

and

churns are the first requisites-to the production

of a good article of butter. This every body
knows, without being informed of it, but the
troubleis: the practice is not Wp with the information possessed. Flere is where reform; in many
cases should commence—followed by a kindred
amendment in the manner of converting the

cream ' into batter.” If the buttermilk is not

thoroughly worked out a good article cannot be
produced ; ‘if the salt used is foul, of poor quality
and Injudiciohely applied—too much or too little
~the
* Willink be. of good quality nar som.

mand a top pricein the market.

Sometimes all the prerequsites to

success are

ever
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to consider universal
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A Scotch paper gives an account of a recent visit
to Thomas Carlyle’s Scotch farm at Craigenputtock, Dumfrieshire—a farm which came to the
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it finds there more surface, than at the other end.
Now, the liquid contained in the “egg is a better
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very porous, from which we draw conclusion
that in’time a portion of its contents must evaporate, being replaced by a portion of air, which
m
surrounds and presses the shell on every side.—
inf ' This air goes to the large end of the egg, because

with
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observed, and still a failure ensues from neglot
~in
butter dows, Thisis| doing his best to makeit as. dat py possible before 1 Tiree
it its importance |
if any eonsiderable time is ‘likely to intervene Christmas. One of the farmers invarigbly beat AR
been extended to many subjects of the Crown between
the manufacture and use. It is safest the others out and out, so thoroughly that “his
who

;

"The

the’

breakfast before you eat it yourself.
It breakfasts on early sunshine and dew.
It takes these

believed, will number 10,000.

:

ull

plowed land, so that it readily crumbles in fine
particles in spring, and a deep, mellow seed bed

in England,

are beginning to appear. Several computations
were made at the time the measure was before
Parliament, but they were only guesses.
The
tory chiefs whe had persuaded their party to aeccept the change, were interested in representing
its extent as limited, and the liberals made use of
the same statpment to disparage it. But there
will clearly be a vast number of new voters,
however limited the effect may be as regards a
modification in character of the legislature.
In

a daily programme,

and the result was as stated. . The fact is worth
bearing in mind, for in. preparing hogs for exhibition, or for some reason, we are often desir/
#1 ous of expediting the fatting process. American

spring, the roots of the late overturned sward be- |
The Gazette des Campagnes gives the following so generally killed by the immediately sucing
directions for testing the freshness of eggs:
ceeding winter that not much grass pil readily
“We -may observe, in the outset, that when
start in the spring.
an egg is fresh it is always full, that the shell 1

fruit with the dew on it. Let the fruit get its own

80 far as relates tothe actual iincrease of electors,

This was

a

, 4. Sod land broken up late in autumn
will be
quite free from growing grass the fo Qwing
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THE RESULTS OF the reform bill

The

moment, foraobten.

Weevil in Barns,

previou

best time for fruit, thought I am not quite sure.

and cast it into the sea before this.

getting any food.

tleman.

that, if Great Britain had uridertaken the “Cretan job,” she would have sent an army of nay-

vies, who would have leveled the whole

door.

Warts on Horses.
HENRY
H. i
President.
I have seen a number of inquiries as to how
Shisining a crop of
weevils can be driven from grain bins or barns, |
Lo the following year.
* This Companyh
vitw
of extending ev
(savant
rer
2. October and November is an excellent time I have found, after about fifty years’ trial with | To remove warts from horses, the Maine
©
Experience
have
to break up sod land for planting the following them in several different places, that after new- Farmer recommends passing a considerably Jia Anu
I Company 8
8 profits. go
large needle with two threads through the cenly-taken sheep skins are dried and put into the
8] ring.
e
After two full annual premiums have been paid
ter of the wart,
and tie the threads securely on‘bins
of
grain,
the
weevil
has
al
ways
disappeared
8. The weather isyoy cool and bracing,—
"each side of its neck, and let the threads remuin
and the team strong and hearty for the work; very shortly, and to prevent its return, I always until the wars can be rubbed off.
;
N
keep
the
sheep
skins
in
the
bins
on
top
of
the
while
the weather
in spring is more relaxing
Fhe Tey
“The most liberal
4
and dll its
ed to the assured, because
and teain less able; and spring work being al- grain, and stabling sheep in a barn for a week or
profits and ahiages, re
two
will
drive
thers
entirely
off.
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y
ways hurrying, it saves time to dispatch as mney

THE LIBERAL journals: of Paris are jubilant
reserve of freshness latent in the hanging
over the election for the Department of the Jura
.
plum.
of M. Grevy, the oppositio candidate.
The total number of votes cast at the election was 32,718, of which the Government candidate gbtainThe Butter Season.
being
ed 10,290, and M. Grevy 22,428,the majoy:
The cattle disease seems to be on the increase
” mt
—
th
thus over 12,000, What makes
he
buginess of cheese-making “will soon be
in the Westgbtit strenuous measures are being
more noteworthy is the fact that at
taken
to prevent its spread. In New England for
over and that of butter in order. The cool of authe same
Debartment in 1863, when there
the diease has abated and the price of beef and
tumn is the: most favorable season of the year for
was no serious o pposition, the candidate of the
advanced.
This Administra
making butter, and it should be the aim of every
* ‘other meat has consequently
tion received 29,000 votes out of 30,
farmer or dairyman to produce the best .possible
last’ fact is unfortunate for beef-eaters.
We |
500 cast on that occasion : and to this may be adarticle for market purposes.
There is no disrecommend that the practice of abstinance be
less significant fact, that the
ded the hardly
guising
the
fact
that,
with
good
cows, ample
tried.”
Department of the Jura being almost exclusively
feed and much experience in butter making,
rural, the votes by which M. Grevy has been
many persons succeed in making a villainous
elected are the votes not of the towns, but of a compound
FOREIGN.
chusetts presided and
The weather was for
attendance was large
‘ garded as a success.
annual address.

Cont

good catch of grass; the roots of the new seeding
- getting hold well, or being well established before
the droughts of summer came on.
and 4 few months afterwards he was appointed
8. Most land in New England heeds deeper
to the Chinese Mission, which lie recently resigned to accept the appointment, from China, plowing than has generally been ‘practiced.—

that they will not pay their taxes. But the
ready answer of the black voters is that they
with their strong hands can better dispense with
the government than the, property holders, if it
comes to that. But, as ghey are no friends of anarchy, they wilLfirst try to collect the tax.

by a. side

have long

—Ru ral New Yorker,
non

then appointed to Austria, but that despotic Empire would not tolérate his presence at its Court;

amiable Caucasians threaten, among other things,

Adbertisements:

satisfied, a half-starved

let into the pen

bound-out
sod land, and manure and |

More than 250 persons have within the last
three weeks sworn before a committee of the Ten*
nessee Legislature that they and other Republicans—white and .black—have been subjected to of the present Embassy.
Thus we have an. #h- Where the subsoil is fine grained, and unctuous,
the most shameful outrages; that inportions of stance of what was intended for evil working for
and close, or wheré there is a hard pan of good
‘West and Middle Tennessee there has been no good, and of efforts against a man Teflovpding to quality, deep plowing may be at
once resorted
safety for Republicans, and that since the New
his best interests.
to, with decided advantage.
Where the subsoil
York Convention there has been -a great increase
RESPECTING THE cellencies Chih-Tajin- and | “is pdorer, the plowing may still be advantageof bitterness against Southern loyalists and- an
Sun-Tajin of the. Chiense Embassy, it is enough ously deepened by degrees, say an inch at each
increased confidence of ex-rebels that they would |
new breaking up. But in by far a majority of
te-say that ‘mental acquirements are even more
yet attain all the objects sought by rebellion and
thought
of in the great Chinese empire than they ‘cases, deep plowing may be practiced at once,
secession.
—indeed, it may be the rule, with safety, while
are in New England, and that profound learning
shallow * plowing
may
be
A well informed writer in Ohio makes a carethe exception.—
and high ental abilities second to those of no
. ful survey of the political prospects of the West. statesmen in the world are to be found among the Plow say nine, ten, eleven or twelve inches in Novcomprising the States of West
Virginia, Kenruling classes of China. The members of the ember. The subsoil turned up will grow severtucky, Tennessee, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, MichiEmbassy which is now with us havd lofig occu- al shades darker by spring. The frosts and atmospheric influences of winter will mellow the
gan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, rowa, Missouri, Kanpied a distinguished position among the eminent
sas and Nebraska, making thirteen States, and
soil, the inorganic elements and all latent fertility
men of the empire, and were selected by the Emgiving 121 electoral votes.
will be made more active for benefiting the crop.
peror on account fof their diplomatic ability,
He comes to the conclusion that Kentucky alor learning and intellect, for the great duties of as- In spring, spread the manure and plow it in, or
will go Democratic, and that of the 121 votes givsociate ambassadors to the nations of the world.
otherwise work it in or mingle it with the soil,
" en by these States, 111 will be given to Grant.—
When these gentlemen return to their native to the depth say of four. inches, or a little more or’
With them, his election by, a large majority is cerland, with its teeming multitudes, their report of less, and you have the very best attainable contain.
what they have seen will have a vast influence
Deeper plowdition for realizing good crops.
ing may thus be practiced than would at all times
The lower house of the Georgia Legislature “on the future commercial relations of their counbe safe, or expedient, if the plow ing is delay.
has decided that negroes are ineligible to seats in try, and it is therefore a matter of no small moment to us that they have as théir friend and
ss
ed till spring.
that body, and accordingly twenty-five colored
chief one who is so noble a specimen of the true
members have been expelled.
American.
The words of Chih-Tajin and SunThe NewYork Democratic State Convention
Tajin will come to the Chinese people with the
‘When to Eat Fruit;
met at Albany, on Wednesday of last week, and
same weight and influence with which the words
REA
PR
nominated Hon. John T, Hoffman for Governor, of Webster and Everett
and kindred leaders of
Chauber's Journal says:—Fruit
should be
and D. C. Beach for Lieut. Governor.
the people have always come to us. It is from
eaten alive, before the reaction begins to set in
The Massachusetts Democrats have nominated
such men that the multitudes draw their highest
from its severance from its life-carrying stem.—
their last year’s State ticket. with the exception
inspirations, and the mighty Chinese empire will
‘While a plum for example hangs upon its stilk,
of a "Mr, Noble for Lieut. Governor, in place of be no exception to this law of mind.
itis in some kind of
tic correspondence
Mr. Stearns, who deelined.
+ .
with the powers of nature
THE-WHITE democratic voters of Charleston
; it shares the life of
The Chinese Embassy has of late made several have put forth an address to the Colored voters the earth and the sky; it has sunshine in its
of that city and; of the State, which iis a curiosity
visits to Cambridge, Lawrence, Chelsea and
veins, and dew in its cells. Cut it off, and. in
Charlestown. They have also waited on Gov. Bultime it dies, corrupt, and unwholesome; and
in literature, + 1t is one of those shrewd mixtures
lock, at the State. House, and visited “some of the
of wheedling and threatening which a cowardly every moment in its progress from life to death
governmental institutions in Boston. It is undérman might be expected to use toward an inferior is marked by a decadence of that essence which
stood that they will go to Europe next ho
whom he wished to get under his control. These makes fewit delicious. Therefore, supposing

Samue

‘been conversant, but, ‘for tho

white grub, and the cut worm.
the Italian Liberalists, and succeeded in getting™
4 7. Corn stubble land may be plowed late
Mr. Marsh of Yermont, a gentleman not remarkable for sympathies with anything liberal, ap- in fall, and thus be all ready for very early Soyvpointed to that

when his appetite. was

wanted, 4-shoat was

re-seed it at once to grass,

5.
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Many of the requi-

~ sitions from the War and other departments were

turn over

cover till

claimed for this, but itis semetimes profitable to

Without elaborating the many strong points in
favor of Fall plowing, a few of the more prominent benefits may be
briefly stated as fol-'
lows:
ik fallen. The beseiged held out tothe last moment, | . ad
A
| and, on the 24th of July, when their stores were

vith

pure rock salt and

and the chances are ninety-nine in a “hundred” fat one would at once begin to fight it off, and
| that the butter will do credit to the maker meanwhile, to gorge himself, simply to prevent
“months-after being put down.
Nothing new is -the poor squealing victim of unsatisfied cravings,

events yet t transpire. That there should be an ber of its military posts: on the frontier of the Pa:
earnest di
nd for it from the South, as the elec- | pal States.
News from South America is to the effect that
tionap
s, is very natural; but what renedy Congress could give for the difficulties which | ‘Humaita, the strong hold of the Paraguayans has

threaten
does not _so:clearly appear.
Seeretary Seward, who has been in correspon

When a drick or tub,“s “thr sprinkle it

well with
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The royal family of Belgium have a frésh and
{ deeper sorrow than that ocecastoned by the insan-
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